Title word cross-reference

(1 + 1) [UKI11, Ade16]. (1 + 3) [LL10a].
(1 + α) [BMA11]. (2 + 1)
[A15, GMZ15, KKK15, LTJ+16, MGS+14, YGS+16, ZYSY17, ZTSC16, AK16, Ade16, DYH11, KSG11, K15, LMMF17, MK17, Ray17, RRO17, XX10, YTS+17, ZA15, ZZ11b, ZDM11]. (3 + 1)
[BB08, CTSX16, CZ15, GABC16, HTWS15, LDL11, SR17a, SG10b, TZ15, TTX+16, YM17, ZDY17, Asl11, LD11b, LL16d, SR15, WTYZ17, ZM17a]. (4 + 1) [AAEG17].

(2m, q, t) [EC10]. (2m, k)
[APA11, SJN10a, DSA09, Jun10]. (α, m)
[ÖAK11]. (C) [KT11a]. (C, 1) [Cın11a].
(γ, γ ∨ q) [MIZ11]. (F, α, ρ, d) [GKS10].

(2m, q, t) [MCM12]. (2m, k)
[JKB11, GMZ15, KBA11, SG10b]. (H(1, n), η)
[WD10]. (h, q) [Sim10]. (ε, qk) [SM11].
(ε, ε ∨ qk) [ÉO12]. (ε, ε ∨ qk) [SJN10b].

(L, M) [Abb10]. (m, n) [Dav10]. (n + 1)
[FYYT11]. (p, 6) [BFG11]. (p, 8) [BFG11].
(p, q) [BD11c]. (φ1, φ2) [WZF16]. (ψ, φ)
[CSCD11, SS11c, AnS11, APS12]. (g, h)
[Rah11a, Rah11b]. (Q, R) [MM11]. (R, S)
[DH10b, X16]. (t, n) [ZPW12]. (T, S)
[S12]. (w/g) [Gep16]. + [Laz10]. 1
[DP15, GDM13, OV1+16, Ov17, WBY17, Was13, WY15]. 1024 [CSCM13].

14 [ZSW15]. 18 [ZSW15].

1 < α < 2 [SW12]. 2
[BMRC10, BPC17, BP18, BR12d, BC17, CKMR11, CL15, DA18b, DFP+13, FVVS16, FF15, Gha17, HHS+17, KYR15, MLL16,
Oru17, PLMS14, RCGR15, SHH16, SEM13, SAU11, WFC16, Ye16, Ye17b, YKKS10, YT13, YWT18, Zha11b, ZLL15, dVLV18, 2D + t [GV11a]. 2D [LL16c]. 2n [Yan11d]. 3 [AT12b, BO15, CY16, CCHG17, CL12b, DWZ13, DFP13, Ers16, FZ17, FMPR15, GGLP15, GVSP12, Gha17, GIM14, KLR15, KN11, LZ18, Li16b, LGG12, LRBA15, MK18, MKS13, MSZG17, PAE+12, PDH12, QCG15, RC11, SPT17, SWL16, Tod13, TM10, WYF17, WE16, We12b, WH11b, WCH13, XZ17, YSW16, ZZ16b, Zy17, ZC11a]. 3* [TKH10]. 4


a, b ∈ R [ds15]. A_{12}^{(2)} [SC13]. A_1 A_1 = B_1 [ZLZ11]. A_2 A_2 = B_2 [ZLZ11]. A_2 F_2 = B_1 [QLD10, SSI17]. α [BL17, LY17, TMSSGA10, YY12].

antidiag, (a, 0, b) [ds15]. ARCH(∞)


B_{\infty}^{-1} [GLR13]. e_2 [Mah11]. \ell^1 [Gos10]. \ell_p [FBB10]. η [Ant10]. F [MS11a, Dr10].

FWC [LZ12b]. G [Ant14, ASV11, APS12, Čak11c, MAn12, PT11, WY11b, ZLL12]. Γ [AMD10, DZK10, DZY11, JMLF11, MLZF10, SDM10]. γ_{x2} [WS10a]. GF(p^m) [CKK10]. H [TM12, Ver08, Ver12, ZFQ10, DSA10, DHM16, MYZ12, Pas14, PPC13, PPC15, RZ17]. H(\alpha, \beta) [CH11b].

H() [Tom13]. H() [Tom13]. H^{1} [BS17, Hou15, SW16a, ZS13, SZL+17, WLL+18].

H^{1}(R^N) [LC10d]. H_{\infty} [Ahn12, LZZ12, LCYC12, WS12]. H_{v} [DZY11]. bp [BS14a, BS15b, BS15a, BGCGS16, BS15c, CDG15, CW15b, CHH14, FWW14, FMPR15, GSZ14, Hak14, HW16, JZ13, KM15, ZD15, CN17, DMR18, EG16, FM18, JZ14+18, LC17, PS18, CX18]. I [BMC13, CT10a, DA10a, Sea15, TL10a, ZC13a]. I - A [BT11]. K [CS12]. HCL11, HSM10, HDB11, HIL10, JSEM13, JL15b, KP10b, MM16, PSC13, SD12b, SW11, WYY11, X17, YT12, SC11].

K(m, n) [Bi10]. K^{2} [SBX+12]. L [ABFGZ11, LS10b, LZ12, Run11, YZX10]. L^{1} [PSS18, Zha15b]. L^{2} [CM16c, EM14, HZM11, JMHH13, MW14, Ye17a]. L^{\infty} [He16]. L^{p} [CH10]. L^{p}(\log L)^{α} [BX10]. L_{0} [DCK15]. L_{2} [CCKP15]. L_{\infty} [2SD10]. L_{p} [AD10b]. λ [SH12a]. λ_{i} [CS10]. I ∈ \{1, 2, 4\} [YH11b]. LL^{*} [Lee15]. LU [ASA16, PPC13].


R^{N} \setminus \{0\} [SY13]. \ A [LWBW13]. D [YL14]. L [qJH12, SP10]. N(β) [UBF11]. P_{n} [Wu10]. N [LLMM17, LTSW16, RC17b, ZZ11b, ABR10, Che16, Dra11a, Gao12, GZ14, HLWX11, HL11a, HMW16, LCW10, SGY11, Sat11, gShYL10, SS14b, TZ10, Wu10, YZW10]. n = 2 [Dai14]. NM [Wu10]. \omega [MM16]. \otimes_{B} [Sat11]. P [HDP11, P21b, AX11, CNSV17, CP15c, CP16c, DHM16, EAA10, KS11, KSSK11, LC10, LJ12, NT17, PC11b, PA12, RZ17, SHH16, SIM10, SY13, WZ10, XZR16, YY10b, YL10a, Yan11c]. p(·) [BRR16]. p(t) [CT12]. p(x)

[AE15, ZZ15b]. \{P, k + 1\} [YQ16]. P_{3}
4

[505x681]

- matrix [SH12a], - maximal [Ver12, Ver08], - means [HCL11], - mesh [DMRS18], - method [DMZ10], - methods [KM15], - metric [ASV11, APS12, ČSCD11, HS11b, Man12], - monotone [Zha11a], - nonexpansive [QHW11], - norm [GWL11, KSSK11, He16], - normed [SGY11], - norms [BX10], - order [BMA11], - packing [CKMR11], - phase [MK18], - ply [ABR10], - point [Bai11b, LCW10, LZ11e, LLL12, Yas12], - problems [Zha15b], - projection [HZM11, JMHF13, MW14], - pullback [YL14], - quasi-hemiregular [MYZ12], - quasi-monotone [Bor11], - quasi-slowly [Čak11b], - queue [WY11b], - rectangular [HMWZ16], - rings [DZY11], - robust [CNSV17], - Salié [ZP10], - semigroups [JMF11, SDM10], - semihypergroups [AMD10], - skew [DH10b], - smooth [KV17a, KV17b], - soliton [ZZ11b], - spaces [LZ12b], - sparsity [PSS18], - species [Che16, TZG11], - stability [WW11a], - Stancu [Gal11a, Mah10b], - starlike [SWW11], - statistical [DD10], - strict [ChH10], - strictly [sHC11], - summability [Sav10], - symmetric [dCM12, DH10b, XC16], - Szász [Mah10a], - tensor [MMRN12], - theory [GH10], - time [Dra11a], - top- [Hpd11], - transform [Ost11], - trees [Mar11a], - tridiagonal [JSEM13, JL15b], - tuple [SD12b, Zha11b], - type [BD11c, CZ15], - uniformly [AKS10, CsH10, CS11c], - valent [AX11, EAA10, YL10a], - valently [PA12], - valued [Wu10], - variable [Kyr15], - velocity [ZSW15], - version [SHH16], - weak [ČSCD11], - weakly [AnS11, APS12, SS11c].

17th-order [MV10], 1D [He16].

2 [JFS17], 2010 [VBW10b], 2014 [Bho14a], 2015 [Ano16a], 2016 [YRDR18], 2d [ABB17, He16, HD14b].

3.0 [Váz16]. 35 [Li10c]. 3rd [VBW10a, VBW10b].

4- [WS10a], 49 [ID10], 4th [CX18, VBW10a, VBW10b].

50 [WWW11a, WWW11b], 55 [Ver12], 56 [Asl11, fDxZ11], 57 [Pen11], 58 [AR10b, JY11], 59 [AD11a, CE10a, Def10a, GXZ11, IIHuI10, KPS10a, K11b, SK12].

60 [Jia11, VBW10a, WYG12, Wan13a], 61 [KVR11a, LLH11a, MP16, Pan17, WWW11a, XLD11a], 62 [WLDL11a, Yaz11], 63 [Ant14, LYS12a, LW12a, McN12], 64 [Ran15, Wan13a], 65 [Her14], 66 [SCCBB+17, XWH16], 69 [LK15], 6th [Sle13].

802.11 [TXZ+10].

a-posteriori [GSZ14], Abaqus [LZL+18].

- Abel [Dar11, EKE18, XH11b], Abel-type [EKE18], Abelian [LLL11], abortion [KX12], above [RY10], absolute [Bor10, KM12, ZCH14, ZGD14], absorbing [SDH15], absorption [CP15c, CP16c].

Abstract [PRR10, AKA11, BK12a, KR11, LJ11, Sal10].

Abundant [YMY17], accelerate [RH15].

Accelerated [ED12, BGGGRSP16, BKMT14, GEZ14, KWAS16, KLK15, QC15, WMW13, YCW+14]. Accelerating [LYC15, PPD10, LZZ11a, ZWG11]. acceleration [BBO10, Bre14, DCR13, MO14], accelerators [MSZG17], access [BMS12, HSMY12, WZCC10]. account
Accretive [WD10]. Accumulation [XLK11, IL13]. accuracy
[CLTA11, DWZ13, DH11b, FDG17, HZL17, LH16, MS15, SZL17, SSL14].
Accurate
[BIPT16, Gem16, HM10, JLC10, AHF16, BPC17, BL14, BZ18, CPP15, DBS12,
FZL18, GGR17, HMY15, HD14b, JW15, KO11a, KL16b, KVR11, SMF17, SST12].

Acknowledgements [Ano10a].
[ADGG13, BK15, DL11, EK16, HMY15, HNPS13, HKW15, JPK17, LZ18, LCP16,
MPMTV15, Ray16, Sea14, Sea16, SSH15].

acoustic [BJPT16, Gem16, HM10, JLC10, AHF16, BPC17, BL14, BZ18, CPP15, DBS12,
FZL18, GGR17, HMY15, HD14b, JW15, KO11a, KL16b, KVR11, SMF17, SST12].

Adaptive-expectation [LCCC10].

Adaptively [TS14, JK18]. adaptivity
[CFPP14, DPM15, GGT14, PS18].

Adapting [cFpClC13]. adoption [SSS11a].

Advanced
[AER12, PHWM10, PL10a, Zho11, Zho12, ZFLM18, LKX11].

Advective
[RAW16, AM14a, AV14, CBBE16, DMP18, EO15, ESBR10, HLL15, KW14a, KGM11,
LZB12, LHL15, MPY16, MV17, SOJC10, Sou12, Tam16, WBC13, YYY16, ZLPM13,
ZLZ10, ZDF14].

advective-diffusion
[AM14a, KGM11, MV17].

advective-diffusion-reaction
[AV14, KW14a, LHL15, MPY16, WCB13].

affordable
[BCD16].

AEM [WY11a].

against
[JS12a, KLL10, QCYL12]. age
[Aki17, MCL15, ZK16]. age-structured
[Aki17, ZK16]. agent
[CS11a, MB17, SBKS12, WWH12]. agents

age [DYQM14]. aggregation
aggressive [SD15b].

aggressive-invasive [SD15b].

aging [FdOdSS17, RR11, YY10c].

aging/deteriorating [YY10c].

air [DGOZ13, IC12, JS12b, LWC13, ODAZ15, ySGL+10].

air-water [ySGL+10].

aircraft [YGH11].

al. [SPLHCB14].

alcohol [Laz10, ZZ17].

aleatory [WLT13a].

algorithm [XY14, XJYL17, XDL12, YY14, YXYH10, YD12, YZ12, YDK+12, Yiz12a, ZQ11a, Zha11a, ZDL11, ZLC+14, ZY17a, ZY17b, ZGZ13, ZH15b, ZWX13, ZLGL11].

algorithm-based [FLWJ11].

Algorithmic [KPG13, MV12, GD11, TCM15].

Algorithms

[BL16, AEF15, ABCR10, AAP12, AK11, AGK15, Bac14c, BS13, BE18, Bur13, CGY10b, Che12a, CDY11, Chu11c, DM12a, DZS10, DGOZ13, Dua11, DR12, FHZ10, FGHZ14, FRS16, cFpC13, HSZ15, HM15, JL15b, J15, Lit13, Liu15b, Loh16, MV+12, O010, ODAZ15, QHW11, RdsS11, RF12, SH10, SLM16, ST12, WL16, WL17, YY12, YNLK10, YW14, Zha15a].

alignment [SSK13].

Allen [GOGYL+11, PQB+16, ZY13].

allelopathy [MMK+13].

Allmaras [PLR15].

allocating [RZL11].

allocation [Chu12a, ES11, RZL11, RR11, WL11a, WZWS11, ZL+10].

Almost [BK11b, KPR13, LFJ11, XY10, Abb11, Bor11, CZ11, C12, C10, EO14, HP10, HG11, KS11, MN10b, WY12, Xue13, ZL11].

ALOHA [TZM12].

along [RBB12, Ran15].

Alternating [EKZ17, SHM13, AD15, BKMT14, BHKZ11, BX14, hGzS15, GL16, KST10, LDH13, WH16, WSL11b].

Alternative [To12, ZY+16, Git14, HZ16, Uze10, ZZZ+14a].

ambiguity [BBC+11].

Ambrosetti [ZZ15b].

American [BS10b, BC16, CW14, CWDL17, CEJ16, ECJ16, KCC+13, LZZ16, MC17, MVKK14, ZC11c].

American-style [LZL16].

AMMOS ProtLig [JPP12].

Ampère [Dai14].

amplitude [NJ16, YASK10].

anaerobic [DK14].

analogue [HuZ11, Par11b].

analyses [Kli10, Rah11b].

analyses [GGS16].

Analysing [EGGS+12].

Analysis [AM11, ALMLM14, BCF10, CCN14, CSU13, FSC11, GS15a, GK16, HLL13, HSJ15, HT16a, HML17d, HMZ18, KTD17, KO13].
LZWC16, MR17, MNT15, NB11, PLKC16, RSS10, SL16c, WSL10, WL11a, WHS11, Yaz11, YAS†11, ZLW10, ZHY14, ZLL17, LxLhY12, ABM11, AO10a, ADY12, Ade17, ASFM15, ABDKD12, AGU14, AYY12, AJ14, BBDS11, BDS17, BC15, BCD†16, BCC14, BGRV15, BN16, BKM11, BDB12, BMM18, BGL†15, Bra16, BK12b, CH1a, CLT†13, CPP10, CCJP11, CCRS17, CJ12, CW10a, Che12c, CCRW16, Cho17, CCM10, CJPB10, DdSF13, DGT18, EAAS18, EM14, FGL10, cFpClC13, GBG11, GMP18, GRBT16, GD11, GY11, GGGR13, GS11b, HH16, HHY†11, HWH†15, HH10a, HLY16, Ikh11, JGSS10, JW15, JN14, KEHB18, KWPK13, KLCD16, KVJB15, KNF13, KC12, KLTS15, KT15, KM13, KPG13, KSK18, KS10b].

Analytic
[Bog11, CCNT16, JQSS12, LMDL11, LTJ†16, Odl10, OSZP13, SLCC12, Aol11, AS10a, AS11c, ANR11, BGRS11, BBD10, CSSW12, CDN14, DM12b, EZM12, HHS†10, MB17, Noo10, NNAS11a, NNAS11b, NNAS11c, NM11b, NODA11, ODR10, PA12, SKPW14, SRM11b, Swa10, TO11].

Analytical
[CB11d, Che11b, GS11a, GZ14, JLTB12, KKAM11, KD11, MLZ†16, PDM11, YMDZ10, ZMA10, AO10b, CS13, FKKS11, FL13a, Gup11, HM10, JRZK11, KLTS11, LL1A4, Lee17, Lu11, MSG11, MPMTMV15, NB17, SSH15, TA11, UKI11, XHA13].

Analytically [CXZ15b].

Analyticity [LLY18].

Analyzing [ZJZ†11].

and/or [HLY17b].

aneurysms [WSC16].

angles [WL11d].

animals [OMS10].

Anisotropic [DMRS18, LWR14, SRDD17, WRW13, BS17, CHM18, CST14, DLZ17, DB15, GKS17, HH13, KMS15, MSTB17, NB11, ORR16, TSB16, VGC†15].

anisotropically [GSZ14].

Annealing [dCMsdGTdC†16, Che12a, VB10a, ZLY†13].

annotation [ALLH11, ALLQ13].

annular [MG15].

Anomalous [CSZK10, AM13a, CJ18, FIM18, LCA†17, MZL13, MA17, WW16].

anophiles [ADL12].

ant [qGpWhL11, HB12a, HY11].

antennas [HB12a, LHZ†11].

Anti [AN11a, YY10, AA11, AsNa10, CYP16, XHM14, Yan12a, YT11, YqS16, dS15, dS16].

anti- [YqS16].

anti-pentadiagonal [dS16].

Anti-periodic [AN11a, YY10, AA11].

anti-reflexive [XHM14].

anti-synchronization [AsNa10].

anti-trapping [CYP16].

anti-tridiagonal [dS15].

anti-waves [YT11].

anti-windup [Yan12a].

antiperiodic [SSL12a].

antiring [ZL12b].

antisymmetric [Kli10].

any [BC17, KLL10].

AP [DG10a].

AOR [KYR15, LS11d, Öza11].

appearing [Was13].

Appell [OCNG12].

Appl [AR10b, AD11a, Asl11, Bho14a, ÇE10a, Def10a, fDxZ11, GXZ11, Her14, IIHu10, ID10, Jia11, JY11, KPS10a, KK11b, KYR11a, 

MATH16, MR17, MNT15, NB11, PLKC16, RSS10, SL16c, WSL10, WL11a, WHS11, Yaz11, YAS†11, ZLW10, ZHY14, ZLL17, LxLhY12, ABM11, AO10a, ADY12, Ade17, ASFM15, ABDKD12, AGU14, AYY12, AJ14, BBDS11, BDS17, BC15, BCD†16, BCC14, BGRV15, BN16, BKM11, BDB12, BMM18, BGL†15, Bra16, BK12b, CH1a, CLT†13, CPP10, CCJP11, CCRS17, CJ12, CW10a, Che12c, CCRW16, Cho17, CCM10, CJPB10, DdSF13, DGT18, EAAS18, EM14, FGL10, cFpClC13, GBG11, GMP18, GRBT16, GD11, GY11, GGGR13, GS11b, HH16, HHY†11, HWH†15, HH10a, HLY16, Ikh11, JGSS10, JW15, JN14, KEHB18, KWPK13, KLCD16, KVJB15, KNF13, KC12, KLTS15, KT15, KM13, KPG13, KSK18, KS10b].

Analytic
[Bog11, CCNT16, JQSS12, LMDL11, LTJ†16, Odl10, OSZP13, SLCC12, Aol11, AS10a, AS11c, ANR11, BGRS11, BBD10, CSSW12, CDN14, DM12b, EZM12, HHS†10, MB17, Noo10, NNAS11a, NNAS11b, NNAS11c, NM11b, NODA11, ODR10, PA12, SKPW14, SRM11b, Swa10, TO11].

Analytical
[CB11d, Che11b, GS11a, GZ14, JLTB12, KKAM11, KD11, MLZ†16, PDM11, YMDZ10, ZMA10, AO10b, CS13, FKKS11, FL13a, Gup11, HM10, JRZK11, KLTS11, LL1A4, Lee17, Lu11, MSG11, MPMTMV15, NB17, SSH15, TA11, UKI11, XHA13].

Analytically [CXZ15b].

Analyticity [LLY18].

Analyzing [ZJZ†11].

and/or [HLY17b].

aneurysms [WSC16].

angles [WL11d].

animals [OMS10].

Anisotropic [DMRS18, LWR14, SRDD17, WRW13, BS17, CHM18, CST14, DLZ17, DB15, GKS17, HH13, KMS15, MSTB17, NB11, ORR16, TSB16, VGC†15].

anisotropically [GSZ14].

Annealing [dCMsdGTdC†16, Che12a, VB10a, ZLY†13].

annotation [ALLH11, ALLQ13].

annular [MG15].

Anomalous [CSZK10, AM13a, CJ18, FIM18, LCA†17, MZL13, MA17, WW16].

anophiles [ADL12].

ant [qGpWhL11, HB12a, HY11].

antennas [HB12a, LHZ†11].

Anti [AN11a, YY10, AA11, AsNa10, CYP16, XHM14, Yan12a, YT11, YqS16, dS15, dS16].

anti- [YqS16].

anti-pentadiagonal [dS16].

Anti-periodic [AN11a, YY10, AA11].

anti-reflexive [XHM14].

anti-synchronization [AsNa10].

anti-trapping [CYP16].

anti-tridiagonal [dS15].

anti-waves [YT11].

anti-windup [Yan12a].

antiperiodic [SSL12a].

antiring [ZL12b].

antisymmetric [Kli10].

any [BC17, KLL10].

AOR [CM19b].

AP [DG10a].

Apostol [KYR15, LS11d, Öza11].

appearing [Was13].

Appell [OCNG12].

Appl [AR10b, AD11a, Asl11, Bho14a, ÇE10a, Def10a, fDxZ11, GXZ11, Her14, IIHu10, ID10, Jia11, JY11, KPS10a, KK11b, KYR11a,
Li10c, LYS12a, LLH11a, LW12a, MP16, McN12, Pen11, Ran15, SK12, Ver12, WYG12, Wan13a, WDL11a, XLD11a, XWH16].

**Appl.** [Pan17, SCBCB+17, Apple [GMAM12]. **Application** [ATUC15, ASB12, AYY12, BC15, BSZ16, BB08, CL11, CFdM+18, Cia12, CCM14, DFGG13, ED11b, FLLF10, Gha17, HMP+15, HHS+10, IHu10, JYF+11, Jun10, KBA11, KKT13, KB10b, KLK15, KTA12, KLLTS11, LX10a, LX12a, Liu11a, NKM16, Pal12, PdlF10, PH13, QY13, RAD13, RCM11, Sae11, SKPW14, SG10b, WY11a, WLDL11a, XLD11a, XWH16].

**application** [ZHW+11]. **Applications** [AKMS18, Ant14, CH11b, EKE18, GM15, HMK13, LK15, MV10, MN10c, NNAS11a, RT10, Tri11, Yz11, ZM17b, AJJAD+10, ADK10, Amb12, AS15a, AD12, BMRA10, BJLZ12, BMC13, BS12b, BR16, CDG16, CCH17, CBM10, CCFV12, CP10, CWQJ12, CGS12, DV10, DLWW12, DL11, Dun11, EGG16, FGHZ13, FES17, FF14, FRZ15, GTG11, GH15, Hak14, HI13, HRMS12, HLSN16, HSS+12, HSMG12, JMS11, K15, KA10b, LZ15+18, LJ10, LB12, LZD17, LWZG10, LNKU12, LY11d, LH15, LZ12b, LL15, MI16, MS11b, MN10b, NA11, OMT12, PHWM10, RRC11, RA12, Sal10, Sal11, Sar11, SKM11, TXZ+10, TZZ10, TNF11, Tia11, THH12, Ver08, Ver12, VBCJ10, WHD14, WZH18, Xue13, YB13, YS12, YS16a, ZT16a, ZC10, ZX11, ZJ12, Zha15a, ZC17]. **applied** [Ala10, Boy16, dSCM12, DFP+13, Gur13, JLP10a, JK11, KL16, KQ11, MBS17, dCMdSGTdC+16, NH15, SH12a, ZLY14].

**Applying** [GWZ11, EZRR10, HCHH12, JM15, MF11]. **Approach** [YLC10, AD15, Ahn12, AEF15, And12, ABAPM11, AB16, Asl10, BQ15, BQ17, BS10b, BB15, BZZ+10, BM13a, BR12, BWZ16, BPKM10, CCY10, CW10a, CZ11b, dSCM12, CGJ+14, DA16, DA18b, DFS11, DMPV10, Dub13, Elb15, ES11, EEBM10, FPW+11, FL11b, Gall1c, GD11, GS11b, HDS11, Hon12, HSC17, ILP14, JSGP16, JNK13, JZK11, JK10, JM15, JMST11, KB10a, KG14, KLK15, KC12, KAJ11, KMRN12, KS12a, KSK11, LZ16, LR14, LTX+13, LZC13, LW17, LL12d, Liu12, LKL+15, Lu11, LZS12, nHS12, Mai16, MBH11, MO14, Moh15, MH11, NH15, NG12, OK11R11, Öz15, PTP14, PM10, PMA17, PATA11, PDHL12, SD11a, SYG11, SDH13, ST16, SRS11, SH12b, TL10b, TYY+12, TAPA+17, TT14, TMO13, UCK16, VP11, WH11a, WAG+14, WY16, WKB18, WD12, Wu11b, Xu11a, XC11b, Yan12a]. **Approach** [YKC11, Yaz11, YAS+11, Yuz11, gZnZpZbD12, ZHJZ11, ZNWG11, ZL12a, ZC11b, ZHW+11, ZPG16]. **approach-based** [HDS11]. **approaches** [AJJAD+10, Che11e, LG17, PLKCC12, RS13]. **Approximate** [ASY+11, BAO+12, BKZ17, DM12b, DDK11, GBG11, Gup11, HLZD11, Lam12, LJ10a, MB10b, SSA12, ARESH18, BF16, EOM11, GHR10, GSR14, GN11, LZ11c, NKM15, Oru17, SRElna, SKPW14, TAS11, TC10, VA11, WZW10, YY15, YKC11, Yao16, ZTC14, ZG14, ZMA10]. **approximated** [YCLY15]. **Approximating** [Dra11a, CL16b, EZM12, HDT11]. **Approximation** [Ahn10, BM11b, Büy10, CN11, CS12,
banded [BDS15, LLCG16, MY13].
Bandwidth [WZ17a, QZY11, WL11a].
bandwidths [LLCG16].
Bankruptcy [Che11e].
Bapat [LX10a].
barrier [CXZ15b, CKM12, DH17, FSRB15, FSB17].
Barycentric [Wac11, Gue13].
Based [AM10a, AFGL10, AK12, AOA14, ALLH11, ALLQ13, AD11c, ABK10, AnIK11, BJLZ12, BPC17, BEAA11, BPM12, BC15, BBR10b, BJS15, BMM12b, BLS17, BHI4, BMS12, BR16, BMP15, CB11b, CBBE16, CD14, CDP16, CCHG17, Che12a, CQLX11, CDY11, CC11, CLW11, CCH+12, CLI2c, CXZ15b, CHT11, CTZ17, CJP12, CJP15, dSCM12, DHQ11, DH11b, DA16, DM16, DA18b, Dej11, DB15, DYY14, DK14, DG013, DBEE11, DMRS18, DDM+18, DW1+12, DCKY15, DH16, DNZ+13, DLQ16, DNR13, Eba11, ES10, EE10, ESL11, FSH10, FJC16, FNY13, FGY+17, FWW14, FLLF10, FPW+11, FL11b, FN14, FL13, FLWJ11, GAV18, GACMO13, GVJ13, GGS16, GUK13, Gau17, GF16, HDS11, HK13, HZ10, NHY+11, HAI11, LHL12, LB12, LDL12, LHY+16, HY+14, HW13, HS+15, HPY10, HK13, IK12, JPY13, JKW16, J11c].
based [KSP11, KEH18, KWPK13, KK13b, KR12, KK14a, KTDT17, KPP13, KX12, KSO16, KTH13, KHu15, KPL11, KOR10, L11a, LH12a, LWY12, LLH14, LG17, LLG+11, LZX13, LJJ11, LD11a, LH2Z12, LZH12, xLiFwWL12, LY12b, LY13, LTX+13, LML15, LST16, L15a, LSC17, LTL12, LLH10, LW11c, LL12d, LLY12, LN12, LCC10, LW10, LX+10, LS0c, LLG10, LFX11, LGH11, LHB12, LGL+14, LHL14a, Liu15b, Liu16e, MSH10, MWW11, MHL11, Mok11, MR15, NM15, NM13, NM11a, NCL13, NS11, OHMAK18, Oru17, PG016, PC11a, PXXZ16, PPM17, PZJ+16, PTH13, PAT11, Pov12b, PB13, QX1L11, RH15, RKW12, RFP11, RF12, RC18, SPLHC14, Sag10, SH11, SBKS12, SBB+18, SR16, gShYL10, Sh12a, SLX11, SC13, SS17, SCC+12a, SSM12, SCKH10, uIAH10, SJS+10, Su16, SYL10, SLZ11, ST12, THZ+11, TL10b, TNT12, TZX11, TMDT16, TT12, UK10, VC12, Ver08].
based [Ver12, VKJ13, VZM14, WSL10, WCD10, WZW10, WYD10, WSS10, WZC10, WXY11, tWqLzGkP11, WMZ11, WW12, WR13, WLT13a, WL13a, Wang16a, WZ11s, WL11a, WZKY12, Wei14, Wei17, WM13, Wd12, WBA+18, WBN18, WWH12, WPH11, WTC+12, XY16, XCM12, XJYL17, XJ18, XDL12, YT18, XYH10, YY12, YC12, Yan12a, yQyWqZC13, YH15, YD12, YLC12, YGH11, Yoo17, hYLL11, YNS+14, Y12b, ZJ10a, ZDL11, gZuZpZB12, ZHY14, ZL14b, Zha15a, ZY+16, ZCY16, ZS16, ZY17b, ZHL12, Zig+11, ZW1+11, ZLY12, ZGZ13, ZHW+11, ZC11c, ZXW13, Z12].
bases [Ben17, Erv12, ID10, JW05, MP10b, Wac10, XSL11, Y11, YSS11b].
Bashforth [LLML15, PIAH10].
basic [Das15, Kir10b, RF12].
basin [SG10a].
Basis [PGQ16, BM11a, BS15a, Ber16, BL14, Boy10, BM13b, Che15b, DHQ11, DO11, DAM14, DM16, Dej11, HT12a, HT13, HT16b, IQR16, KKT13, KRP12, KY11, NMR15, NB17, PT15, RKP12, RFK16, RA12, Saj14, SL16b, TMDT16, Wei14, Z16].
basket [SL16b].
batch [CTD10, KPP13, KX12].
Bates [BC16].
BATMAN [KH12].
battery [YLH12].
Baxter [DT16, DD16].
Baxter-like [DT16, DD16].
Bayesian [ASB12, DSN18, GACMO13, Tza12, VJ15, YC10a, YMS11].
Bazilevic [ANR11].
BCC [AS11a].
BCC-algebra [AS11a].
BCI [JLK11, MZJ11].
BCCI-algebras [JLK11, MZJ11].
BCI [JLP10a, JLP10b, JK11c].
BCK-algebras [JK11c].
BCK/BCI [JLP10a, JLP10b].

Beddington [LY11c, WWG10, YX16]. beds [ZLC+11a]. bee [HCHH12, PH13, TL12, WQNF12]. behaved [TTC14]. behavior [AKL18, CFRS10, Don10a, GZZ+16, GÇK10, GMB12, GF16, HBS+10, JFC14, Kar10b, KJ11, KM11, Li12a, Li14, MY10, PR11, Pen11, PSD+13, PP12, RMA10, SK14a, ST14, WS10b, Ye17a, YZAX10, ZYG10, ZW16a].


Bell [Ikhh1]. Bellman [CC11, HX10, Yan10b]. Belousov [LV11].

Beltrami [PL17]. BEM [BPC17, BS15b, BN16, Bol16, FMPR15, FH17, Kat11, OP14, Wei14, Wei17, Zha17a].

BEM-based [Wei14, Wei17]. BEMD [TZXP11]. Bénard [RGVR17]. Benchmark [HAESLB14, HLB14, SPT17].

Benchmarking [OVV+16, RHC15, PTH+16]. bending [CCN14, GF16, LMR14, MM13, MG15, SSL14, VÇC10]. Benjamin [CdR18, DAM14, HS12, NWWAS11, Oru17].


Bernstein-type [CMGR11]. Besov [MP11c, QY17, Via15]. Bessel [Sat11, YSS11a, YSS11b, Yïü12b, Yïü12c, Zhou10].


Bézier-based [Dej11]. Bezout [WW10b].

BGK [CZ11b, LF11b, LLG10, LGH+11].

BGK-based [LLG10, LGH+11]. bi [CT10a, CD16, DNS15, LBH+12, RF11, RF12, XZ16, XZ10]. bi-fuzzy [XZ10].


bi-axial [LL12c]. BiCGStab [SL16c].

BiCOR [ZHJD13]. BiCORSTAB [GHG+15b, SJHC14]. BiCR [GHM+14].

BiCR-type [GHM+14]. bicyclic [ZY10].

bidirectional [GH12a]. bidomain [LRBA15]. bifunction [NN12]. bifurcate [CD10]. Bifurcation [BF11, CJ12, MW17, Wan12, ARK13, AGU14, CW15a, CM13b, CHH14, DWY15, GL14, LYZ11, LW15, LWN15, Li17a, LPY16, MG16, RYK13, SZ14, TZ13, VW11a, ZLC11b, ZZW15, ZZZC13b].

Bifurcations [AZ10, BBS11, CSW11a, C13].

biharmonic [BRR16, Gha17, GNP14, HH14, Kon16, MW17, WW14a, ZC17].


bilinear [CLH13, DFS14, FSH10, FGHZ17, GZZ+16, LC12a, MF11, NSYY13, ÜM16].

billiards [CCF13]. bimolecular [Zho13].

binary [DLF+11, FOX11, GT15, GT16, LLW10, MMHGM17, SR10a, SKST10, WK13, XDL12].

Bingham [CD16, FF13].

bio [Sen12]. bio-mathematical [Sen12].


biological [LB11, Mag10, SD11b].
Su12, SZW11, SLL12a, SI2b, Tan17, TB10, TAA14, Tur10, WZH10, WWA11, Wan11, WAZ11a, WZF12b, WZM+16, WS17, WCCS15, XD17, XWY11, XZC12, XDL11a, XDL11b, YK18, YY15, YY10b, Yan11c, Yan11d, Yan12b, YZY10, YC10b.

boundary [Yas12, YDL11, YNS+14, YK17, ZSH11, ZYWZ17, yZjM10, ZJ10b, Zha10, ZBF11, Zha11c, ZS11b, ZD11, ZSS10, ZL10b, ZHW+11, lZxLhY12, uRK11].

boundary-lattice [HYS+14, HLSN15, YNS+14].

boundary-layer-resolving [Boy16].

boundary-value [Pov12a, SKM11].

Bounded [Bog10, LXK11, TD10a, AA10b, AA10c, BCB11, BR13b, CDM12, DG13a, Das15, HWW13, KS11, LKU10, LKK10, LKU11, MDRRV11, NNAS11b, NNAS11c, NUH12, PB12, Wan16b, XL11]. boundedly [MM10b].

Boundedness [Gao12, MM12, WPL16, WHZL17, WS10b, ZW16a, ZMH16, ZW16b, Sed13, WW11a, YÇG12, YD15].

bounding [Kaw15, fNS11].

Bounds [BS16a, CWQJ12, Tia17, ARK13, AJ10, Bag17, DZW16, Ipe12, LD13b, LA11, LY10a, MP11a, Nie10, Pul16, SRG16]. Boussinesq [CN16a, KKD13, QY17, WD16, Ye16, Ye17b].

Box [WYD10]. boxes [HSMG12]. BPES [CM11a, YMDZ10].

branching [ASB12].

Bratu [AP10, Moh14, RSM17, VAB12].

Bratu-type [AP10, VAB12]. breakdown [CCW10].


Breather [ZC17, LD11b, WTYZ17, ZDM11].

breather-type [ZDM11]. Breeding [KALAS11]. Bregman [CX16, SCC12b].


broadband [HKW15]. broadcast [IC12].

broadcasting [HB12a]. Broer [DYH11, ZA15]. Brownian

[BY11, Dun11, MP11c, TC16, WL11d].

Bruijn [SD12b, XCXW10]. Bruno [XW10, XC11b].

Brute [CJP12, CJP15].

Brute-force [CJP12, CJP15]. bubble [ABR+14, C14, HL12, PC14, QWGJ15, ST15, Zha18].

bubbling [ZLC+11a].

Bubnov [CKSL+14]. Buckling [YW11b, BL14, GB11, HL11c, RYK13, VLFS12, ZW11a]. budget


Bullen [THH12]. Bullen-type [THH12]. Burger [EK16, GM14a].

Burgers [BHJ14, aZW17, AB10a, Bra10, DAM14, HA10, KSMN11, LL10a, LMDL11, LZZ11a, LW16, MDRRV11, MK17, Oru17, RC17b, Sah17, YGS17, ZTC14, ZY11, ZSD10].


butterfly [BBM18]. buyer [BO10, KGJ11]. BVP [HY10, HL11a].

BVPs [DC10, FRSW11].

C [LWD15, KRD16, XA13, AM11]. C-M [LWD15].


Caln [AEH18, BN14b, DFJS10, GGT14, LL14a, Lee16, LLJK10, LJSK13, LCK17].

Calogero [JPB11]. calculate [HD14b].

calculating [BGRS11]. Calculation [HK10, FLP13, GN11, JPCY13, ZKBE16].

Calculations [LHZ+11, BO18].

Calculus [DLS14, AT11, Ana10, AE12b, CPT15, DSVS15, EKE18, GS11b, Hol11, Kir10a, Kir10b, Mag10, MT12, OMT12, PAT13, Sal10, Uze10, VBCJ10, dCM12].

Calderón [DLS14, DSVS15, SBB+18].

calibrate [HZ16]. Call [KRM+10]. Call-Back [KRM+10].

calls [CCL+12, LK16].

Calogero [AKMUH17]. Camellia [Rob14].

Camera [GMAM12]. Campanato [LZG13].

CAMWA [VBBW10a, WW11a]. cancellous [GGL13]. cancer
MS10c, NPR10, QWGJ15, XZ11, ZJZ⁺11].

cannels [Kup14, LWZG10, Sha12a, ST14].

Chaos [AEG11, DGB10a, Dan12, DZS10, JW11, LYY12, UKAL10, And12, BDGMB12, Bra13, CJ12, CCMZ11, HA18, Kuol1, PC12, PSD⁺13, SSAM11, TL12, WYLZ10, WHS11, WY15, Zhe11].

Chaos-based [UKAL10].

Chaos-based [WXYW11].

Channelling [Kup14, LWZG10, Sha12a, ST14].

Characteristic [ELS11, LR17b, Li17b, RT10, ySW10, SLW14].

characteristics [HCZ16, Ikh11, LHZ⁺11, Luk11, TZXP11, ZWL11, ZCSG13].

Characterization [ZS11, Sha12a, ZW11c, CP16c, LSM10, PS12b, RS14a, S¸GY11].

Characterizations [DSA10, MYZ12, SK10a, SJN10a, SM11, LN10, LY10b, RdSSS11].

Characterized [SJN10b].

Charge [Yaz11, YAS⁺11].

charged [Yaz11, YAS⁺11].

Charging [YLH12].

Charney [Boy16].

chattering [CZMZ11].

Cheaters [MVB⁺12].

Chebyshev [Gav12].

Chebyshev [BE12, Boy16, DBEE11, GTL16, Jav11, KB10a, SK14b, WMW13].

Chemical [BG13, CYM13, HTGSH13, MN17, ZWC10].

chemically [BKR10, RSV11, VPR11].

chemically-reacting [BKR10].

Chemostat [WWG10].

Chemotaxis [MGTH16, CST14, FHA16, HLZM16, IS14, SST12, WPL16, Wan16b, WHZL17, XBH16, ZWH16, ZWH16].

Chemotaxis-driven [MGTH16].

Chemotaxis-fluid [CST14].

Chemotaxis-growth [ZMH16].

Chemotaxis-haptotaxis [ZW16b].

Chemotaxis-Stokes [WPL16].
Liu11b, MN10b, NNAS11a, TTG16]. classic [EGSHR10], classical [Iom18, Li16a, Uze10].
common-opponent [KSM12].
Compact [RZ16, AM13a, AZ17, CCBSFRM11, CT17a, CT10a, Fis18, Gal11a, Lee11b, Lii6b, MKHC11, Mah10a, Mah10b, PCO16, PC17, TMDTTC16, WH10, WWA11, WW11c, WW16, WZM+16, YLG17, YT13, YTZ17, THGG14]. compactness [LS10b]. company [HHS+10].
comparative [CGK14, CJRR11, JRB15, KRP12, LL10a, uIAH10, ZZX+14b, ZYZ+17]. comparing [BPG10, Bol16]. Comparison [Ala10, BKY10, CEF+13, CHK+18, CCFV12, CFdM+18, GSY10, GT15, GT16, HSWZ11, LG17, UKI11, VMC+14, WZHW13, AO10a, AVV18, Che11e, CSMC13, IB11, KHI12, PMM17, Yak11, YB13]. Comparisons [WLW16].
competing [MY16]. competition [BF11, BD11d, CS16, CP16a, GCG12, JWX14, TT12, ZZZ+14b].
complementarity [CM11c, Kha10, LLH11a, LLI11b, TM12, ZLI14b, Zha14]. complementarity-type [Kha10].
compressive [WLW17]. Comput. [AR10b, AD11a, Asl11, Bho14a, CÆ10a, Def10a, fDxZ11, GXZ11, Her14, IHu10, ID10, Jia11, JY11, KPS10a, KK11b, KYR11a, Li10c, LSY12a, LLH11a, LW12a, MP16, MCN12, Pen11, Ran15, SK12, Ver12, WWW11a, WW11b, WYG12, Wan13a, WLD11a, XLD11a, WXH16]. Comput. [Pan17, SCBC17]. computable [Kim14].
Computation [Bri10, CA14, DVMS13, Hei10a, LZL+13, NKM15, Pap15, YH12, YWL11b, Ade17, ARK13, ADD+15, CD15, Che11e, DC15, FKK11, LSX13, LSMK16, MMR12, MGN+16, MNT15, Pet14, SSP13, SM14, XX10, IZxLhY12, dPRVRB13]. Computational [BCHS18, BP11a, Erv12,
Computationally [LCK17, AGK15].

Computations [AEF15, GIM15, BCF14, FGHZ14, GUK13, GD10b, NH11, ST15, SPT17]. compute [SC13].

Computer [Ben12, LY12a, SK12, JK12, PHWM10, RMS12, SK15, SJS11, Zha11b].

Computing [BK14, BRS11, BDK11, CJPR10, CEJV16, GS12, JJ14, SPCS13, TMMA10, Als10, BH14, CCJP11, CS14b, DNS15, GPV11, KTD17, KL16b, KORR10, LFX11, MR15, Ned12, fNS11, OXYK12, PL10a, PV12, TL10b, XSL11, YW10b, YWW12].

concave [LS17a, ZC10]. concave-convex [LS17a].

concentrated [DVMS13].

configuration [GGGR17, O¨g¨u13].

configurations [HR14, Mic17, SBA10].

confluent [Res16].

conformal [LLLC14].

conforming [BS17, RC18, SDH15].

Connection [GMAM12, LLL11].

conservative [hCTM11, CL17b, DZ16, EDC14, Lee16, LJ SK13, Li16b, MM10b, PS12b, Was13]. Conserved [AK16, JQSS12, MSTB17]. considering [GGGR17, LYJ15, MAPS10, SJS+10, TTMJ12]. consistent [CTM+13, Yu11b]. constancy [Rey12]. constant [AEDL14, BRS11, CM12a, IBB10, Kim14, LZH16, MLL16, Mor10c, SISH12, Wei10a, WHGI11, ZL11].


construction [BG] [BG113, GKT13, HMSG12, KAS11b, LSX13, NPĐ17, NB17, Ben17, Che14, Gur13, LSW16, LW11d, ST16, Som13, WZH18, XG10].


Continuous [AJY13, XY11, AF13, Ahn10, AHOP18, CDG15, CEF+13, CTM+13, CT10b, Ci11, Col14, Dan12, DFGG13, DD10, DMR18, Dra11b, FWW14, Hof18, KVJB15, KV17a, KV17b, L步伐1, Mar12, Nie10, Ols10, PP10, PLKCC12, PLKCC13, SDDH13, TWLYÖ10, WLM13, WLGL10, ZZ16a, ZZ17].

continuous/discontinuous [DFGG13]. continuous-installment [Ci11].

continuous-time [CTM+13, Mar12, WLGL10]. continuum [BKK12, BGK12, LWL14, NEB14, ZSY14].

contour [CCSZ14, WHD14, XJYL17, yYsZyYL13]. contours [KBDC12]. Contraction [CNV14, AKT12, ABH12, ASV11, BBR10a, CSCD11].

contractions [CSH10, KPR10, KR11, KS10a, KL12a, RK10]. contractive [AS11, APS12, Cha11b, GDI11, HLS11, K1010a, LC11b, SS11c, SH10, Zha11d].

contrast [XYY11]. contributions [Per18, WLHZ14]. Control [CL12b, Dav17, HL12, JMB10, LY12a, VBW10a, VBW10b, AKT12, AMA14, Akm15, Ala10, AA10, AEH16, AG11, AAA12, ADL12, Ant14, ADS14, AM17, BKT12, BZK12, BR12b, BMJ10, RMM12b, BMS12, BKDM13, BL12, BPKM10, BS15c, BHH16, CY14a, CN13, CMZ11, CL12c, CLH13, CHLY15, CRX115, CS11a, DZS10, Def10a, Def10b, DNP15, DGGBJTR12, DLWW12, DMV11, DD13, ES10, EF14, FGHZ17, Gal11e, GRW14, GS15b, GNP14,
control

Controllability

controller

controlling

Convexity

coordinate

coordinated

coordinates

cooperative

cooperative

coordinate

coordinated

coordinates

cooling

convex

convexity

conversion

convexification

convexifications
corporate [ZLY12]. correct [ZPGW16]. correcting [KM12]. correction [AZ17, EE10, FIVM17, XJLX10, YH15, ZHJ14].
corrector [AGPC10, WFL11b, ZC11c]. correlated [LLZ11].
Correlation [LMS13, Sha12a]. correspondences [IN10].
corresponding [fLcJ10]. Corrigendum [AD11a, Bho14a, C¸E10a, Def10a, GXZ11, IIHuI10, Jia11, KPS10a, KK11b, Li10c, LLH11a, LW12a, MP16, McN12, Ran15, SCBCB17, VBW10a, Ver12, Wan13a, WLDL11a, XLD11a, Yaz11].
corrugated [AHF16, AB10b, GK16, HHM12].
cortical [GGK18, TH13].
cosh [FYYT11, SH11].
Cosmological [MLL16].
Cost [CJP12, CJP15, Chu12b, DB15, DWZ16, DH10c, WCB13, WKP14].
costs [CJPR10, LYLX11, LW17, LC13].
Couette [FL13a, GSZ11, HAESLB14, HLB14, JNJ11, LZZ11b, MC11].
countable [CGHY11, CS11b, CS11c].
counteracting [CJ11b].
Counting [DDD10, QCYL12, SS11a].
Couple [Kar10a].
Coupled [AnS11, APS12, Ber12, GYTD12, LHL15, LT11, NS11, AB10a, Ade17, AAA12, BS11b, BT15, BS12b, BK15, CST14, CM17, DM16, Elb15, FIVM17, FWFL11, HC16, HM14, HTWS15, HM17c, JKB11, JMSK12, KTD17, KRD16, KSSK18, LG10, LW14, LSW16, MKHC11, MM16, MRS12, MK17, PMA17, ST15, SPT17, SSH15, Sha10, SBM13, zSDZ10, SLL12b, SS13, TM17, WJ11, WZKY12, WY15, WL10, WFDW10b, XZZ16, XHM14, Yan12b, ZR18, Zed10, ZBF11, Zha15a, ZY17a, ZZZ10b, ZZ11d, uRK11].
Coupling [BDPM12, JM16, JK18, KW14a, DPBL16, ED12, FHS18, FH17, HLB14, JM15, MUB16, NEB14, SR17c, WC11a, ZHY14].
couplings [MZ10, Yu11b]. Courcelle [AK16].
Cournot [DH10a].
covalent [EHO12].
covalent-bond-driven [EHO12].
covering [CQ11, Ge10, LBZ11].
covert [CDFP12].
CPU [Bre14, WWZ12, YW14].
CPUs [SKG11].
Cracked [TAA14].
Cramer [SWC11].
Crank [AY12, BN14a, DM15, HA10].
Crash [MV12].
crash-faults [MV12].
CRE [WF17].
creating [O10].
credentials [BMS12].
credit [Chu11c, Chu12b].
Creep [XJ18, XC13].
criteria [AAZ10, Ant10, CYL17, DVY14, DOS12, FAHZ17, FZ17, FL10, GFZ16, Hon10, Hua10a, KÖ10, KC12, LLY10, LKX11, LS12c, LZG13, MZ11, RM17, SK11c, TZG10, YÇG12, YX11a, Ye15, Ye16, ZFZ10b, ZZ16b].
Criterion [Kup10, FSZ17, GLR13, GGR15, XZ17, Ye17b].
critical [ACD11, AJ12, D'A18a, FIW17, HL11c, JZ11, LeT10, LSCG16, LY14, LL16a, LTL16b, RC17b, SC16, WS10a, WhJxLwW11, Wan15, WS17, WZ15, Ye17a, ZJ17, ZTL16b, dSSV17].
criticism [MN12].
Crocco [YT18].
cross [ABLS15, ASMM11, BGGCRP16, CW15a, CLM14, FMSV17, Gal12, GS15a, JWX14, LD11b, Li13, Li16a, Li17a, Pan17, ZY15b].
cross-diffusion [ABLS15, ASMM11, CW15a, CLM14, Gal12, GS15a, JWX14, Li13, Li16a, Li17a, Pan17, ZY15b].
cross-kink [LD11b].
Crowley [Li14, XYWL14].
Crowley-Martin [Li14].
CRS [CM17].
cruise [DNP15].
Cryptanalysis
[Lee11b, SPLHC14, You11].
cryptography [KK10c, PHW10].
cryptosystem [Lee11b, UKAL10, WH10, yWqZC13, You11].
cryptosystems [WMZW11].
crystal [CYP16, EGG16, GLR13, KS14, LZG13, YWT18].
crystalline [SKH12].
crystallization [EF14].
crystals [GFZ16, MMRN12].
CSPs [FOX11].
CTL [YX16, ZLC11b].
CTL-response [ZLC11b].
cubature [Pap15].
cube [WW14].
cubes
Cubic [JLK11, CT17a, Gao17, GMI11, KG11, MD15, SYW11].
cubic-order [KG11]. cumulant [GSPK15]. cumulative [LCA+15]. current
[AR10c, BGRV15, CYP16, NKM16, Pal13]. current-hole [NKM16].
cumulant [GMI11, KG11, MD15, SYW11].
curvature [AM15, Ahn10, HWW13, TMZ+15]. curvature-preserving
[TMZ+15]. Curve [CL12a, Dol11, Ebr11, GCG12]. cycle-separated
[Dol11]. cycles [AZ10, BR12d, CD10, CSS10, DDD10, GOY+11, SS11a, ZZHF12].
cyclic [YS12, EMR10, JL17b, JL17a]. cylinder [CNH17, GS12, LWC13, SEM13, WL13b].
cylinders [FAIV10, HMF16, UMLF13, ZLZG11]. cylindrical [GSZ11, MC10b].

D [Pan17, AT17, BMRA10, BPC17, BOY12, BGF15, BP18, BC17, CYP16, CCHG17, CL12b, CL15, CS14b, DWZ13, DPM15, DA18b, DFP+13, D3Q27, D-Helmholtz
[CHT11]. dam [yXpYxZT11]. damage [CFdM+18, LKL+15, WhJxLwW11].
Damped
[CT10b, DM10, FIW17, LL12a, Liu11a, MTAS17, MB10b, RZ16, WL17a, YLG17].
damper [CJ12]. damping [Bag17, BDS10, Bis10, CCRS17, Cve11, FL14, HKJ14, HEP10, HLY17b, KLP17, KWA15, LPK15, LLY10, LZY11, QZM17b, yZjM10, ZQ11b].
Darbo [SZ12a]. Darcy [LR14, SZ17]. dark [CDW11]. Data
[JPJ12, LXL+13, MBT+13, SSK13, ST12, WL12b, ZM13, ACD+11, ASB12, Che15b, CP10, CH17, CS14b, DNZ+13, FKC12, Fer12, FRSC16, HP13, Hot13, HLT12, HYL10, HH10b, IC12, KLH+12, KOP13, LCYC12, MHH11, ODAZ15, PMM17, PQBK17, RMB+14, RKW12, SYO12, Tol12, THY+10, VP11, WYY11, WYK10, WK13, WCC13, YL18, Ye15, ZKWW17, ZL13]. database [CCY10]. databases [Cha13]. Date
[YTS+17]. dates [LYLX11, WW10a]. datum [FIM18, HKP17]. Davey
[HLTL17, KSG11, THfL17]. DCT [CUK12]. DD [Jav11]. DDoS [LKLP12]. de-noising
[BPM12, MSTB17]. DEA [WO10]. deadlock [YY+12]. dealing [YF10].
DeAngelis [LY11c, WWG10, YX16]. death [AGD10]. deaths [GCG12]. deblurring
[LX12a, Liu15b]. debugging [CCDL10]. Decay
[YNQ13, RNQ16, CCRS17, FH16, HKJ14, HC16, JLPK17, JLFL17, KKLJ11, Kup14, NWZ11, Par15, yZjM10, ZW16a].
deaying [AD12, BR12d, KNIF13, WHZL17]. December
[VBW10a, VBW10b]. Decentralized
[CMS10, CS11a, LWC13, LLC13, THY+10]. decision [CE10a, CE10b, DH10a, FLLF10, KC12, LML11, LS10c, PdF10, PKC13, SLCC12, WL13a, XKH10]. decomposed
[GK11a]. Decomposing [LMW10]. decomposition [Aba10a, AO10a, ASA16, AH11a, AER12, BOY12, BA16, BPG10, BR16, CGH14, Che15b, CNP14, CJK17,
DHQ11, DR12, DCRL13, ESBMR10, FR15Z, GVSP12, HSWZ11, IQR16, LLH14, LY10a, LYN11, fNS11, SK14b, YZ15, ZLC++14, ZGZ13, ZSD10]. deconvolution [SM10, ZHJD13]. Decoupled [ZH15a, ZH15b, LWZ16, PLKC16].
deep [ZZC13a, ZZC13b]. deep-cavity [ZZC13a, ZZC13b]. default [LPP15].
defeating [Boy10]. defect [AZ17, CCM10, YH15, ZHJ14].
defect-correction [ZHJ14]. Defense [JS12a]. deficient [EHO++12]. defined [EAAED10, Haz11, IN10, MS11a, Mar11b, MG11, ODR10, ORDI11, PB12, PA12, RS12a].
definite [HM15, WWB13, WLM13, YL10b]. Definition [LZYW13, hYxLL10].
deflection [KLTS11, YLY12]. deformable [KVR11]. Deformation [DVM12, FGY++17, KMS15, LHZ++11, RZ17].
deformations [CCNT16, VCV11].

depreciable [ZZXY12]. depression [GGK18]. depth [DEM10a, Dem10b, WFL11b].
depth-integrated [WFL11b]. Derivation [EMR10, FES17, JMM10, OF16, Del13].
Derivative [WZ17b, BC10, CDM11, DB15, FK10, Fur13, GGR15, JZ10, JLC10, LEN10, LZZ11b, LDL++15b, Lup11, MT10,
MV17, Ned12, NA11, OC10, PC17, STC18, SHM13, WL11c, WLT13a, ZY10a, aZW17. 
Derivative-free [WZ17b, Ned12]. Derivatives 
diffusion-chemotaxis [MGTH16].
diffusion-convection [RS14b].
diffusion-convection-reaction [Akm15].
diffusion-reaction [AO18, CCM14, KW14b, LCM14, LZ15b].
diffusion-wave [BL17, CLC16, GS11b, GML17b, JGSS10, JA11, JLTB12, LMP13, Pov12a, YCHW18].
diffusion-wave/diffusion [JLTB12].
diffusions [Lee14, LMS13, MN17].
diffusive [ABV11, CP16a, CSW11a, DM10, HHNLGC18, Li14, LWN15, LX17, LPY16, MG16, MCB10, MW16, RRP16, SZ14, TZ13, Xu14, XGH17a, XGH17b, YL13, YX16, YZM16, YLZ17, ZL14a, ZHW14, ZI16, Zho13].
diffusivity [WHZL17].
digital [LWZG10, LTL12].
digraphs [LH10b, XCX10].
Dimension [KV17a, Bac14a, BS12b, IBB10, LCW17, MBS17, YKRV11, YZ11].
dimensional [AM13a, AK16, Ade16, AuIK17, AA15, AAE17, AJRWS12, Ali15, AS11, AuAI17, BMRA10, BBBM16, BZ18, BQS16, BGP13, BL17, BB08, BPF13, CNV14, CTSX16, CWH13, CLB14, Che14, CCCW16, CZ15, CR13, CL17b, DYH11, Def10a, Def10b, DAM14, DM15, DA16, DD10, DLS14, DSVS15, DMD+18, Dos12, DHMU16, FR15, FYYT11, FLZ14a, FDG+17, Fio14, GGR15, GQF+10, Gao12, hGazS15, GH14, Gha17, GZ14, GABC16, GMZ15, GL16, GML17b, HA16a, HJS15, HBE15, HVO17, HA10, HTWS15, Ima17, JK12, KG14, KNT12, KSG11, KK14a, KCL14b, KKK15, Kup14, LCM14, LK15, LK13, Lep11b, LMW10, LD11b, LDL11, LZH16, LS16, LR17a, LMMF17, LSC17, LL10a, LCLL16, LTJ+16, LL16d, LWZ16, LDHH13, MP10a, MP11a, MPZ11, MLL16, MR17, MMRN12, MKR12, MGS+14, MS15, MK17, MMA12, MM10b, Pas14, PD11, Ray17].
dimensional [RG18, RNQ13, SR14, SR17a, Saj12, SMF17, Sat11, Sea16, gShYL10, SS14b, SRL+17, SMBY10, uAA15, SG10b, SZZ+18, SK14b, TZ15, TS11a, TT14, TTX+16, UMY11, UK11, VC12, WZH10, WW14, WWW14, WPL16, WV16, WW16, WY16, WHS17, WTYZ17, Was13, XX10, XV14, XZ11, YMM12, YGS+16, YLZ17, YGS17, YCL15, YTS+17, YK17, ZA15, ZZ11b, ZCSG13, ZZZ+14a, ZDLC14, ZTC14, ZSW15, ZC16, ZHC17, ZYS17, ZM17a, ZDZY17, ZDM11, ZY11, ZLA17, ZTSC16, ZW16a, ZMH16, ZSD10, ZD+14].
dimensionality [Pes13].
dimensions [BZT16, CX18, CDS15, GGA18, GSK15, HP17, KO11b, KLP10, LP12, NWZ11, Pes13, RZ16, RRO17, RC17b, Rus16, SBM13, WWLL13, WH16, XG10, YK18, YM17, ZHW+11].
Diophantine [Kes10, YH11b].
dipole [RCR14].
Dirac [FRZ15, OV+16].
Dirac-generated [OV+16].
Direct [PPC15, TTT10, WH11b, YLL+14, BCD+16, C12c, DB12, Fia15, GH12a, HK13, LCP10, PPC13, PAT13, WKBR18, ZWZ16].
direct-forcing [BCD+16].
directed [SLZ11].
Direction [SHM13, AD15, BXX11, BX14, EKZ17, hGzS15, KKK+10, SLM16, TM17, WH16].
direction-splitting [SLM16].
directional [Bis14, GGR15, PCS13].
directions [KOPS13].
Dirichlet [ABB17, CLJ11, CH17, DGB10b, DM12b, DMV11, GR15, HP13, HT13, Ibr16, KN11, KS14, LJJS13, LWBW13, LCZ11, ORR16, Sal10, WZM+16, WHG11, ZJ16b, ZZ15b].
Dirichlet-to-Neumann [KSF14].
Dirichlet-type [Sal10].
disc [Amb12, AM13c, LSM11].
discharge
domains [BT15, BBBBB, Chu10, DG13a,Das15, DM12b, DC15, DHMU16, FID14,FM18, Fis18, GVSP12, GH14, GH15, Hal13,HKK+16, JLL18, LL12b, JJS13, LRCG16,MG11, MLG17, NNAS11a, NM11c, Oh15, ODR10, SD11, TS14, TH13, THGG14,WL17a, XL11, Yan10c,YL14, YKKS10].
dome [PBS12]. dominated [CKSL+14, CHBTD14, ySW10, SLW14, ZLL17].
domination [CMMP11, CKMR11, CLM11, SD12b]. Double [ABV11, CN17, EKS10, MCB10, AD10b, AZ10, ÇA10a, CXZ15b, CH11b, mcCX10, Ciz12, DH17, FSRB15, FSB17, GOGYL+11, GMZ15, KZ16, Li15a, MGS+14, MME10, OAKR16, RRP16, TD10a]. Double-delay [EKS10]. Double-diffusive [ABV11, MCB10, RRP16].
double-population [OAKR16]. doubling [HM15].
doubly [LSW10]. down [LZL16, LLSW10]. down-and-out [LZL16].
downdating [ZLC+14]. DP [AD11d, KLP10, KCL14b]. DPG [BGH14, CDG16, CHBTD14, DG13b, DGH17, FH17, HK15, HK15, NPD17, PD17, RBT14, RC17a, CGHW14]. DQEM [TAA14].
DQM [Gha17].
drag [CT10b, CKLL11]. drainage [NNL13]. drains [MNJ+13].
drift [BK12b, CK12, SS16a].
drilling [CL12b, MTV13]. drive [LC12b].
driven [BH11, CCKY12, CM12b, DS10, EHO+12, JCWZ16, MGTH16, MP11c, PD11, PSD+13, QWGJ15, SK14a, Sahl11, SSPL10, YLC12, ZZZ13a, ZZZ13b, aZW17].
driver [KPL11].

dromion [KSG11].
dromion-like [KSG11].
drop [BDGS13, MJ14, TTT10].
droplet [DLF+11, Mom11, TY13].
Dropping [WBxJxLwW11]. drops [BK14].
Drude [LSS17, SWL16].
drum [KH13]. dry [PLMS14].
DSI [KAK+12]. DSP [WHC12].

dual [CPP15, CN16a, BB15, CEQ14, CKLL10, Dub13, Hof18, LP12, XJYL17, ZWL11, ZLC+11a]. dual-duct [ZWL11].
dual-mixed [CN16a]. dual-primal [Hof18]. dual-scale [ZLC+11a]. duality [AH10b, Ant14, GKS10, GJ10, PN10, ZLLF12].
Dubrovsky [KK16]. duct [SB14, ZWL11].
ductile [Yoo17].
due [ANN10, DVM13, FZFB10, HSK11, LLY11, LZZ11a, WW10a, WCH13, ZGW11].
Duffing [ASY+11, Gen11a, RKP12, YASK10].
Duhen [LL12c].
durability [SJS+10].
during [CG12, RIW12, ZOZZ12].
dust [EK16].
dustly [EEBM10, MC10a].
Dynamic [ATZ11, DEFP11, KBGC12, yN11, RSP18, SJS+11, ZHZF12, ZTJ14, AR09, AR10b, AA10, Bab14, BDS17, BMM12a, BMS13, BFF+11, Can11d, CP15a, DFI12, FH16, FL10, GEB12, GLM+11, GA10, HSD11, HE10, Hon10, Hua10a, JZR15, KSP11, KJA10, KAK+12, LZ12, LC12, LCW10, LPC10, LI11a, MP11a, MAPS10, MH11, MR10, MS17, MG15, OPDC12, PR11, PH13, PCK13, RFP11, RF12, SD12a, Sc11, SA16, SS13, TMZ12, WSL10, WSG10, WZ11a, Wan12, XC16, ZF10a, ZH11, ZGW11, Q11b, ZHG12, ZHJ11].
Dynamical [AB11, NJV13, XZL+11, ZK16, Aol11, ALMLM14, BKT12, BZK12, LXX10, LXT11, LB11, Ma10a, SLYY13, WL10, YAZX10].
dynamically [SW16b].
Dynamics [Che16, IL13, KHK10, Sah17, WZX17, WFC16, Xu14, YL13, ZL14a, ZZ16a, ZW16, ABL15, ABL10, AB16, BPKM10, CM13b, CL16a, DGT13, DFJS10, ECY11, FDB13, GM14c, GPV11, KW12, LZ11b, LDS10, LMPG13, MCQ11, Mag10, MB17, NNR14, Özu15, PC14, PS12a, PQ16, PV12, RCG15, SP12, SZ14, TY13, TTX+16, VV14, VJM15, WHS11, Xu11b, XGH17a, XY16, YZM16, YGR11, YKKS10, YWL17].
EFG [AD15, DA16]. eIF4F [NJV13]. eigenanalysis [LCP16].
Eigenvalue [Bai12, NHIN16, WS11a, AS15a, CKLL10, De 10, EG16, HDT11, KSS13, LY13, LC10d, MRR18, RES10, RA11b, SWL15, Wm13, WTM17, WFZ12, YH15].
eigenvalues [BL14, ORR16, TL10b, WZ10, YLB16].
elastic [BDO11, BCSCB+15, Cve11, DSVS15, DDK11, FL14, GHC15a, Gen11b, GF16, Her14, HL1c, JHW15, LZ12a, LTT13, MTV13, MNT15, OSA13, SCBCB+13, SCBCB+17, YLY12]. elasticity [BS15h, BCG17, BS18, CGJ+14, DB15, DDM+18, EFK15, FLdS14, FPB17, GGS16, GF16, HVO17, HMWZ16, Kar17, LH16, LCQL17, Liu16a, QCLC17, RDE+17].
electro-elastostatics [EKZ17].
electrochemical [CS13, HNK13].
electromagnetic [BT14, CM10a, CJK18, CWH13, Cia16, JFS17, CHS18, CDS15, HMZ18, JN14, LZ18, NJ16, OTiSY16, SBB+18, ZKWW17, dBD17].
electromagnetism [AG10a].
electromagnetism-like [AG10a].
electromechanical [LLZI2]. electron [AML+14].
electronic [CCKY12].
electroosmotic [AVR17].
electrophysiology [CT17c].
electrospinning [HL12, XWN11, XLF12].
electrostatic [B12, NGG12, RMA10].
electrostatics [RCRV14].
electrothermal [MDW13].

Element [BDGG14, CM16c, DA18b, GCDG17, GD16, KDU15, MRR18, PGQ16, RC11, Rs16, Vac18, dVDR18, AD15, AvB16, AAB+13, AJRWS12, AAD17, AEDL14, ACS11, ABSV18, ACE17, AO13, BS10b, BGGCGRSP16, BB15, BDGS13, BS18, BO18, BK15, BC17, BS17, CDG15, CPP10, CGH14, CEQ14, CW15b, Che12c, CLH13, Che14, CHLY15, CS14a, CFdM+18, CK15, Choi17, CN16a, CX18, DRT+15, DH11b, DA16, DFG13, DNS18, SZ17, DHMU16, FKF13, FLdS14, FDG+17, FN14, Fia15, FIW13, FGHZ17, GY15, GL17a, GML17a, GMS18, GS15b, HLL13, HMP+15, HOV17, HH15, Hou15, HD16, HLY17a, HW16, Hu15, HMWZ16, HCZ16, HK17, IK16, IS14, IB16, JMHF13, JZ13, JM16, JPS14, JPCY13, JHW15, JW15, JL18, KK15, KL16b, KKL+13, KVR11, LT13, LC10a, LL12b, LL12a, LMR14, LN98, Li10c, Li10b].

element [LY13, LR15, LY15, LLM15, LZWC16, LL16b, LS16, LRL13, LWL14, LHL15, LDL+15a, LDL+15b, MBS17, MMHGM17, MLGY16, MWY17, NJ16, NNK13, Naz13, NH13, NH15, NSYY13, OTiSY16, Oh15, PAAP+15, PFDFG17, PPC13, QY13, QCLC17, RZ17, RMB+14, RGHZ15, RHC15, SD15a, SBvdV13, SDH15, SD11b, ySW10, SLW14, SWL15, SW16a, SZL+17, SJC14, SRT12, TS16, UMLF13, WSW11, WW14a, WC15, Wan16a, WHTZ16, WIS17, WC17, WL13b, WH14, WFZ12, WV15, XFL16, XD17, XZZ16, XZQ16, YT18, YH15, YLB16, ZMM18, ZTR11, ZRE16, ZYW17, ZS13, ZHY14, ZHH14, ZDL14, ZH15a, ZT15, ZHC17, Zha18, ZLZ10, ZC11a, ZLS13, ZH15b, ZG16.
ZZL15, ZC17, ZKBE16]. element-free [LY15, LZWC16, LL16b, ZDLC14].

element-level [PAP+15]. Elementary [MI16, DT16, Ji14, LSW16]. Elements [FHS18, BPM14, BBSM16, BZKR15, BS15c, CCKSL14, JFS17, DDD10, DGH17, EDC14, FMSV17, FKDN15, HD14b, JN14, KW14a, KB13, Li15, LQCR17, LBVB15, MNP15, PS18, SDH13, SRDD17, WBA18, YLK10].


Enhanced [AG11, JS12b, AB14, FDG17, JG13, LH12, RC18].


entire [ZY10a]. entropies [Gor13]. Entropy [MCQ11, ZDV13, AEB16, BPM12, BDK11, Dub13, LCA17, MBK10, NN13, ZD12].

Enumeration [CJMS10, BR12c, TM10]. enumerators [OS11]. enveloping [Wri13].

envelopment [Tol12, WYK10]. environment [DH10a, DRK11, JX10, KBI12, LB12, YK10].


epidemic [Aki17, AGPC10, CW15a, DYQ14, MMOJ14, PSP10, XLS15, XM10, ZY13].

epidemiological [AGU14, CLM12].

epistemic [WLT13a, WLT13b].

epitaxial [FAHZ17].

EPQ [CB10].

equal [HR14, LF12]. equality [DBH14, WZ17b].

equation [AM13a, AEB16, AZ17, AO10a, AEH18, Ade17, Akm15, AB10b, AA15, AEG17, ARK13, Ali15, AJ12, AS11b, ASY11, As10, AO13, AKMU17, Bac14b, Bag17, ...
equation

[124x650] BAO +12, BCK11, BKMT14, BKMT17, BN16, BDGBM11, BC10, BJPT16, Bis10, BP18, BT14, BL17, Bra10, BPX11, BK10, CCJV11, CM11a, CNR10, CP15, CTSX16, CQ14, CBKR10, CF16a, CW10b, CDW11, CC11, CLB14, CXZ15b, CLC16, CWDL17, CZ15, CTZ17, CK15, CJKR11, CCA14, CG14, D+1A18a, DE11, DWZ13, DLZ17, DMP15, Dar11, Dav17, DC10, DZ18, DM12b, DT16, DSVS15, DD16, DMV11, DBS12, DZ16, EK16, EN11, ESBR10, EOM11, EM14, FID14, FYYT11, FLZ14b, FZL18, FIW17, Fio14, FNW18, GL10, GGLP15, GZZ16, Gao17, GVSP12, GMP18, GSPK15, GÇ10, GH14, GR13a, GSY10].
equation

[122x647] [GS12, GMI11, Gol13, GL17b, Goo11a, GKK11, GM14a, GM14b, GABC16, GW15b, GL16, GML17b, Gup11, GS11c, GHL18, GWL11, HKJ14, Hal13, HLT17, HH16, He12b, HA16a, HHG14, HLSN16, HLY12b, HX14, HXS15, HM15, HLI14, HLY17b, JK11, Jav11, JPK17, JQSS12, JFC14, JHW15, JLF17, KBA11, KB10a, KK11a, KO11a, KMS10, Keri10b, KK13a, KN11, KM14, KPR13, KC11, KK14a, KKM11, KAJ11, KB15, KO11b, KBCS16, KJ11, KKLJ11, Kim14, KS15a, KQ11, KSMN11, KKK14, KS15b, KTK17, Kup11, KKD13, LS10a, LCM14, LK15, LZL16, LL14a, Lee16, Lee17, LSCG16, LSW10, LLJK10, LLY11, LD11b, LDL11, LDW11, LZGZ11, LZ12a, LGG12, Li12a, LJSK13, LT13, Li6b, LSZ16, LCK17, LMMF17, LLFT17, LLY18, LW11, LZ14, LZ6c, LL10a, LT15b, LWKK10, LMDL11, LCZ11, LW12a, LSC12, LIX12, LW12b, Li13, LT17].
equation

[150x208] [XX10, XH11b, XHA13, XWH16, XX17, XLT17, YT18, YYY16, YY15, YC11, YL16, YM17, YCH18, YÖ10, YMDZ10, YLG10, YTF10, YT11, YL14, YYY11, Yu11a, Ys16a, YH11b, YTS17, Yüz12a, YK17, YU13, yJJ10, ZW10, Zha10, Zha11c, ZS11b, ZS13, ZDLC14, ZY15a, ZT16b, ZC16, ZML16, ZY17c, ZCZ17, XX17, ZZM17, bYM17, ZY17b, ZM17a, ZDZY17, ZDM11, ZCH12, ZL12a, qZM17a, ZT17b, ZL10, ZKW15, ZY17d, ZG14, ZY15c, ZG16, ZZX16, ZCY11, ZD15, ZZ16c, aZW17, dSSV17].

Equations

[XX10, XH11b, XHA13, XWH16, XX17, XLT17, YT18, YYY16, YY15, YC11, YL16, YM17, YCH18, YÖ10, YMDZ10, YLG10, YTF10, YT11, YL14, YYY11, Yu11a, Ys16a, YH11b, YTS17, Yüz12a, YK17, YU13, yJJ10, ZW10, Zha10, Zha11c, ZS11b, ZS13, ZDLC14, ZY15a, ZT16b, ZC16, ZML16, ZY17c, ZCZ17, XX17, ZZM17, bYM17, ZY17b, ZM17a, ZDZY17, ZDM11, ZCH12, ZL12a, qZM17a, ZT17b, ZL10, ZKW15, ZY17d, ZG14, ZY15c, ZG16, ZZX16, ZCY11, ZD15, ZZ16c, aZW17, dSSV17].

Equations

[XX10, XH11b, XHA13, XWH16, XX17, XLT17, YT18, YYY16, YY15, YC11, YL16, YM17, YCH18, YÖ10, YMDZ10, YLG10, YTF10, YT11, YL14, YYY11, Yu11a, Ys16a, YH11b, YTS17, Yüz12a, YK17, YU13, yJJ10, ZW10, Zha10, Zha11c, ZS11b, ZS13, ZDLC14, ZY15a, ZT16b, ZC16, ZML16, ZY17c, ZCZ17, XX17, ZZM17, bYM17, ZY17b, ZM17a, ZDZY17, ZDM11, ZCH12, ZL12a, qZM17a, ZT17b, ZL10, ZKW15, ZY17d, ZG14, ZY15c, ZG16, ZZX16, ZCY11, ZD15, ZZ16c, aZW17, dSSV17].
BML11, BMS13, BY11, BCF+14, BDO11, BOT14, BH11, BJJ14, BB08, Bra16, BR12d, BR13b, BC17, BS14b]. **equations**

[BK12b, BPF13, CCJ10, Can11d, CBBE16, CH11a, CM18, CDG16, CDM12, Cha11a, CANK11, CZN11, CZN12, CLM14, CYS10, CZ1a, CDY11, CM11b, CCX13, CLCF14, CM16b, CM17, CZL17, jC11, CZ17, CT17b, CS1a, CfdM+18, CS12, CL17b, CH17, Chu11a, Chu10, CP15c, CP16c, CC17, JFS17, CHS18, CdR18, CJC10, CDS15, CN16b, CFF15, Dai14, DZW16, DCL17, DH10b, DM15, DM16, DQ10, DMD10, DRD12, DPZ13, DSR10, DG10b, DMZ10, DLD10, fDxZ11, fDxZ12, Din13, Don10a, DC15, DNZ+13, DCRL13, EO14, EBE10a, EBEN10, ED11a, Elb11, Els10, Ers16, ESL11, KE18, FT10, FSZH11, FH11, FN14, FH16, Fer12, Fia13, Fis18, FM12b, FIW13, FRZ15, GGR15, GGA18, GY15, hGzS15, GML17a, GH16, GRBT16, GK13, Gen10, Gen11a, Gep16, GB16, GH15, Gha17, GTL16, GY11, GMB12, GS11a]. **equations**

[GS11b, GHR10, Goll13, Gon13, Goo11b, GGB12, GR13b, GS12, GW12c, GMZ15, GM11, GGO16, GH10, GH12b, GH13b, HC16, HK12, HEP10, HY13, HY16, HL13, HKK+16, HP17, HS13, Hes14, HSJ15, HA16b, HNPS13, Hon10, HXL11, HM17b, HF10, HA10, Hua10a, HLZD11, HZM11, HLY12b, HM14, HM17c, HT16b, IB11, Ibr11, ILS13, Ion18, JKK11, JGSS10, JYY+11, JAI11, JKK12, JNBK13, JN10, JP11, JL11b, JS11, JLT12b, Jia12, JD12, JYY16, Jun10, JKMS12, KP13, KO10, Kat11, KSG11, Kaw15, Kesi10, KM12, KW11, KTD17, KMRN12, Kig10, KG11, KL16b, Kon16, KY11, KKI1c, KMT10, KM11, KL15, LT13, LC10a, LL12b, Lee15, LC11a, LLZ10, Li10b, LCW10, Li10c, LF11c, LJ11, LZC11, LS11b, LW11b, Li11a, LWBW13, LCS15, LZW16, LL16a, LH16, Li17b, LSS17, LCQL17, LZ11e, LB10, LLY10, LBW11, LL16c, LKU10]. **equations**

[LY10b, Liu11a, LKX11, LLH11a, LL11d, LZK11, LHF11, LXP11, LZY11, LLH11b, LS12b, Liu12, LHL12b, LRH13, LL14c, Liu15a, LX15a, LL15, LZ15b, LTL16a, LTL16b, LWZ16, Liu16d, Liu16c, LYZ17, Liu17, LW13, Liu11, Luk11, LT11, LL11, MX10, MKHC11, MF11, MZL13, MLL16, MBS17, MN11a, MTM11, MBH11, MR12, Mr16, MR10, MDBC16, MO14, MLZ+16, MP11c, MS12a, MD15, MY10, MI16, MM18, MS15, MG111, MN10b, Mor13, MGW11, MAH18, Mur08, MB10b, Naw11, Ned12, NMR15, NZ16, NT17, Odi10, Ols10, OF16, Ouy11, ŐZ11, Pan11, PLKC16, PS16, PR11, PS12a, Part11a, PIAH10, Per18, PPD10, Pet11, PT15, Pov12b, PP12, PLT17, QAA+16, QHT16, QY17, RM17, RSD11, RZ16, Ray16, RS15, Rey12, RÖ10, RT17, RTLV, RM11, RA12, SP10, SD10a, SN10, SNMA12, SD15a]. **equations**

[SYG11, SR15, SSA12, SH11, SD12a, Sal11, STC18, San12, SBE10, SA15, SKTH11, SZ12a, SBB+18, Sed13, SY112, Sha14, SHH16, SBS12, SG14, SXM11, SZZ11, SM17, She16, SS17, SWL16, SG11b, SC16, SW16a, SZL+17, SW17, SLM18, SW12, SG16b, SG16a, SG10b, SWC11, SJC14, Sou11, SLM16, SYS11, zSi12, zSiZ10, SLL12b, SK14b, TZW10, TZ15, TGG16, TM17, TG11, TS11a, TNP17, TAS11, TNF11, TB10, TMD10, TT14, Tom11, TV16, TTC14, UK11, ÜM16, VA10, VA11, WC10b, WSG10, WKG10, WW11a, WS11a, WSW1, WW11c, Wan11, WZWX11, WAZ11a, WZF12a, WZF12b, WKS13, WV14, Wan15, WW16, Wan11a, WC17, Waz11b, WS10b, WFD10a, WFDW10b, WLDL11a, WH11b, WFL11b, cW11, WLD11b, Wu1a, Wu16, XYW11, XZ10, XY15, XYZ16, XHM14, XM15, XY10, XC17, Yak11, YK18, YXS10, YX11b, YX11a, Yan12b, Yan17, YGS17]. **equations**

[YZY10, Ye16, Ye17b, YP10, YL10b, YLG17, YN16, YDL11, Yu11b, YT13, YS16b, YS17,
YTZ17, YWT18, Yus09, YSS11a, Yüz11, YSS11b, Yüz12b, Yüz12c, ZA10, ZTR11, ZM16a, ZFZ10a, ZFZQ10, ZJ10b, ZYG10, ZLZ11, ZTH11, ZD11, ZQ11b, ZL11, ZLY14, ZTC14, ZLL14, ZCH14, ZH15a, ZYW15, Zha15a, ZFZ10b, Yüz11, ZS13, ZJ10c, ZW11d, ZWW13, ZFLM18, ZP18a, ZP18b, ZSD10, ZQ14a, ZC17, ZDF+14, ZMA10, dVLV18, dSAC11, uRK11].

Equi [KD10]. Equi-statistical [KD10]. Equidistributed [Mic17]. equidistribution [MN10a]. equilibrated [NB17]. equilibria [BBDS11, BL12, CGY10b, NKM15, VGK+16]. Equilibrium [SL16c, AK11, CB11a, CB11c, CGHY11, CyL11, CAP10, CS11b, DGM14, GDM13, JL16, JQG14, KJA10, KPR13, KM10, Lax10, NN12, Pal12, Pir11, PT11, SK11a, Sca11, She11, She12, SW11, Sun10, YNLK10, ZLL11, sHC11].

Equivalence [WS16, PKK12]. Equivalent [AAB+13, Che12c]. Erratum [ID10, KYR11a, LYS12a, WWW11a, WWW11b]. Error [DHMU16, FT10, FM11, HLY17a, HC14, LA11, LHZ16, LR17a, RTT17, SZ17, WCL11, ZCW15, ZHZ14, AV14, Bac14a, BPC17, BN16, BQS16, BV17, BS15c, CCKP15, CUK12, Cho17, CH17, CGJ+14, DPM15, DMR15, EO15, ER16, GRBT16, GGS16, GSD14, HLL+15, Hou15, Ibr16, Ikhl11, Izs15, Kim14, KT15, KK15, LHL12a, LX16, LS11, LPP15, MRR18, OC14, PS18, PL17, QZ16, RDE+17, RCRV14, RA11b, RC18, VP11, WZ18, Wei17, ZDL11, ZHY14, ZH15a, ZYW15, Zha15a, ZFZ10b, Yüz11, ZS13, ZJ10c, ZW11d, ZWW13, ZFLM18, ZP18a, ZP18b, ZSD10, ZQ14a, ZC17, ZDF+14, ZMA10, dVLV18, dSAC11, uRK11].

equilibrium [KD10]. equilibrated [NB17]. equilibria [BBDS11, BL12, CGY10b, NKM15, VGK+16]. Equilibrium [SL16c, AK11, CB11a, CB11c, CGHY11, CyL11, CAP10, CS11b, DGM14, GDM13, JL16, JQG14, KJA10, KPR13, KM10, Lax10, NN12, Pal12, Pir11, PT11, SK11a, Sca11, She11, She12, SW11, Sun10, YNLK10, ZLL11, sHC11].

equipment [ZZXY12]. Equivalence [WS16, PKK12]. Equivalent [AAB+13, Che12c]. Erratum [ID10, KYR11a, LYS12a, WWW11a, WWW11b]. Error [DHMU16, FT10, FM11, HLY17a, HC14, LA11, LHZ16, LR17a, RTT17, SZ17, WCL11, ZCW15, ZHZ14, AV14, Bac14a, BPC17, BN16, BQS16, BV17, BS15c, CCKP15, CUK12, Cho17, CH17, CGJ+14, DPM15, DMR15, EO15, ER16, GRBT16, GGS16, GSD14, HLL+15, Hou15, Ibr16, Ikhl11, Izs15, Kim14, KT15, KK15, LHL12a, LX16, LS11, LPP15, MRR18, OC14, PS18, PL17, QZ16, RDE+17, RCRV14, RA11b, RC18, VP11, WZ18, Wei17, ZDL11, ZHY14, ZH15a, ZYW15, Zha15a, ZFZ10b, Yüz11, ZS13, ZJ10c, ZW11d, ZWW13, ZFLM18, ZP18a, ZP18b, ZSD10, ZQ14a, ZC17, ZDF+14, ZMA10, dVLV18, dSAC11, uRK11].

Equi [KD10]. Equi-statistical [KD10]. Equidistributed [Mic17]. equidistribution [MN10a]. equilibrated [NB17]. equilibria [BBDS11, BL12, CGY10b, NKM15, VGK+16]. Equilibrium [SL16c, AK11, CB11a, CB11c, CGHY11, CyL11, CAP10, CS11b, DGM14, GDM13, JL16, JQG14, KJA10, KPR13, KM10, Lax10, NN12, Pal12, Pir11, PT11, SK11a, Sca11, She11, She12, SW11, Sun10, YNLK10, ZLL11, sHC11].

equidistribution [MN10a]. equilibrated [NB17]. equilibria [BBDS11, BL12, CGY10b, NKM15, VGK+16]. Equilibrium [SL16c, AK11, CB11a, CB11c, CGHY11, CyL11, CAP10, CS11b, DGM14, GDM13, JL16, JQG14, KJA10, KPR13, KM10, Lax10, NN12, Pal12, Pir11, PT11, SK11a, Sca11, She11, She12, SW11, Sun10, YNLK10, ZLL11, sHC11].
*Evolutionary* [CG15, GACMO13, LYC12, SLMZ12, AZB13, BDK+11, Bra13, Bur13, Ccle1e, CQLX11, CH17, DZS10, HDHL11, KOPS13, MVB+12, OSZP13, SZ17, THZ+11, YC10a].

*EVSS* [Wan13b].

*Exact* [AA15, BEAA11, BGF15, DGL12, Gep16, HBE14, JKB11, KSG11, LCM14, LK15, LD11b, LDL11, MDW11, MP11b, MP16, MCKM12, Tar17, XX10, YGS17, ZLC11, Ade17, AAEG17, BCSCB+15, CCKP15, Cie13, CJCV10, DGZ13, DPZ13, EK16, FSDK15, GK13, HTLT17, JRZK11, JL12, LSX13, uHS12, MI16, PMA17, Ray16, SR17a, SH11, Se11, SK11d, TZ15, Wei10b, ZBL12].

*example* [AZB13].

*exchange* [Col14, GLM+11, SCA14, YNS+14].

*exchange-based* [YNS+14].

*exchange-based plus* [HYS+14].

*existence* [Ye15, Ye17a, YLG10, YM13, ZSH11, ZFZQ10, yZM10, ZFZ10b, ZS11b, ZJ17, Zl16].

*exclusive* [KKT13].

*Existence* [Ye15, Ye17a, YLG10, YM13, ZSH11, ZFZQ10, yZM10, ZFZ10b, ZS11b, ZJ17, Zl16].

*exclusive* [KKT13].

*Existence* [Ye15, Ye17a, YLG10, YM13, ZSH11, ZFZQ10, yZM10, ZFZ10b, ZS11b, ZJ17, Zl16].

*expanded* [IK16, LRH13, SJ14].

*expanded* [IK16, LRH13, SJ14].

*expanding* [QWGJ15].

*Expansion* [CM11a, WH11b, YMDZ10, CK15, CRRS11, Dem10a, Dra11a, Gep16, GMZ15, HA18, HLZD11, JK11, KBA11, KY10, LZZ16, LR17a, MCKM12, MBHV10, NSYY13, PZ11b, SG10b, YH12].

*expansion-* iterative [MBHV10].

*expanded* [IK16, LRH13, SJ14].

*expanded* [IK16, LRH13, SJ14].

*expanded* [IK16, LRH13, SJ14].

*expanding* [QWGJ15].

*Expansion* [CM11a, WH11b, YMDZ10, CK15, CRRS11, Dem10a, Dra11a, Gep16, GMZ15, HA18, HLZD11, JK11, KBA11, KY10, LZZ16, LR17a, MCKM12, MBHV10, NSYY13, PZ11b, SG10b, YH12].

*expanded* [IK16, LRH13, SJ14].

*expanded* [IK16, LRH13, SJ14].

*expanded* [IK16, LRH13, SJ14].

*Expanded* [JFS14].

*expensive* [QAA+16].

*experiment* [CI18].

*experimental* [MLSLM15, YWL+11a].

*experimental* [MLSLM15, YWL+11a].

*Experimental* [HNK13, KV17a, XCI3].

*Explicit* [AM17, Ben17, DZW16, Kaw15, LL12a, AV18, DGM14, HLL+15, KAS11b, MVKK14, MM18, OC14, Soul2, ZZ16, ZGD14].

*exploitation* [SLCC12].

*exponent* [D’A18a, FRZ15, LeT10, LY14, LL16a, LLT16b, WLW+11].

*Experimental* [Ahn12, Cvi10, KP13, KO13, SS14b, WL10, Bai11a, BEAA11, BK13, CL16b, FM18, GP11, Gar13, HA18, JH15, Kii10, LZZ11a, LO16, MSA12, PS12a, PCMC12, SI10, Tam16, UMLF13, WSS10, WV14, XH11a, YT18, ZFZ10a, ZFZ10b, ZJ12].

*Exponentially* [ED11a, Ch11c, TH13, WH17, XFL16].

*exponentiation* [KBDC12].

*exponents* [MV11, Wan15, WS17].

*Extended* [CAH11, Kim17, Ade17, AM10b, ABCR10, Bho14a, Bho14b, CL12a, EAAED10, EAA10, He16, KO11a, KO11b, KM10, LMZK16, NUNAS11, PXXZ16, Sea15, SJ1811].
Extending [CRG16, JTC+10b, Boy16].
extensible [MX15, YW11b]. Extension
[AZ15, PB12, PCK13, RR14, YSW16, BS12b, CM14, DDD10, GY11, HRMS12, KV10, LCW12, PC11a, RZ17, TCA11, XKH10, ZL13].
exensions [Jic10, LSM10, XW10].

Extinction [CP15c, GCG12]. extinctive [CP16c].

Extremal [LZ10, QZ11, Ili12]. extreme [LLD10].
extruder [HHS+17]. eye [FdOdSS17].
eyed [CNH17].

F [Pan17], Fa`a [XW10, XC11b]. Faber
[Gal11a, SKPW14]. Fabrizio
[AVR17, MV17]. face [HCL12b].

face-structured [HCL12b]. Facebook
[HCH112]. facial [PC11a]. factor
[KL16b, YZGW10]. Factored
[LZ11c, BK14]. factorial [CI18, Mor10b].

Factorization [Raf12, RTB14, JJ13, LYS12a, LYS12b, LZD17, HXYH10, ZHB11].

factorizations [PPC13]. factors [BS16a, Bor10, DD13, NJV13, PTP14, Sar11, Sav10].

FADE [CLJ11]. failure [DRK11, LL13, VC12, WLT13a, Yoo17, ZC11a]. failures
[ABDKD12, YWW+12]. fairness [CZ10].
failing [JK11c]. families

[GHM+14, IBB10, KYO10]. family
[AS11b, BG10a, CsH10, CGHY11, CS10c, CS11b, CS11c, CSN11, Fer12, Gar13, GK11a, GK11b, GDZ11, KS10a, KBS11, KKS10, KA10b, KT11b, Li15, LCC12, Mor13, Pir11, She11, SOJC10, sHC11]. fan [LSM10]. Fast
[Bho14a, Bho14b, BCG17, BE18, BG13, Che11d, CL17b, DWZ13, DFM15, FF15, KQ11, KYY12, LCLL16, PJ17, QCG15, Som13, AML+14, BC16, BDS15, CDY11, Che15b, CWDL17, CUK12, Du12, FSB17, FZL+18, FNW18, GIMZ14, GM14a, GA10, HL12, Liu16a, LCW17, dCMdSGTdC16, YZW14, ZLC+14, CC15].
fatigue [LYJ15]. fault
[LT13, PA15, PFBL10, XCM12]. faulted
[PFBL10]. faults [MVB+12]. FCMBP
[THZ+11]. FD [FLP13, GV11a, JM15].

FDAs [IB11]. FDTD [NZ16, SWL16]. FE
[AB17, JM15]. feasibility [CAY12].
feasible [Zha15b]. Feature
[PTL13, JWX+13, MLY11, PDHL12].
features [CLW11, FHH13, IK12, LHHZ12, NJV13, ZLY12]. Feedback
[BHH16, KLY16, XCW10, ATZ11, Che11c, HSC17, HLZ15, LCT11, LCYC12, LMZ17, SSAM11, Wei12b, Zhe11]. feedforward
[SYO12]. Feir [HS12]. Fejér
[BCB11, Som13]. Fekete [ODR10]. FEM
[AHP+14, BS14a, BS15a, Bol16, BV17, CGHW14, CO15, EGG16, FW14, FM18, Git14, PZJ+16, QZM17b, SW17, Wei14, Weil7, Yan15, ZR18]. FEM-based
[PZJ+16]. FEMs [WW15, YWH14].
Fermat
[KV10]. ferromagnetic
[AHP+14, MGS+14]. ferromagnetism
[LTJ+16]. FESTUNG
[FRAK15, RAW+16]. FETI
[CHK+18, KLP10, KCL14b]. Feynman
[DF18]. FFT [VZ14]. FFT-based
[VZM14]. fiber [HTWS15, LTST16, Sza15].
fiber-reinforced [Sza15]. fibers
[AGH+15, PvdM13]. Fibonacci
[CKMR11, CM10c, DRS11, EE10].

Fibonacci-polynomial [EE10]. fibrous
[BCSCB+15, Ry115a]. Pickian [KRP12].

fictitious [BZKR15, FT13, HHS+17]. Field
[WRW13, BN16, BMT16, CPP10, CYP16, CFdM+18, HMM12, ILP+11, CK12, LTT13, LSC17, LC12b, MCB10, PFDS17, SLL17, SWC11, Sli16, TG14, WCW13, YZ11, YAS+11, ZRE16, ZKW17]. fields
fractional
[HSS+12, BMS12, BP18, CMMP11, DNS18, DA12, HpD11, IGB12, IL13, KSPP11, KK12, Kim17, KRd16, LYM12, MS17, Rob14, RGHZ15, WTSS10]. frameworks [SBB+18].

FRAP [PMM17]. Fréchet [CANK11, KY10, Ols10]. Fredholm [BMRA10, BPX11, BS15a, BS15b, CAK11, KBK10, KMRN12, MN11a, MBH11, MS17, SL16b, SKJ10, SJS11, TSB16, UM16, WWG10, WL11b, WHY14, Wei10b, YX16, YP10, YTZ17, ZY10a, ZZ11b, ZK11, ZJ12].

function-based [DDM+18]. function-vorticity [YTZ17]. Functional [BH11, AZH10, AJ11, Bae10, BH10, BO18, BPX11, CANK11, CP16a, CW10b, CZ11a, Ch10, DE11, DN10, GKK11, GKM11, GJ12, Jan10, JS11, Jia12, JD12, KP13, KC11, LG10, Li13, Li14, LWD15, LH10a, LZY11, LL114c, LS12b, MRR11, Par17a, SP10, SCV10, Su12, TNS11, WSG10, YXWL14, ZL14a, ZCY16, ZCH12].

functional-differential [CW10b]. functionally [Kia16, KM13]. functionals [DB15, LG17, RS14b]. Functions [BT10, AKT12, AD10a, AD11a, ABR10, AT11, ADK10, Ant10, AS10a, AS10b, AS11c, AS11d, ASMEE11a, AX11, AS11d, AS11e, ANR11, AuIK11, BS10a, BM11a, BS15a, Ber16, BL14, Boy10, BM13b, BBD10, CCJ11, CCN14, CGH14, CEF+13, CK11, Che11a, CS10b, CH11b, CL16b, Cvi10, DE10, DAM14, DM16, DMPV10, DD10, DP15, Dra10, Dra11a, Dra11b, DR511, EAAED10, EAA10, ELS11, FRZ15, FDN15, Fur13, GYH11, GMP18, GS12, Gue13, GJ10, HS11a, Haz11, HT12a, HT13, HK15, HKK13, HT16b, KVJB15, KV17a, KV17b, Kaw15, KRP12, KC10, KLTS11, Kir10a, Kir10b, Kli10, KUO12, LS10a, Las10, LY10b, LY11a, LSM11, MBH11, Mar11b, MJ10, MG11, MI16, MN10b, Mos10, NP12, N10, NNAS11a, NNAS11b, NNAS11c, NM11c, N11b, NB17, NODA11, Ols10, ODR10, ORD11, OSS10, PT15].
functions
[PG10, QYL10, RKP12, RS12a, RRGT10, RA12, Sae11, SK11b, SSO10, SID15, SKPW14, SOS11, Sim10, uAH10, SRM11b, Sok10, Sok11, SWW11, Son13, SGQ12, SW16b, Swa10, SK11d, TMDTT16, THD11, THH12, TO11, Wan08, Was13, Wei14, Wri13, XCl1a, XLY10, XZL10, YLI10a, YHI12, YY11b, YH11a, YLLN16, Yiiz12b, ZZ11b, ZX11, ZC16, Zhu10].

Fundamental
[DH16, MV17, BML11, BL17, Deu10, LCLL16, LMP13, SVY16].

fundus
[MAN+15].

cults
[KSMT11].

Further
[HSBL11, KÖ10, LC12a, PB11, DG10a].

fusiform
[WSC16].

fusion
[DYH11, HLT12, LZS12, ST12, YYC11].

Future
[WZCC10, BEAA11, Eba11, PHWM10].

Fuzzifications
[JK11b].

fuzzified
[MM11].

Fuzzy
[AN11b, AD11c, BL11, BKM11, BKK11, Dav10, DZY11, DLWW12, HX11, JLP10a, JK11c, LKS10, NGL10, ÖL12, PdlF10, PATA11, PB13, SYL10, SKH12, WO10, WPH11, Yan11a, ZZ10a, Abb10, AH10a, ADA11, Ahn12, AD11b, ABFGZ11, BV11, BKR11, BBC+11, BC11, BMMM12a, CS10a, ÇA10a, CA10b, CKN11, CZY13, CCBSRFMR11, CL12c, CHT11, DH10a, DRK11, Deb12, DMPV10, DSA09, FJW16, FLL10, GKK11, GSS11, AB11, GWL11, HVA10, Has11, jHIXZ11, Hua11, HYL10, JS12b, JTC+10a, Jia11, qJhY12, JMST11, Jun10, JLP10b, JY11, KD12, KOPS13, KSSKK11, Kuo11, LF11a, LN10, LS10b, Li10a, LZH12, LH12a, LZYW13, Lin12, LXF11, Liu11a, LC12b, LWC13, MZLF10, MZZ11, MS10a, MSA12, MQ11, MBKK10, Mol11, MSG11, MME10, NM11a, PC12, PB12, PCK13, Ram11, SP10, SR12, Sae11, SDM10].

fuzzy
[SK10a, SJJ10a, SJN10b, SM11, gShYL10, SMC10, SZGG11, SLY13, SSL11, TMMASG10, THZ+11, TK11, TD10a, VP11, VB10a, WSL10, WC11b, WYG12, Wan13a, WL13a, WZWS11, WYK10, WD12, XS10, YÇG12, YLY+09, YWHC11, Yi10, YZXW10, YZ10b, YZGW10, YLJ12, hYxLL10, hYILL11, ZJ10a, ZFZQ10, ZIZ+11, ZW11c].

fuzzy-stochastic
[DRK11].

FWA
[Mok11].

G
[BA11, CyL11, Jic10, LXY11, Pan17, WY11b, BA11, Yu11b].

G-convex
[CyL11].

G/WKI
[Yu11b].

G
[EMRS12].

G
[YZ12].

G/G/1
[BA11].

G/M/1
[BA11].

GA
[DWI+12, KX12].

GA-based
[KKX12].

GA/PSO
[DWI+12].

Gaddum
[AH10c].

gain
[IK12, KJA10].

Gait
[SCC+12a].

Galerkin
[AD15, AvB16, AEH18, AB10b, AT18, AYH17, AO13, Bae14b, BP11a, BNT14, BS16b, BDF16, BQS16, BS14b, BKZ17, CKSL+14, CCN14, CNV14, CEQ14, CW17, CW17, CWW17, CWW15, CdfM+18, CDL17, CHH14, CN16b, DA16, DA18b, DFGG13, DW16, DB12, EDC14, EH1+14, FRK15, FHS18, GL17a, GML17a, Git14, GML17b, GHL18, HA16a, HT16a, Hof18, Hori15, Izs15, JMHF13, Kar17, KW15, KML14a, KW14a, KML14b, KW14b, Kim15, KML16, KPS17, KS15a, KSMN11, LZW16, LL16b, LSS17, LZ15b, LW16, LCW17, LZZ18, Loh16, MBS17, MLG17, MWY17, NCC13, NN13, PQQ16, Pet15, Pu16, QY13, RAD13, RAW+16, RTT17, Rob14, RC11, Ros12, RC18, SNMA12, SD15, SML11, SW16a, SZL+17, SW17, SML18, SSS11b, SR17c, TAPA+17, TCM15, UMLF13, VZM14, WW14a, WIL+18, WZKY12, WX14, YSB15, YK17, ZYWZ17, ZS13, ZDL14, ZSY14].

Galerkin
[ZLL17, ZY11, ZZX16, ZD15, ZC17].

Galerkin-like
[YK17].

game
[CA10b, KJA10, LH12a, yN11].

gamma
[Che11a, LNP+12, Mor11a, PG10].

gap
[LGC+17].

gaps
[HL11a].

Gardner
[PDM11].

Gas
Gas-kinetic [LBZL11, LF11b, LZB15, PLMS14].
Gas-liquid [KSO16].
Gas-lubricated [Wan12].
Gas-mixtures [GT15, GT16].
Gas-solid [ZLC±11a].
Gas-vapor [Kup14].
Gaussian [Boy10, DO11, FLP13, LFJ11, LSJ12, Luh12, MDVM17, MR15, RFK16, SC13].
Gaussian-based [FLP13].
Gaussians [Xia11].
Gaussons [YS17].
GBH [Jav11].
GCD [Ipe12].
Gear [CJ12].
General [CCRS17, HC16, LTX10, NN12, Pet15, AB16, BM10b, BGF15, BS11b, BPG10, BKY10, BBD10, CsH10, CL17a, CGY10a, CGY10b, CGY11, CKW13, DYX11, FN14, Fra11, Gal11c, HVO17, JJ13, JL15a, JL15b, JJ15, JYL16, KA10b, KTDT17, Lee11c, LY11d, MB11, uHS12, Mar16, NUNAS11, PC17, Sar11, Som13, TZG10, TNF11, Tod15, TAA14, TÇ12, TC10, Wan08, WL10, Xu14, XGH17b, YHI11a, XY11c, Zha11a, ZHY14].
Generalised/Extended [GD16].
Generate [LRCG16, Tso13].
Generator [AM11b, DMP18, OSS10].
Generations [BH14, FF15, HTL10, Sin16, SW10, ZD12].
Geo [AM11, MBH16].
Geo/G/1
geodesics [CHM10a], geomechanics [KLK15], geometrically [KVJB15, KV17a, KV17b], geometries [BV10, IQR16, KVJB15, KV17a, KV17b], Geometry [XY16, DNS18, HN18, Hot13, HWH15, WJWW12, WKBR18], GeoPDEs [Váz16], geostrophic [FIW13], gesture [LNKU12], GF [YXYH10], Gilbert [LT13, Pu12], Gini [Dra10], Ginzburg [RSB14, ZYS10], Givens [BMY13], giving [EZM12], glaciology [MLGY16], GLHSS [FZ14], Global [AKL18, CM13b, CQ13, CL15, DWY15, Din13, DYQM14, FAHZ17, FT10, FH16, HKJ14, HY13, KG14, Kar10b, KKD13, LZ11b, Li13, Li16a, LZ14, LL16c, LX15a, NT17, RC17b, Sun10, VBW10a, VBW10b, Wan16b, XY11, XMW10, Xu11b, XGH17a, YX16, YLG10, YWT18, ZFZQ10, yZM10, ZZ10b, Zho16, AG10a, BM10a, BG15, BS11b, BSN13, BPF13, CCKP15, CANK11, DG10b, GYTD12, GYH11, HXL11, JLF17, Kim14, LC10b, Li12a, LY12b, LW15, LPY16, MN10a, Mor13, PG10, SI10, SKK12, WH14, WQNF12, WLYX13, XJYL17, YW10, Ye15, YN16], global-model [BSN13], Gmeiner [SLW11], GMLS [DM16], GMRES [MZES12, YLC16], GMSSOR [ZZ14], GNFS [XYH10], Goal [DPM15, BWZ16], Goal-oriented [DPM15, BWZ16], Godunov [Ban13, Mal0a], Golab [CBKR10], Gold [VBW10a, VBW10b], golden [RG11], Gordon [DM16, DL14, GML17a, CM11a, FYYT11, KTD17, LZW16, SH11, WV16, WL17a, Wei10b, YMDZ10], Gould [KAS11a], governed [Akm15, GNP14, HLZ15, Li10b, YSB15, ZG16, ZZ16], governing [CW14, CWDL17, GGO16, JKMS12, Moh15, ZLTY16], Gower [Li14, LW15, YL13, YXWL14], GPA [Bra13], GPBiCOR [GHC15b], GPGPs [JK11a], GPU [AVV18, BF16, Bre14, GEZ14, KVAS16, KLK15, KCC13, KOR10, LWR16, OKTR13a, OKTR13b, OKR16, WFL11a, YLC16, YCW14, YW14], GPU-accelerated [KLK15], GPU-aware [AVV18], GPU-based [WFL11a], GPUs [BPM14, Lyc15, SKG11], grade [CLTA11, FKKS11, IBSS11, KRCJ11, uHS12, MC11, SL12], graded [BN16, BZT16, Kia16, KM13, XFL16], Gradient [AD16, LSW16, WYD10, Bra16, Don10b, DFS14, FLH10, FL11a, HP13, HR15, HM14, KLK15, KM14, LD11a, LZD17, LGC17, LSD10, LLY13, Mai16, SS17, Tan17, TNP17, WZ17b, XM15, XBH16, ZT13, ZDL11, Zha15a, ZY17a, ZY17b, ZLZG11, ZWX13], Gradient-based [WYD10, Zha15a, ZY17b], gradient-type [FLH10, FL11a], gradients [CNH17, RS14], grading [LMMT15], gradostat [DKG14, MKG13], grained [JZZ13, Jumi10, KHK10], Grammian [CZ17, YTS17], Grammian-type [CZ17], granular [CBB15, LXF11], Granulation [MWWL11], Granulation-based [MWWL11], graph [BBR10a, FPW11, KYA10, KSO16], graph-based [KSO16], graphene [GF16, WL17b], graphical [YW11a], graphics [DSK14, MSZ17, OKTR11], graphs [AD11b, AH10c, BFG11, CHM10, CLM11, CP10, CSS10, Dol11, IB10, LZ10, LLL11, LSM10, PB11, WY17, WS10a, YAI11, YKRV11, ZYS10, ZM13], Grasping [GY13, LL12a, YC12], grating [LHL12a, XD17], gravitation [Gal11c, Gal11d], gravity [TG14, hYLL11], gray [YZWW14], GrCCA [LXF11].
greatest [VBK13]. green [CSSW12, AH11a, BX10, LG12]. grey [WO10]. grid [Amo15, BN14a, BH14, DWZ13, DBS12, H16, HZCJ16, KK12, LRH13, LDL+15b, MN10a, Nes10, QCLC17, WC17, WFDZ12, ZPGW16].

gridless [HH17]. grids [ATZ11, Bac14b, BG15, BE18, CG13, GGO16, HG16, HMWZ16, JK10, KNT12, LZJY16, Nes10, Pas14, PPC13, PPC15, SRGL13, SKG+11, SKFG11, SW16b, YT13, Zha18].

gens [AM12c, BGL+15, CYP16, CZY11, CSU13, CAC14, FAHZ17, HLZM16, HMSC10, KR12, KFTT13, LSG16, OZn15, SC16, SZP+11, WZ15, XL10, ZH11, ZHC17, ZMH16, dS17].

Grünewald [SKTH11].

Grüss [FM12a, Gav12, SSS11b, TD10b, Yan11b].

Guaranteed [KT15, dPRV13, CRS10].


guides [KSF14].

Guseman [PRR10].

gyrotactic [UABK16].

H [KKAM11, BC17, Jic10]. h-adaptive [BC17].

H-G-A [Jic10].

H.264 [CUK12].

H.264/AVC [CUK12].

Haar [AuKI11, AuIA17, Lep11b, uAH10].

habitat [AEG11].

Hadamard [ADK10, Krn12, ÖAK11, THD11, THH12].

Hadamard-type [ADK10, ÖAK11, THD11, THH12].

haematopoietic [Ben12].

Hagen [RSV11].

Hahn [HRMS12]. half [BMTV12, DVMS13, Kim11, KMT10, LLY10, LZY11, MR10, Pov12a, Sha14, SZ11, ZQ11b].

half-line [Kim11, SZ11]. half-linear [KMT10, LLY10, LZY11, MR10, ZQ11b].

half-plane [Pov12a]. half-space [DVMS13].

Hall [FKKS11, FSZ17, Pal13, Ye15].

Hall-magnetohydrodynamics [Ye15].

Halpern [Nil11, SCC12b].

Halpern-type [Nil11].

Hamilton [CC11, Kim17, SD12a, ZQ14a].

Hamiltonian [Yaz11, AZ10, CT11b, CTA12, Gal11b, HDHW11, HM17b, HM17c, MZ10, MZ11, TJ10, TZZ11, TM17, Xu11a, YAS+11, Yu11a, ZZ18, dVLV18]. hammer [CRXL15].

Hammerstein [CS12, LD11a, WCD10].

hamstring [GZ10]. hand [KM12]. handed [LNK12].

handshake [KK13b].

Hamak [AVH10, dS16].

Hankel-norm [AVH10].

Hanusse [MN17].

Hanusse-type [MN17].

hapto-repulsion [ZQ11b].

Haragus [AK16].

hard [GT15, GT16, Kaw15, Par17a, Par17b].

Hardness [RdSSS11].

Harmonic [BN10, KNIF13, AKS10, AM14b, BQ15, BP11a, BAo+12, Ciz12, DL14, GVSP12, GH16, LWB13, LCK13, LL12d, LDHH13, PD17, SBM13, Wan10b, YY11b, ZLS13].

harmonics [AR10c, BOY12].

harmony [WQNF12].

harvesting [BP13, LW15, ZZ16a, ZL10a].

Hash [CJP12, CJP15, HKKK13, SPLHCB14].

Hash-based [CJP12, CJP15, SPLHCB14].

Hausdorff [MN10c, SSR11].

having [GKLR11, KAG11].

HBV [HY15].

HCRF [Hon12].

HDG [HPS18].

healthcare [KK12].

heart [KEBB18].

Heat [CK15, EA10, BB15, CZ10, CC17, DLYW12, Ebr11, GH15, GMI11, GD10b,
HP13, HLSN15, HMM12, HLI14, Ima17, JMB10, JFC14, KK14a, KKS18, KK18, LY11b, LX12a, Li17b, LZZ11a, MC10a, MS10c, NPR10, OP14, Pa13, PCO16, PvdM13, QXG13, Rh15a, Sah11, SL12, SAIZ15, TY16, UAA15, WC1S15, XWH16, YF10, ZZHF12, ZCH14, ZYT+16, ZGW11, ZKW15, ZG14.

hyper-MV-algebras [JKK10].
hyper-MV-deductive [JKK10].
hyperalgebras [AN11b]. Hyperbolic [Col14, AEDL14, Ana11a, Bag17, BMH12, BM12b, BKK17, CW17, GY15, HA16a, JJC11, Kig10, Kim15, KPS17, LVS12a, LVS12b, LZ14, LMZ17, MD15, SW17, TT14, UM16, Vac18, WC17, ZWG11, ZY17d].
hyperbolic/trigonometric [BM12b].
hyperbolicity [BRS11].
hyperchaos [Zhe11].
hyperchaotic [Che11c, MHM11].
hypercube [KP10b].
hypercubes [MW11, Yan10a].
hyperelastic [WY15].
hyperelasticity [YWH14, ZRE16, ZR18].
hypergeometric [ASMEE11a, CH11b, Mos10, OCNG12, RRC11, Swa10].
hypergroupoids [HM12, SKST10].
hypergroups [CJMS10, LF11a, SYL10, TM10].
hyperinterpolation [WWW14].
hyperlattices [HX11].
hypermodules [YZXW10].
hypernear [DZK10].
hyperparameter [SW10].
hyperrings [Dav10, MZLF10].
hypersingular [FMPR15, HT12a, LIT13].
hyperstructure [YKD11]. hypersubstitutions [PL10b].
hypervector [AD11c]. hypoxia [SSM+17].
hysterisis [CP15a, ZKW15].
Ideal [SKY11, Deb12, MME10, XZ17, yYqWqZC13]. ideals [ADA11, Ali11a, CKN11, DZY11, DSA09, DSA10, Jun10, JLP10b, JKL11, JK11c, MZJ11, SDM10, SK10a, SJN10a, SJN10b, SM11, Yan11a].
Idempotent [Lit13]. Identification [AZB13, FBP17, HP13, TKHL18, CD12, CZF10, CJP12, CJP15, ES10, FWFL11, Hon12, LKK12, LLI12d, Liu16d, MMOJ14, MCL+13, MAS11, SR16, SKH12, TL12, WV15, XHZQ16, YD12, ZKW17].
identifiers [WZCC10]. identifying [LY11b, SBM10, WQRZ14]. Identities [Kim10, GLM+11, LS11d, SBB+18, Wan10b].
identity [HPY10, NCL13, ŌS11, yYqWqZC13]. identity-based [HPY10, NCL13, yYqWqZC13]. idle [JL12].
ill-posed [CH11a, CDY11, LP10, Liu14, MZES12, ZT16a]. illiquid [CJPB10, GW15b]. ILP [Bog10]. Image [QXL11, ALL11, ALLQ13, Bar17, BSL11, BLS17, CLW11, CX16, FJWW16, HLT12, HCL11, JRB15, JZ15, LG16, LKL12, LLG+11, LXZ13, KC11, xLIFW1L12, LZ17, LW11c, LW10, Liu15b, Liu16e, LW12c, LZO12, MAN+15, dCMdSGTdC+16, MABT17, PZI+16, RSS16, SLZ11, TSB16, TZXP11, TMZ+15, WRW13, WPH11, XJYL17, YZWW14, YYSyYL13, ZT16a, ZCY16, ZY17c, ZWJ+11]. Imagery [UKAL10]. images [CCSZ14, LTL12, LHL14a, LHL15, UCK16, WHD14, YZWW14]. imaging [Amb12, CHM18, CGJ+14, ILP+11, Par17a, Par17b, RMB+14, XY14]. Immersed [ZY16, ZHL12, BCD+16, CAC14, DL16, FIVM17, HZ11, HYS+14, HLS15, KVR11, QZC17, RHC15, SMF17, YNS+14, ZHW+11, ZZL15]. immersed-boundary [FIVM17]. immersogeometric [KEH18]. immiscible [TDM13]. immobile [ZLP13].
RS13, ZZ17. impacted [RSP18]. impaired [WNC12].
Impedance
[dCMdSGTdC+16, GKS17, PFBL10].
imperfect
[CDDL10, DRK11, SG11a, TTMJ12].
imperfections [RDK18]. Imperialist
[AIA13]. impinging [ZCSG13].
implant
[DRT+15]. Implementation
[CDG15, PTH+16, ABB17, CPP15, DSK+14, EMR10, FHZ10, Kan15, KO13, KB13, MSZG17, MWY17, OKTR13a, OKTR13b, OAKR16, PC12, PLR15, RPTD10, Váz16, WZM+16, WHC12, ZH15a, ZKBE16].
implementational
[CDG15, PTH+16, ABB17, CPP15, DSK+14, EMR10, FHZ10, Kan15, KO13, KB13, MSZG17, MWY17, OKTR13a, OKTR13b, OAKR16, PC12, PLR15, RPTD10, Váz16, WZM+16, WHC12, ZH15a, ZKBE16].
implementations
[KSS13, MZES12, SKG+11]. implication
[NUH12]. implicational
[TL10a]. implications
[Liu11b, hYLL11]. implicative
[JK11c]. Implicit
[DXZ11, DGM14, HH17, Mur08, SHM13, XZZ16, AD15, AVV18, DFM15, DTG18, FHZ13, hGz15, HZ10, He16, KYO10, MS15, PT11, SD15a, SL16c, WH16, WZKY12, XZ10].
Implicit-explicit
[DXZ11, XZZ16]. implicit-symplectic
[DGM14, XZZ16]. implies
[And12]. Importance
[LLZ11, WLTL13b, BM13b, LL13, WC11b]. important
[Kir10a]. improve
[ZG+10]. Improved
[Aba10a, HWXC16, KKC+10, Mor11a, Pop14, SR15, SLMZ12, SR10a, tWqLzGkP11, Chu11c, FZ17, GLR13, qGpWhL11, HY+14, KP10b, LC12, LLC16, LZZ13, SLZ11, ST12, THZ+11, WXF10, WHS17, XJLX10, XDL12, Yao16, Ye17b, ZDLC14, ZY11].
Improvement
[DH11b, Gav12, BG11, JH10, Yus09].
improvements
[Akm15, BCB11, LZJ12]. Improving
[AGH+15, DRK10, KSP11].
impulse
[MD11, Jia12, LHLH15]. impulses
[Bai11a, BV11, Che12b, HF10, Hua10a].
Impulsive
[BB10a, GJ12, GW12c, HO10, Wan11, AK10, AW11, AKRT14, AN10, Bae10, BKT11, DB11, Guo12, JL11a, LCW10, LHW11, LB12, LH10a, LHF11, LCZ11, LW12a, LS12c, LW12b, ÖZ11, RM17, SI10, TNF11, TB10, WS11a, WAZ11a, WZF12a, WYN12, WZF12b, XZC12, XH11a, YHZY11, YZY10, ZD11]. impulsively
[YZAX10]. in-series
[dPRVRB13]. Incentive
[CQLX11, RZL11, LLX+10]. incidence
[Sun10, XMW10, XGHIb, YX16]. incident
[HCT12, LL13, LFC16]. inclined
[RBB12, Ran15]. include
[CRG16, MT11]. including
[CDG16]. Incursion
[ASMEE11a, AX11, QL10, Zha11a]. inclusions
[AA11, ANP11, ABCR10, BHM12, DN10, HO10, JL11a, KKS10, LH10a, LMZ17, MW10, Oua12, WD10]. Incomplete
[Raf12, RTB14, RT11, YT18]. incompressible
[BHK16, BS18, CCR16, CYL17, DLQ16, Ers16, FZ17, GHT+15, GD10b, HHS+17, HLB14, KLRW12, LVF+16, LR15, LMLL15, LR17b, LL16c, Liu16c, MGN+16, NN13, PLKC16, Wan14, Wu11a, WSCW16, YY11a, YT13, YNS+14, ZRE16, ZZX+14a, ZZX+14b, ZT15, ZSW15, ZY17, ZY17]. Incorporating
[CCY10]. increase
[Mor13]. increasing
[ARK13, Bor11, ÇT12, HY10]. Incremental
[Res16, DLWW12]. incubation
[Aki17, NRR14]. indefinite
[HH11, LT15b, MT11]. independent
[AGD10, CLW11, D11, H012, KX12, Liu10, PZ11b, XZL10]. index
[DT11, KLS11, Kir10a, LH10b, LHH10, MBKK10]. indexing
[IC12]. indicated
[AM15]. indicator
[BPC17]. indices
[DT11, DYX11, KMT10]. Indirect
[DGGBTRJF12, JPCY13, MCP13, ZWZ16]. indirectly
[ABLS15]. individual
[GC12]. induced
[ABV11, BG10b, WCH13, ZTSC16, YZ13]. inductance
[KSMT11]. induction
[DGGBTRJF12, LLSW10, LC12b]. industrial
[Cha13]. inequalities
inequality
[AE12b, CS10a, CB11a, CB11b, CB11c, CY14a, CLF10, CW14, Ciz12, Dia17, JH10, Jic10, Krn12, KLY16, LGG12, LB12, LZJ12, MJ10, MG11, QZM17b, RdSRLA11, She11, She12, SLW11, WLS10, XZL10, Yan10b, YLK10, ZLZ11, ZCY12, LXYT11, ODAZ15].

inertial
[BKL14].

Inexact
[TAPA17, BX14, DBH14, HM17d, Smi11, qXjH11].

inextensible
[ZRE16].

inf
[Kim14].

inf-sup
[Kim14].

infection
[Aki17, EOM11, MGY11, WZXS17, Xu11b, XGH17a, XGH17b, ZLC11b].

inf-sup
[Kim14].

inf-sup
[Kim14].

infinite
[BR12a, BB10b, CANK11, CLC16, De 10, DQ10, FAIV10, LSZ16, LZ11e, LLL12, MT12, Mor13, Ols10, Pir11, She11, She12, TMO13, YY10a].

Infinite
[Bao16, CTA12, CF16b, DL14b, WW15, ZD11, ZTZ16b, FLZ14a, KK10a, KK11b].

infinitesimal
[VCC10, VCI11].

inflationary
[TTMJ12].

inflow
[HKP17].

Influence
[SJS11, ZGD13, AM13b, RKD18, WL11b, YLL14].

influenza
[KKL16].

Information

infrared
[HLT12].

inherent
[FT15].

inhomogeneity
[LL16].

inhomogeneous
[ABK10, CH17, GLL14, HL11c, NB11, ZY17d].
MN11a, MTM11, MKR12, MT11, MBHV10, MSG11, Mor10b, MCN10, Os10, PB11, RMS10, Rah11b, RA12, SNH10, SNMA12, SYG11, Saj12, Sal11, SBB+18, UBF11, Waz11b, WLL12, YK18, Yan12b, ZZX16.

integral-preserving [AX11]. integrals [CS10a, CR13, CWQJ12, HZL17, HD14b, KRGS+10, LZH16, WS16, LR17a, PCS13, PAT12, SD15a, Set12, SK11c, WHS12].

Integrated [BP18, BO10, Chu12b, HY11, Kia16, TMDTTC16, WFL11b, XXYH10]. Integrating [LZL+18, HK10, LYM12, PTP14, WC11b, WLYX13]. Integration [KX12, SVY16, AuUlKi11, BMA11, BPM14, CP10, CN11, Ha10, KMS10, KLH+12, KB13, RC18, SBvdV13, uAH10, TS14].

integrator [AHP+14, ALMLM14, HA18, JHW15, Tam16, UMLF13, YT18]. integrators [CL16b, Gar13]. integrity [JXZ+10]. integro [Abb11, AdAS11, AKRT14, BMTV12, BCC14, BYK10, DB11, FID14, GY15, HLZD11, HLY12b, LH10a, LH15, LXP11, LS12b, MBH11, Naw11, RO10, SD10b, SS14a, TS11a, TAs11, Tom11, WC10b, WG11, WLS15, YSS11a, YSS11b, ZA10, ZTH11, dSAC11].

integro-differential [Abb11, AdAS11, AKRT14, BMTV12, BCC14, BYK10, DB11, FID14, GY15, HLZD11, HLY12b, LH10a, LH15, LXP11, LS12b, MBH11, Naw11, RO10, SD10b, SS14a, TS11a, TAs11, Tom11, WC10b, WG11, WLS15, YSS11a, YSS11b, ZA10, ZTH11, dSAC11].

inter-domain [PKTH13, SCKH10, YWK+10]. inter-group [PKTH13]. Interacting


interconnecting [Hof18]. interdependent [BKK11]. interest [CXZ15a, LW11d]. Interface [ZHL12, AYH17, BGR14, CPT15, CAC14, Du12, Hes14, HSJ15, MJ15, JU12, KEHB18, MA16, QCL17, ST15, ySGL+10, WC15, WHS17, WX14, Yan15].


interpretation [Del13, XA13]. interruption [CTD10]. intersection [BE18]. Intersections [CYM13]. Interspecies [CP16a]. Interval [AAZ10, AD11b, JTC+10a, Jia11, LS12c, dCmtSGTdC+16, SK11c, WYG12, Wan13a, BCB11, BKM11, Boy10, FLFL10, HDT11, Ikhh11, JY11, LZYW13, LZ11e, Lit13, LZ12c, WL13a, YLY+09, YW11a]. Interval-valued [AD11b, JTC+10a, Jia11, WYG12, Wan13a, FLFL10, JY11, WL13a, YLY+09]. intervals

ST15, SPT17, SKG+11, ST14, Ste16.

lattice [SKTC15, TR14, TTT10, TDM13, UMLF13, WXYW11, WH11a, WAG+14, WC16, WL13b, WTTSS10, WZHW13, XZ11, YY11a, Yan10c, YSW16, YCW+14, YNS+14, ZZ+14a, ZZX+14b, ZSW15, ZY+16, ZY+17, Zha13, ZLC+11a, ZMi10b, ZHW+11, ZZC13, ZZC13b, ZPGW16, GGR17].

Lattice-Boltzmann
[BV10, Hei10b, YKKS10, CLL11].

Lattice-Boltzmann-based [Sag10].

lattice-gas [HBS+10].

Lattice-valued [JMST11].

lattices [BFS15, KD12, LZH12, LXF11, Med12, PB12, YYqWqZC13].

LAVIR [Bar17]. law [AM14a, BDS17, DDM17, Gal11c, MA10b, SMBY10, Sun11, TS11b, VPR10, Zha11a, ZSW15, ZZC13a, ZZC13b, ZPGW16, GGR17].

Least-Squares [KDU15, RCM11, HK17, BG14, BC17, CCKP15, GB16, HS13, LC10a, LZ17, LY11d, MLGY16, PFDG17], leaves [LHH10]. Lebesgue [Li17b]. Leffler [GMP18, Kir10a, LPC10]. Left [Gal11e, Mok11, NM11a, RTB14].

left-looking [RTB14]. Legendre [AR10a, BK10, CCJ11, CV14, CV10, DB12, ED11a, JYF+11, KK14a, ML11, MB11, RG18, SD12a, SMX11, VAB12, ZC17].

Legendre-spectral [AR10a]. length [CL12a, KRP12, LXYT11, MP11b, MP16].

Lebesgue [KDU15, RCM11, HK17, BK10, CCJ11, CV14, CV10, DB12, ED11a, JYF+11, KK14a, ML11, MB11, RG18, SD12a, SMX11, VAB12, ZC17].

level-set [BD16]. leveled [IC12]. leveling [qGpWhL11]. levels [CZ10, ZGD13]. Lévy [LPP15]. Lévy-type [LPP15]. LFSRs [QGGL13]. Li [YLH12]. Li-ion [YLH12].

line [Amb12, AM13c, AN10, BMT12, BB15, CQ11, HSD10, Kni11, Mai16, MS11a, S211, WZ17b, ZZZY12, ZTTJ14, ZLG +10].
line-search [Mai16]. Linear [ADGG13, CYM13, CDM10, HM17a, MF11, RSV11, ¯U16, vD14, AJ10, AJ12, AD12, BM11a, Bag17, BS15b, BM11b, BMT12, BGR15, BD16, BM13a, BQS16, BGPP11, BG11, BKY10, BCG17, BOT14, BK11, BPX11, BK12b, CC10, CB11d, CM16b, CL17, CL16b, DDD10, Dbl12, DDM +18, DBH +14, D10, ED11a, FLDS14, FPB17, F15, Fio14, FL10, FLDS14, FPB17, F15, G13, GGS16, GK11a, GK11b, GR13b, G1H +14, GHC +15b, Guo12, GH12b, GH13b, HK14, HH11, HVO17, HMWZ16, JGSS10, JGK13, JKS12, J13, J15, JC12, JBBL17, K13, KD10, KKLJ11, Koj10, Kni12, KMT10, L111, LL111, LHL1a, Lec15, LGGZ11, LLC13, LL16c, LL111, LT15b, LH11a, LZY11, LL11b, LRH13, Liu14, LCW17, LCC13, LHL +14b, LS10d, Mah11, MBH16, MGN +16, MZS12, MR10, MM11, MS15, MSG11, MS12b, NHH +16, Od10, OS11, Pa12].
linear [Pan11, PR11, PJ17, PC11, PD14, PQ11, QHT16, RSRD11, Rey12, SD10b, SYG11, SG11, Sa14, SBE10, SKPW14, SL16c, Sp12, SJ14C, SS13, Tan18, TWLY010, TAPA +17, Tan11, THY +10, VMO10, VRD11, WW10b, WLD13, WZ17b, WL110, WMW13, X17, XWY17, XHM14, XM15, XC13, XC17, Yan17, YG11, YY16, YSS11a, Y11, YSS11b, ZKR +12, ZZ15a, ZM16a, ZSZ17, ZFF10a, ZQ11b, ZL14b, ZYW15, ZS16, ZM17a, ZZ10a, ZM17b]. linearisation [MS12b]. Linearizability [GKLR11]. linearized [AEH18, CX16, HP17, OF16, SW17, W11, Yan15]. linearly [He16, O13a]. LinearOperator [MBH16].
lines [DM15, HW13, ZR16].
Locally [Bar17, C1e13, EDC14, BG15, CCR17, FMP15, L16]. locate [Chu11c]. location [APT11, CGJ +14, KV10, MOK11, RG11, SSPL10]. locked [BG10b]. Locking
MANET [KHIB12]. manifold [QCT17].
manifolds [BG13, PP12]. manipulator
[YM12]. manipulators [LH12b]. Mann
[ZS11a]. Manna [MR17]. mannequin
[JMDA13]. manufacturing
[HDS11, MAPS10]. many
[Bao16, CTA12, CF16b, DL14, KK10a,
KK11b, Lam13, LWKK10, LZKU11, WW15,
ZMM18, ZD11, ZTZ16b]. many-core
[ZMM18]. many-core [dSCM12].
MAPLE [PG10, XYXZ16]. mapped
[WBA +18]. mapping
[ASV11, LLLC14, Zha11d, yZjH12]. mappings
[AE12a, AKS10, APS12, BBR10a, CGY11, CGHY11, Cha11b, CS10c,
CS11b, CM10b, Cie11, GDZ11, HLS11, HS11b, JPS10, KK10a, KK11b, KKS10,
KA10b, KY010, KRY11a, KRY11b, KTT11, LN010, LjHO10, LT11, Mai010, MS10b,
Mar11a, NS11, Ni111, Pir11, QHW11, SLK12, Set12, She11, SH10, SCC12b, SSL11, XL10,
XL11, YG11, ZS11a, ZRC11, ZLL11, sHC11]. MapReduce
[ALLH11, ALLQ13]. MapReduce-based
[ALLH11, ALLQ13]. maps
[Ahm10, AH11b, And12, AvdW13, Bur13, CS11d, CGM10, JWXX13, KK10b,
LC11b, LW10, vdW14]. Marangoni
[RGVR17]. March [LK15]. marching
[KTT13]. margin [LWJ10]. markers
[WLC11]. market [BBO10, ELS10]. markets
[CJPB10, GW15b]. Markov
[BY11, ELS11, LS11c, WHW11].
Markov-modulated [BY11]. Markovian
[BY11, LZ12c, PdF10, VB10b]. Martin
[Li14, YXWL14]. martingale [DS11].
Maruyama [BM12a]. Mascheroni
[CMI12a, Mor10c, Mor10d]. masked
[KLL10]. masonry [KSKS18]. Mass
[DT16, Col14, DPK11, Gal10a, GBG11,
Gen11b, Lee16, MS10c, NPR10, Sul16].
Mass-conservative [DT16]. mass-energy
[Gal10a]. massively [Kan15]. master
[AHOP18, ZWC10, ZWM16]. matched
[MLG17]. matches [KSM12]. matching
Meshfree [MR14, RC18, SL16a]. Meshless [LY15, AD15, BHJ14, BPt13, CD14, DAM14, DA16, DM16, EFK15, FR15, ID16, JM15, JM16, KRP12, ZC16]. Mesoscale [MS17]. Mesoscopic [DEL13, HLK10, KKh13, LAM16, YLLK14, ZLG11]. message [KC12]. meta [DM12a, KX12, OMS10]. meta-heuristic [DM12a, OMS10]. meta-heuristics [KX12]. Metadynamics [LNP12]. metallic [HY16]. metamaterial [HLY12a]. Metamodel [SJS10]. Metamodel-based [SJS10]. metapopulation [GMS18]. metering [LC10b]. Method [AMA14, AII10, CPP15, DSK14, IHI10, KDU15, PD11, Rus16, SISH12, SL16c, WH11b, YMDZ10, ZKR12, ZYT16, ZHL12, Aba10a, Aba10b, AB10a, AB10b, AvB16, AO10a, AEG18, AM10a, AH10, AD17, AR10a, AO10b, ATUC15, AuIK17, Ah12, AA10a, AB10b, AA15, AH11a, ArEM10, AM10b, AG10a, AM14a, AI15, AH16, AAD17, AED14, ALO11, AER12, AHF10, AML14, AT18, ABS15, ACAS11, AMt10, AVZ15, ABS15, Arq10b, AS11, AO13, AY12, AU/A17, AJS14, BM11a, BAC14b, BC16, BGGCGRSP16, BP11b, BM12V12, BRF16, BC15, BZZ10, BK14, BMM12b, BS16b, BLS17, BDF16, BBM16, BG10, BP11G, BE11, BG11, BC11, BK10, BML11, BXKZ11, BX14, BG10, BR13a, BH14, BGH14, Boy16, BB08, BFS15, BF13, CB11b, CC114, CN11c, CH11a, CM16a]. method [CB10, CDG16, CGY10a, CGHY11, CA12, CEQ14, CHH10, Cha11c, CWW15, CYS10, CW10b, CM11c, CM11b, CQ13, CCSZ14, CW14, CWYW15, CHLY15, CM16b, CCCW16, CTF17, CWD17, CM17, CHT11, CChL14, CPT15, CAH11, CK15, Choi17, CL17b, Cha11a, CD16, JFS17, CM14, CX18, CRRS11, CSU13, CLL11, CAC14, DGB10b, DRT15, DWZ13, DZW16, DLZ17, DL10, DH11a, DH11b, DAM14, DM15, DA16, DM16, DA18b, DR13, DG13b, DRD12, DFG13, DM12b, DT17, DMZ10, DBE11, DB12, DC15, DBS12, DH16, DCRL13, DLQ16, Elb14, EFK15, ECJ16, ESB10, Elb11, ESR10, Els10, ET12, EVM12, EE10, Esl11, EAS18, EKZ17, EGS12, FID14, FZ14, FLH10, FL11a, FSRB15, FSB17, FT10, FH11, FN14, FZ18, Fia15, FRAK15, FNW18, FHS18, GL10, GEZ14, GL17a, GGL15, hGzS15, GR17]. method [GK13, Gen10, Gen11b, Gep16, GB16, GR13a, GH15, GY11, GMI11, Gon13, GM14a, GR13b, GNP14, GMZ15, GML17b, Gup11, GS11c, GM11, HSD10, HY13, HZ10, HP13, HS11a, HH17, HKI12, HY16, HJ13, He16, HSS17, HP17, HD15, HG16, HM10, HA16a, HS13, HS14, HJ15, HSW11, HBE14, HBE15, HT13, HKS14, HK15, HHC14, HA16b, HGT10, HVO17, HD14b, HLY17a, HYS14, HLSN15, HMW16, HLCZ16, HR1P17, HA10, HLZD11, HL11c, HZ1M11, HLC11, IQ1R16, IK16, IS14, IHI10, JKB11, GSS10, JKK12, JNJ11, ZJ13, JM16, Jaw13, JPS14, JH16, JXZ10, JW15, JZ18, KBA11, KAG11, Kan15, KBDC12, KA10a, KS11, KAWS16, KK10a, KK11b, KRP12, KM14, KRCJ11, KM12, KKS10, KK14a, KYFW11, KW11, KL12b, KG11, KLH12, KW14b, KM15, KL16b, KZ16, KLTS11, KN12, KS15a]. method [KFTT13, KAS11b, KQ11, KVR11, KSM11, KK17, Kup11, LCW12, LP10, LK15, LDS10, LC10a, LP12, LWY12, LLH14, LL14a, Lee15, Lee17, LC11a, LHY11, LMR14, Li10b, Li10a, LPC10, LLJK10, LYY11, LML11, LLZ11, LW11a, LY11b, xLiFwWL12, Li12b, LZZC12, LY13, JSK13, LYZ13, LY15, LZWC16, LFC16, LSZ16, LCP16, LL16b, LS16, LR17b, LCK17, LZD17, LG17, LLFT17, LZ17, LB10, LBW11, LYL12,
method [Oan13, OKTR11, OKTR13b, OAKR16, OBAAD10, OTISY16, OAY11, OC14, OP14, PGQ16, PP10, PC14, PLKC16, Par11b, PCK13, PFDG17, PLR15, PXT10, PW10, PTH+16, PD17, Pul16, QY13, QZ16, QCLC17, QWGJ15, QCG15, RZ17, RMM11, RMA10, Ry10, RNB11, RACL13, RFK16, RG18, RMS12, RAW+16, RBTD14, RRP16, Ros12, RH15, SNH10, SD15a, SSM11, SK11a, SR15, Sai14, SEY12, SMF17, SRGL13, SR17b, SBE10, SAIZ15, SKTH11, SKG+11, Sea11, SD13, SG10a, ST16, SVY16, SD11b, SZ17, SHH16, SA16, SG14, SS14a, SX11a, SZZ11, ST14, SW16a, SZL+17, Sm11, SSP13, SSI10, SG10b, SLYY13, SJ14, Sou12, SK11a, SW16b, SM14, SYW11, SSS11b, SKTC15, Sul16, SZ12b, SJHC14, SI17, TL17, TR14, TTT10, THZ+11, TL10a, TC16, TM17, TS11a, TNP17, TZX11, TMZ+15, TDM13, TÇ12]. method [TC10, TCM15, TT12, VAB12, VBK13, VZM14, WZ10, WKG10, Wan10a, WZCC10, WY11a, WSW11, WWA11, WXYW11, WW11c, WKS13, WL13a, Wan13b, Wm11, WQRZ14, WC15, WW16, WHTZ16, WZ17b, WMT17, WC17, WLL+18, Waz11b, Wei10b, WZKY12, WCCS15, WYK10, WWH11, WH14, cW11, WZY13, WL17b, WX14, XD17, XY15, XHM14, XM15, XG10, XJLX10, XN17, XCZQ16, Y18, YY15, YXS10, YYY10, YF10, YMSL11, YC11, YX11b, Yan11d, Yan17, YCHW18, YLK10, YC10b, YKC11, YCLY15, YZ15, Yao16, Yaz11, YP10, YAS+11, YKKS10, Yoo17, YASK10, YS16a, YTZ17,YW11b, YNS+14, YSB15, YLLN16, Yun13, Yuy09, ZT13, ZT16a, ZTR11, ZS11a, ZCW15, ZM16a, ZSZ17, ZWC10, ZW11a, ZL11b, ZTH11, ZL12, ZLPM13, ZS13, ZHY14, ZHZ14, ZDLC14, ZTC14, ZHJ14, ZYW15, ZC16, ZKWW17, ZH17, ZYSY17, ZY11, ZHJD13, Zha14, Zha15b, ZLL17, ZLL10, ZC11a, ZOZZ12, ZL16]. method [ZWJ+11, ZY10b, ZY11, ZL13, ZH15b, ZSD10, ZHW+11, ZC11c, ZL15, ZC17, ZQ14b, ZMA10, CC15, CM16c, GD16, MRR18, WKBR18, dVDR18]. methodologies [CCFV12]. Methodology [HNK13, LLL13, MA16, MBT+13]. Methods [BDGG14, CN16b, GIM15, GCDG17, KL13, LAM+16, RCM11, YLLK14, AAB+13, AD16, AS11b, AO18, AY17, AS15b, AKMUH17, BQ15, Ban13, BP11a, BNTT14, BS11b, BCD+16, BJS15, Ber16, Bho14a, Bho14b, BQS16, BH14, Boy16, BLyS18, BC17, BK12b, Bsm11, BLY17, BS17, CCKP15, ÇT11a, CN14, CM17, CT10, CWHW17, CF16a, Che11d, CD11, CLTA11, CLH13, Che15a, CL16, CML+13, CGK14, CFM+18, CAP10, CSN11, CUL17, CJK17, CJ15, CHH14, CN16a, CL16b, CN11, CT17c, CRK10, DJ12, DMP18, DNS15, DELK13, ßDx12, DGM14, Don10b, DG17, DFS14, DZ16, DHMU16, Eba11, EQ15, ED11a, FWZ16, FHZ13, FG17, FLD14, FT15, FM15, GML17a, GP11, GT11, Gen16, GKK11a, GKK11b, GSK17, Git14, GHM+14, GHC+15b, GDF12, GABC16, HN18, HCL12a, HH16, He11, HLL13, HR15, HL10,霍18, HH15]. methods [Hou15, HW16, Hu15, HCZ16, HM14, HWXC16, HPS18, IB11, Ikh11, Izs15, JMHF13, JM15, JLL18, KMS10, KM15, KKA11, KTA12, KKC+10, KCL14a, KCL16, KPS17, KO13, KTH13, KQ11, KY11, Lee16, LN98, LI10c, LLML15, LH16,
LCQL17, LL16c, LRH13, LDL+15b, LT11, MP10b, NPR10, NUNAS11, ÖZ11, PS18, RBB12, Ran15, RYT17, SK11a, SPH10, SHM13, SLW14, SW16a, SZL+17, SSLZ10, SJC14, SR17c, TMASG11, WAZ11a, WC17, WDFZ12, qXjh11, XH11a, YNLK10, ZR18, ZS13, QZM17b. **Mixed-FEM** [QZM17b].

**mixed-hybrid** [PS18].

**mixed-integer** [HTGSH13].

**Mixed-type** [LTSW16].

**mixing** [HTL10, KRP12, LLG10, ZCSG13].

**mixture** [BKR10, DB10, FM17, PFDG17, RNQ13, RNQ16].

**mixtures** [GT15, GT16, Laz10, PXT10, VMP15].

**MLAIN** [IC12].

**MNC** [HHS+10].

**mobile** [DA12, HSS+12, JCWZ16, LX12b, ZLPM13].

**mobile-immobile** [ZLPM13].

**mobility** [HTL10, KRP12, LLG10, ZCSG13].

**model** [BKR10, DB10, FM17, PFDG17, RNQ13, RNQ16].

**models** [GT15, GT16, Laz10, PXT10, VMP15].

**Model** [IC12].

**Model-based** [DK14, WCD10].
Modelling

[CD12, CGS12, DLF+11, GZ10, KKK12, WWW11a, WWW11b, Amo15, Ben12, BD11d, CI18, GHT+15, HMP+15, LDS10].

models
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Moving [ABL10, CDM10, DL16, DVMS13,
DA16, DM16, FGL10, HH17, HSWZ11,
JSGP16, LHL12a, LL16b, LX12b, Ma10a,
MDVM17, MJ14, PTH+ 16, SA16, UKA15,
WLT13b, YD12, ZDL11, ZWL11, ZR16].
MPS [NKM16]. MR [LW12c, XY14]. MRT
[GUK13, ZPGW16]. muffin [BO18]. Multi
[BMS13, BL17, BO18, GACMO13, GWL11,
IC12, LY12b, MGS+ 14, OKTR13b, SKG+ 11,
VKJ13, ARESH18, AFGL10, ATUC15,
AuIK17, BZ10, BRFH16, BMM12a, BZ18,
BKK12, BN14b, BS17, CCY10, CCL+ 12,
CS11a, CCFV12, CS11d, Cie11, DM12a,
DMPV10, DGK10, DA12, ESN10, FIVM17,
FL11a, Fia15, FHA16, Gha17, GY11,
HMY15, HL11b, JGSS10, JA11, JLTB12,
JZE+ 18, JK18, KGJ11, KV17a, KC12,
KRCJ11, Kim11, KK10b, Kir10a, KSO16,
KM10, LGHR16, LWR16, LXZ13, LW11b,
LZY12, xLlFwWL12, Li12b, LZZC12, LY13,
LWL11, LSM10, LCLL16, LCCC10,
LMDL11, Liu12, LL16d, Liu17, MKL11,
MGN+ 16, MVKK14, MLZ+ 16, MB17, NB11,
yN11, OBAAD10, PLR15, RPTD10, SLL12b,
ST12, TZXP11, VCM11, WZH10, WWA11,
WL13a, WZ16, WKP+ 14, XBHN16, YXS10,
YX11b, YB13, Yüz12a, ZMM18, ZL14b,
ZLA17, ZZL+ 18, ZDF+ 14]. multi- [ZMM18].
multi-agent [CS11a, MB17]. multi-asset
[MVKK14]. multi-attribute
[LCCC10, WL13a]. multi-axis [LZY12].
multi-body [HMY15]. Multi-classifier
[VKJ13]. multi-component
[BN14b, YB13]. multi-context [AFGL10].
multi-core [Fia15]. multi-criteria [KC12].
multi-delay [YX11b]. Multi-dimensional
[BL17, AuIK17, BZ18, Gha17, LCLL16,
ZDF+ 14]. Multi-domain
[BO18, FIVM17, PLR15]. multi-fan
[LSM10]. multi-fluid [KSO16].
multi-frame [LGHR16]. multi-frontal
[WKP+ 14]. Multi-GPU
[OKTR13b, LWR16]. multi-hop [DA12].
multi-index [Kir10a]. multi-instance

[xLlFwWL12]. multi-leader-follower
[yN11]. multi-level
[BS17, CCY10, JZE+ 18]. Multi-leveled
[IC12]. multi-mode [BRFH16].
Multi-Objective
[GACMO13, GWL11, BMM12a, CCFV12,
DM12a, DMPV10, KGJ11, Li12b, RPTD10].
Multi-operator [LY12b]. multi-order
[GY11, YXS10]. multi-pantograph
[LW11b, Yüz12a]. multi-parameter
[NB11]. multi-parameters [ZL14b].
multi-patch [JK18, KV17a]. multi-phase
[BKK12, MGN+ 16]. multi-point
[BZ10, DGK10, ESN10, HL11b, Kim11,
Liu12, WZH10, WWA11]. multi-projection
[MKL11]. multi-quadratic [Cie11].
multi-relaxation [KM10].
multi-relaxation-time [LZZC12].
multi-resolution [LXZ13, TZXP11, WZ16].
multi-scale [LY13, XBHN16]. multi-sensor
[ST12]. Multi-soliton
[MGS+ 14, LMDL11, LL16d].
multi-solitonic [LWL11]. multi-species
[FHA16]. multi-stage [CCL+ 12].
multi-state [VCM11]. multi-step
[ATUC15, FL11a, KRCJ11, OBAAD10].
Multi-temperature [BMS13]. multi-term
[ARESH18, JGSS10, JA11, JLTB12, Liu17,
MLZ+ 16, SLL12b, ZLA17, ZZL+ 18].
Multi-thread [SKG+ 11]. multi-valued
multiattribute [WO10]. multicast
[KCL12]. multicomponent
[KNT12, WS16]. multicore [WWZ12].
Multidimensional [Izs15, Mac12b, She16,
ACD+ 11, DGOZ13, DB12, HA16b, Koj10,
RS15, Saj14, SW16b, ZY17d].
multiexponent [HL10]. multifield
[KRD16]. multiformalism [IBG12].
multifrontal [YW14]. Multigrid
[AZ17, BLyS18, Che15a, BA16, CTP10,
CO15, CWWY15, DWZ13, DLZ17,
DDM+ 18, GEZ14, GGGR13, HRHP17,
Kan15, LYC15, RC17a, SRGL13].


multigrid-convergence [GGGR13].
multigrid-like [BA16]. multigroup
[Sun10]. multiharmonic [KKL+13].
Multilayer [KY11]. multilayered
[AGH+15, LLI16]. multilayers [AHP+14].
Multilevel
[CDY11, LT15a, YH15, Bac14c, Che11d,
JZR15, PA15, Sha12b, TL12, Tom13].
multimedia [CL12c]. multinational
[ZHT11]. Multiobjective
[AH10b, GJ10, Ant10, Ant14, GKS10,
KMS15, ZLLF12, ZGZ13]. multipath
[YDK+12]. Multiphase
[CI18, LK11, LBL14, DTY14, DGM14,
HWyL11, LSC17, MA16, YZWW14].
Multiple
[Ade16, AD11d, CZ15, HGWX11,
LCW10, LY14, LJ10b, LC16, PB13, San12,
WSG10, ZJ10b, ZT16b, BKT12, BGRS11,
BG10a, CTG17, CMS10, DWZ13, ES10,
FNZ13, FVVS16, GGA18, GZZ+16, HH10a,
HG11, JTC11, JC12, KBGC12, KG11,
LCN10, LYZ11, LSC17, LWZG10, Lin11,
KL+15, LS10c, LC10d, LTL+12, Liu12,
Liu16a, MCKM12, NGL10, PCK13, PPD10,
RWZ13, SKTC15, TAA14, UABK16,
WW10a, WYN12, WLb17, YLC16, ZSW15,
ZM17a, ZL10b, ZCY11].
multiple-attractor [FNZ13].
multiple-attribute [LS10c].
multiple-GPU [YLC16]. multiple-point
[ZL10b]. multiple-relaxation-time
[LSC17, SKTC15, ZSW15]. multiple-scale
[Liu16a]. Multiplicative
[Uze10, LYN11, LX15b, UCK16, aZW17].
multiplicativity [Tac11]. Multiplicity
[LL14b, MV11, PD11, SYY13, YL16, BS12a,
HYCP11, HX14, Jad14, Li14, LL16a, Liu14,
TJ10, WZF16, WS17, WYL17, XZZ17, ZZ18].
multiplier [BGR14, CKK+10, EAAED10,
EAA10, EKK17, Kim15, KPS17, WLW17].
multipliers [KEHB18]. multipoint
[AIIZ10, AG10b, GK11b, Jaw13]. Multipole
[CC15, QCG15]. multiquadric
[GWZ11, GW15a, WXF10]. Multirange
[KM10]. multiresolution [FRSC16].
Multiscale [IL13, LDS10, SL16, Tın13,
CHLY15, JFS17, DWZ13, DLZ17, DC15,
Dnr13, GGR18, Grm13, ILP14, KW14b,
Li10b, Liu16d, WH14, ZHZ14].
multiscale-homotopy [Li16d].
multiselection [Als10]. multisensor
[LS10c]. multisplitting [ZL14b].
Multistability [YY12]. multistep
[AS11b, Eba11]. multisymplectic
[MKHC11]. Multivalent
[ABR10, AS10a, ASME11b, EAAED10,
Mar11b, OR11, SK11b, Sok10, YY11b].
multivalued
[And12, DKM17, KY11a, KYR11b, LC11b,
Qiu12, RA11a, XZC12]. Multivariable
[RMS10, dSCM12, GD12, LDS10, TCA11,
ZDL11, ZHIF12]. Multivariate
[Ana11a, BGIN13, MD10, QZY11, yS10,
WMZ11, XC11a]. Müntz
[ES11]. MUSCL [KS15b]. muscle
[GZ10, LTL+12]. MUSIC [Par17a].
MUSIC-type [Par17a]. mutant [LNP+12].
mutation [Gal12, LY12b]. mutations
[BD11d]. Mutual
[CJP12, CJP15, SPLHC14]. MV
[JJK10]. MVIM [YMD10]. Myoelectric
[RIW12].
nabla [Ana10]. Nagumo
[AAA12, UKY17, ZS15]. naive [And12].
nano [Eba14, PvdM13]. nano-particles
[Eba14]. nanobeams [BC15].
nanocantilever [NGG12]. nanochannel
[BLZ15]. nanofluid [AG11, AR17, BBR12,
Ran15, REHA11, UABK16].
nanofluid-saturated [UABK16].
nanoindentation [CD12]. nanoparticles
[JFS14, WL11d]. nanoplatelets [WL17b].
nanoporous [XLF12]. nanoscale [Hei10b].
nanoscience [KYAA10]. nanostructures
[HLY16]. nanotube [Kia16, RYK13].
narrow [LC11d]. Nash [KJA10]. native
[BCG17]. native-MATLAB [BCG17].
Natural [HSK11, LZL+13, REHA11,
YWL+11b, AG11, CKSL+14, CCSZ14,
GA10, HMM12, Ima17, JZ13, MT10, QZ16, SZP+11, Tro13, XXG10, ZHZ14, ZHJ14.

nature [GC10].

Navier [FZ17, AT17, BT15, BS16b, Bis14, BPF13, DNZ+13, DLQ16, Ers16, Fis18, GRBT16, HS13, HSJ15, JH16, JYYL16, KL12, LHL12b, Liu16c, MC10a, MM16, PKC16, QZM17b, RTV17, SY12, SHH16, Wan16a, WH14, YT13, YZ17, Z16b, ZP18a, ZP18b]. Navigation [LWZ11].

Near [AM15, HR14, ySGL+10, SZ14, YH12, YCLY15].

near-singular [YCLY15].

Near-stability [AM15].

Nearly [Pan11, BS18, JKS12, LS16, ZRE16].

Necessary [AD12, ZFZ10b, MGW11].

necessity [TMO13].

negative [EM14, LZD17, Mar11b, SK11b, WS10b, ZCH14].

negotiation [KC12].

Nehari [QCT17].

neighborhood [LW11c].

Neighborhoods [YY11b, SK11b].

neighbors [Pas14].

nematic [ABL10, GLR13, GF16, LZ13, MM12].

Nested [ZT13, Hu15, KM14, ZT16a].

net [AF13, AM17].

Network [BCPS15, CZ10, SLCC12, Ana11a, Ana12, BPKM10, CSSW12, CHY12, DHQ11, FCZ12, Ge10, HHS+10, K10b, KY11, LYM12, LCT12, LLX+10, MSH10, ORR16, RPTD10, SS12, SX+10, SCKH10, SK12, TMMASG10, TL10b, YC10a, YLC12, Z11, Zha11b, ZPS+12].

network-on-chip [SS12].

networked [CMS10, YHY11].

Networks [GACMO13, Ana12, Bai11a, BV11, BKR11, BR12b, BQXL11, CHY12, CL12c, CCK12, Chu12a, CP15c, CC17, Das15, DHGF17, DA12, HTHS13, H12b, HM12, HCL12b, Hu11, IQ16, K12, LLWZ11, LZ11, LHW11, LZZ13, Lin11, LRV13, MSA12, MAKA+10, PHPK12, PF10, SPS+13, SY12, SD12b, SLCC11, SS12, SI10, TK10, Tod12, WL11a, WL10, XC11a, XY11, YXY16, YXP+13, YDK+12, gZnZpZBD12, ZSY14, ZPS+12, dLPBTW13].

Neumann [AER12, Arq18, DG10b, HCF16, KSF14, Pov12a, RSWZ10].

Neural [ORR16, Ana11a, Ana12, Bai11a, BV11, BKR11, DHGF17, Hu11, HLC11, KS10b, KY11, LHW11, LZZ13, MSH10, MSA12, SYO12, SI10, TL10b, XC11a, XY11, YYY16, YLC12].

neuronal [KS15b, RS12b]. neurons [CZ11, YY11].

neutral [AZH10, BD11a, BD11b, BV11, BH10, Can11d, CP15b, CW10b, Don10a, GGE12, JS11, LW11b, LH10a, LK10, LWK10, LZZ11, L11c, PR11, YX11a, ZYG10, ZZ11a, ZL11, Z10c, dSC11].

neutral-delay [ZL11].

Newton [Lee15, AS15b, CM11c, CChL14, DNS15, Ge11c, Con13, KG11, LHY11, LBJ10, LHL12b, NZ14, SNH10, SG10a, Sm11, SL16c, XX17, Zho16].

Newton-type [ZL11].

Newtonian [DK17, HHS+17, HZL10, HWY14, KRC11, KDG11, LX16, uHS12, MCR11, Mom11, PM10, RE11, Sah11, ST14, WH11a, YMI13].

Newton-diffusive [DM10].

Newton [Lee15, AS15b, CM11c, ChL14, DNS15, Ge11c, Con13, KG11, LHY11, LBJ10, LHL12b, NZ14, SNH10, SG10a, Sm11, SL16c, XX17, Zho16].

Newton-type [ZL11].

Newtonian [DK17, HHS+17, HZL10, HWY14, KRC11, KDG11, LX16, uHS12, MCR11, Mom11, PM10, RE11, Sah11, ST14, WH11a, YMI13].

next [He11].

nexuses [THB12].

Nicholson [AY12].

Nicolson [BN14a, DM15, HA10].

nilpotent [YH12, ZL12b].

Nitsche [WC15].

NLP [GR13a].

NMF [IK12, YY12].

NMF-based [IK12].

NN [Pes13].

No [CZ11, BRR16, GB16, Liu16b].

No-chattering [CZ11].

no-flux [BRR16].

no-slip [GB16].

no-stationary [Liu16b].

nodal [AEH18, CWH17, RS16, R18].

node [FF15, Wei12b].

node-foci [Wei12b].

nodes [BS17, CQLX11].

Noise [BG10b, BR12d, DCKY15, KTD17, LD11a, LX15b, LHL15, MX15, SM17, TB17, UKC16, YL14, aZW17].

Noise-induced [BG10b].

noising [BMP12, MB17].

Noisy [S13, ZL13].

Non [ABL15, BM18, BDO11, BK12b, Ers16, GDM13, KPP13, HK10, LZ18, LZZ12].
MHM11, Par11a, SP10, SDH15, WF17, Zho16, ARK13, AYH17, AR17, AM12c, BH10, BMTV12, BBR10b, BGRV15, BGPP11, BE18, BFG15, CCJP11, CZN11, CLB14, CL16a, CZL17, CT10a, CKR10, DSL11, DHMU16, FZ14, FWZ16, Fio14, FHS18, Gen11a, GHC, GHG15b, GFZ16, GMZ15, HHS17, HT16a, Hu15, HLY16, HZLM10, HWY14, ICI2, JK10, JGK13, JS11, JIQG14, KP10a, KRP12, KRCJ11, KDG11, LLW11, LA11, LCK13, LZD17, LSS17, LV11, LRTV10, uHS12, MCR11, MGN16, MMH11, Mom11, MS12b, NPR10, OBAAD10, PR11, PP14, PT15, PM10, QCT17, RMM11, REHA11, Sah11, SKG11, SDH3, ST14, SL16c, SKFG11, SKH12, TAA14, WH11a, WWB13, Wan16a, WL17a, WHS17, WL10, YL14, YLF17, YL15, YTF10, YL14, YLF17, YM13, ZCSG13.

non [ZZ16a, ZTZ16b, ZZL15, ZZ16c].
non-arbitrage [CCJP11].
Non-Archimedian [SP10].
Non-auto [WF17].
non-autonomous [CZN11, CZN17, PP14, WL17a, YLF17, ZZ16c].
Non-body-fitted [LZZC12].
non-chaotic [OBAAD10].
non-compact [CT10a].
Non-conforming [SDH15].
non-cooperative [CL16a].
non-crystalline [SKH12].
non-delay [WL10].
non-dissipative [LSS17].
non-equilibrium [JQG14].
non-exhaustive [WW11b].
non-existence [QCT17].
non-Fickian [KRP12].
non-flat [IC12].
non-harmonic [LCK13].
non-Hermitian [FZ14, FWZ16, GHC15b, WWB13].
non-homogeneous [AYH17, CLB14, Wan16a, ZZ15].
non-integer [AR17, CKR10].
non-integrability [LV11].
non-integral [Gen11a].
non-isothermal [GFZ16].
non-linear [BMTV12, BGRV15, BGPP11, Fio14, JGK13, LLW11, MGN16, MS12b, PR11, SL16c].
non-Lipschitz [BH10, JS11].
[DMV11, LWBW13, MR14, dSSV17].

**Noninteger** [MCP13].

**Nonlinear** [CFN11, GF16, LXP11, LS12a, LS12b, MBS17, MH11, MG15, MTAS17, SW10, WZF12a, YK18, YWHC11, Aba10b, Abb11, AIA13, ABJ11, AW11, ATUC15, AÇ11, AA15, ABCR10, AER12, Asl11, BMRA10, BM11a, BD11b, BR12a, BAO 12, BDGS13, Ber16, BC10, BG10a, BE12, BDO11, BWZ16, BB08, BGL15, CL11, Can11d, CH11a, CRRS11, CGY10b, Cha11a, CN13, Cha11b, CDW11, Che11d, hCTM11, CLTA11, CM11b, CQ13, CAP10, Chu11a, CP16c, ČSCD11, CRSS11, CFF15, Cve11, DWY15, DL10, DAM14, Dem10b, DG10b, Din13, DL14, Don10a, DC10, DCR13, Dub13, DNR13, DL16, DDK11, EO14, ESN10, EZRR10, FT10, FSHZ11, FN14, FH16, FWH17, GRBT16, qGpWhL11, Gen11b, Gep16, GMZ15, GW15b, GML17b, GM11, Gur13, GN11, HH16, He11, HmZ11, HYCP11, HP17, HS12, HB12b, HA18].

**Nonlinearities** [SG14, SS14a, SG11b, SZGG11, SW17, SG16b, SG10b, SLYY13, SM14, zSdZ10, Sun10, SLL12b, SRG16, TN11, TZZ11, TTG16, Tan17, TG11, TG14, TF17, TS11a, TAS11, TA11, TÇA12, TY16, THY+10, TTC14, Tur10, WKG10, WHS11, WhJxLwW11, WWW11a, WWW11b, WWA11, Wan11, WAZ11a, Wan12, WKS13, WL15, WV16, WC17, WLL+18, WS10b, WFL11a, WAW15, cW11, XY11, XY15, XXY16, XY10, XGH17a, XGH17b, Yan12b, Yan15, YGS+16, YC10b, Yaz11, YP10, YAS+11, YASK10, YLDDL11, YSB15, ZA10, ZL15, ZYG10, Zha10, ZQ11a, ZBF11, Zha11c, ZS11b, ZD11, ZHJ11, ZGW11, ZL12, ZLL14, Zha17b, ZMI7a, ZCH12, ZL12a, Zha14, ZW16a, ZWJ+11, ZW11d].

**Nonlinearity** [ARK13, D’A18a, GM11, HY10, LLY13, NT17, QAA+16, QHT16, Sea11, SMBY10, Su12, Tan17, WS12, ZTT16a, ZT16b, ZW11d].

**Nonlinearly** [AG10a].

**Nonlocal** [Tod15, WZWX11, ZL10b, AW11, AAD17, AT18, ABL15, AG10b, BKL11a, BKT11, BS16a, BC15, CP15b, DG13a, DPBL16, DB11, GF16, Goo11a, HLWX11, JLI11a, KB15, LGHR16, LSW10, LZ14, LH10a, Liu13, LYZ17, MA17, Saj12, Saj14, SW12, uIAA15, SW11, eT10, VDB13, WC10b, WF17, XZR16, YW10, ZLY14, ZW17a, ZC17, ZWMD16, ZLY17].

**Nonmonotone** [AA10a, HSD10, BDS17, DKM17, TNP17].

**Nonnegative** [JD12, Mis14, BM13b, JL11b, XXX11].

**Nonnegativity** [DGZ13].

**Nonnormal** [KSKK11].

**Nonoscillation** [MR10, FL10].

**Nonoscillatory** [LKU10].

**Nonparametric** [LWWY12, QZY11, WZ17a].

**Nonparametric-based** [LWWY12].

**Nonpolynomial** [SKM11].

**Nonrigid** [PZJ+16].

**Nonself** [KT11b].

**Nonseparable** [Ali15].

**Nonsingular** [HWXC16, SS16b].

**Nonlinear**


Novel [CM13a, CP10, LB11, SY012, CCKY12, CAC14, DCG+12, FPW+11, HT12b, JZR15, KSPP11, KCL12, LW11a, LLT17, MS17, MBKK10, OMS10, Par17b, QCY12, Sha12b, TT12, WC11a, yYsZyl13, ZA15, ZLPM13, ZCY16, ZLGL11]. nozzles [FLz14a]. NSFD [MW13, Was13]. NSGA [LLW10]. NTP [ID10, JW05]. nuclear [GIMZ14]. Null [Gao15, YT18, HKK+16, ZG14].


numerical [ABS18, AB16, AGPCC10, AuIK11, BM11a, BC16, BA11, BBDS11, BP11b, BMTV12, Bho14a, Bho14b, BZ18, Bic11, BR12c, BHJ14, BN14b, Boy16, Bra10, BMP15, BK12b, CCR16, CCRS17, CC11, Cle13, CJ15, CJCV10, CJRR11, CN11, DMP18, DGL12, DGZ13, Def10a, Def10b, DAM14, DME16, DNP15, fDxZ12, DNR13, DHMU16, ECJ16, FJC16, FGH13, FER15, FSB17, FGL10, GMP18, GHT+15, GR13a, GY11, GDM13, GW15b, HCL12a, HY16, HHLGC18, HA16b, HLY16, HT16b, HKW15, ILS13, JKN10, JLI7a, KMS10.
KV17a, Kat11, KAS11b, KB13, KSMN11, Kup10, LLJK10, LBZL11, LY12b, LJSK13, LZ16a, LSH16, Lin14, LLG10, LRBA15, LDY11, LDL10, MDRRV11, MKR12, Mar16, MGY11, MN10a, OTISY16, Özü15, Pan11, PMM17, Per18, Pet11, RP12, Res16, SSM17, SS14a, uAH10, SKTD13, TS14.

two numerical [TMDTTC16, Tom11, UKA15, VGK16, VA10, WW14a, WKBR18, WZKY12, WHW11, XG10, YT18, Yiiz11, Yiiz12b, ZTR11, ZLPM13, ZH15a, ZY12b, ZL12a, ZD12]. Numerically [DH17, MBHV10, TC10]. numerics [MUB16]. NURBS [Kar17, WZ16]. Nutrient [MKG13, DKG14, XBHN16]. nuts [Hua12]. NVIDIA [LYC15]. Nyström [DLS14, KMS10, KAS11b, MBJ16].

[FM12b, FR16, FKDN15, GW15, hGzS15, GP11, GK13, GTG17, GK13, GK11, GY11, Git14, GM12, GS11b, Goo11b, GGB12, GKM11, GJ11, GM11, GH10, GH12, GH13, HY10, HK10, HSD10, HLVX11, Hs11a, HH17, HEP10, HLL13, HO10, HL11a, HL11b, Hes14, HZ11, HVO17, HKKK13, HTV13, HGN+10, HLL+15, HF10, Hua10a, HK17, IMD11, JGS10, JAI10, Jan10, Jaw13, JMB10, Jia12, JZ12, JC12, KO11a, KBS11, Kari10b, KM15, KS12a, Kig10, KG11, KPS17, KS15a, KB13, Ku15, KS12b, KK14c, KS15b, Kun12, LZ11a, Lan12, Lei16, LZY10, Li10e, LCN10, LCP10, LF11c, LW11a, LL11, Li12a, LLC13, Li10b, LLFT17, LCQL17, LLY18, Ljio10, LL10, LKU10, LWK10, LXX11, LZUK11, LHF11, LZY11, LCZ11, LL12e, LHL14a, LX15b, LDL+15a, LDL+15b, LZJY16, LZLL18, LCC13, LLX11, MX10].

order [MKHC11, MB11, Mac12a, MCP13, MV10, MT12, MPY16, MNPD15, MHM11, MRS+12, MM18, MR13, MBJ16, MB10b, NPD17, Naw11, NH13, NH15, NZ16, NNAS11b, NB17, OSZP13, Ouy11, OZ11, PN10, PC016, PC17, PS16, PR11, Par11a, Pet11, QZ16, RZ17, RSDR11, RES10, RG18, RR14, SD10a, SD10b, SMF10, Seal16, Seal10, STC18, SBvdV13, SAIZ15, SDH15, Sea11, Seal15, Sed13, SG14, SXM11, ySW10, SLW14, SW12, SSP13, SV11, SW11, Sou12, SKM11, SZ11, SK11d, TJ10, TZWM10, TZZ11, TMDTTC16, Tod15, TT14, TC10, TMO12, TM10, Tsi11, VLF12, VRF11, WHS1, WS11a, WWA11, WW11c, Wan11, WJ11, WRW13, WV14, WZM+16, WTM17, WLI+18, Wei14, Wei17, XZC12, XY15, XXY10, XHL11b, XC13, YXS11, YY10b, YXY11a, Yan11d, xYSJL10, Yan15, ZYG10, ZGY10, ZHI10, ZWI10, ZQ11b, Z11, ZLI12, ZLPM13, ZCY16, ZY17c, ZHL12, ZZX16, ZG16b, dVDR18].

over-relaxed [Hua10b, Ver08, Ver12].
over-represented [FLcJ10]. overcoming [Cho17]. overdetermined [Gon13].
overland [WBN18]. overlap [DHQ11].
Overlapping [BL14, SRV10]. overrelaxation [DH11a]. overspecified [HP13].
Overlapping [BL14, SRV10]. overrelaxation [DH11a]. overspecified [HP13].
Overlapping [BL14, SRV10]. overrelaxation [DH11a]. overspecified [HP13].
particular
[BPFI3, DC17, NKM15, YY15, YKCI1, YCYL15, Yao16, ZTC14]. Particulate
[ZYT+16], partition [CDP16, CHT11, GGPL15, HR14, MB+13, SL16b]. partitioned
[SZ12b, WHC12]. passenger [ZNWG11]. passification [LZ12c]. passing
[CHY12, LFC16]. passive [SRDD17]. passive-active [SRDD17]. Passive
[HK10]. PDE
[AM17, BLS17, BH14, CGHW14, FF15, GMS18, HWW13, HM17d, KFTT13, LG17, LR13, PMM17, PSS18, TMZ+15]. PDE-based [BLS17, HWW13]. PDE-constrained
[HM17d, KFTT13, PSS18]. PDES
[BNTT14, ATUC15, AHJM18, BQ17, BMP15, CCNT16, DWZ16, GL17a, HJ13, HA18, KMS15, LLH14, Lep11b, MMH11, MBJ16, uIA15, Yao16, YSB15, ZM16b, ZFLM18, ZZL15]. Pearson [LMS13]. Peclet
[DKW+15]. pectoral [LTL+12]. pedestrian [KYY12]. peer [SBA10]. peer-to-peer
[SBA10]. PEM [SCA14]. Pempinelli
[MR17]. Pempinelli [ES17]. penalized
[Ibr16, ZCW15]. penalty
[CW17, CQ13, CW14, GNP14, LP12, LW17, TNT12, WSW11, ZCW15, ZT15, ZD15]. penalty-free [CQ13]. abduction [BMS12]. Adams
[LLML15]. AVC [CUL12]. bacterial [IL13]. BCI-algebras
[JLP10a, JLP10b]. bioreactors [IL13]. Darcy
[LWL14, JH16]. deteriorating
[YY10c]. diffusion [JLTB12]. Extended
[GD16]. finite [SDL+15a]. FVM
[MU15]. GNU [FR15, RA+16]. min
[YXP+13]. nanoflows [RR14]. PSO
[KWFI11]. TDG [BS14a]. temperature
[EMR10, JJ13, JJ15, JL17b, JL17a, dS16]. pepper [DKY15]. perceptrons
[KY11]. perceptual [WHC12]. percolation
[CLB14]. perfect [PB11]. Perfectly
[MLG17]. perforated [DC15]. perforation
[LHZ+11]. Performance
[DDSF13, KHB12, YW14, AGK15, BF16, DA12, Ebr11, GGO16, KSPP11, KL12b, MSZG17, ODAZ15, PAA+15, PPC15, PSD+13, RF12, JS+10, WBN18, WTY+12, YWW+12]. performances [AGH+15]. Peridynamic
[MSZG17, LCW17, SL16a]. perimeter [BR10]. Period
[And12, AK17, JL12, NNR14]. Periodic
[DHGF17, ES17, FRW11, LSW10, LW11b, TZWM10, WYN12, WR13, Zen11, ZKW15, AA11, AN11a, AK12, ABPMM11, AD12, ASY+11, AKMU17, BDGS13, DMP18, Dan12, DSR10, Gao17, GCK10, GL17b, GH13b, HN18, HMF16, HB12b, HXL11.
HGW11, JJ13, JJ15, KHWK10, LZ18, Li10e, LD11b, LF11c, LT15b, LY11c, LTT16a, LTT16b, LDL10, MM10a, PLT17, Sah17, She16, SC16, SCBCB13, SCBCB17, SM14, TJ10, TZ15, TUT11, TNF11, Tim14, TTX16, VZM14, XY10, XLT17, YBC11, YLY10, YLG17, ZD11, ZZ11a, ZL11, ZTZ16a, ZMZ17, ZSZ18, ZL10a, ZDM11.


Perturbations [GH13a, Bac10, BR13b, CH18, CRSS11, HDHW11, LW2a, LW12b, LCC13, OZ11].

Perturbed [DJ12, HCF16, ABCR10, AHO16, ALI11b, BR12d, BZT16, CG14, CJ15, CX18, Dar11, FM18, FR16, FH17, KAG11, KSMN11, KK14c, LN98, Li10c, LCC13, Li414, MN10a, RS12b, Tur10, WSC11, WYZ13, dS16]. pervasive [YW11].


design [XXG10]. pitching [GMS15]. planar [DM12b, GKLR11, Hal13, KV17a, KLTS11].
SKPW14, TÇA11, VT11, VSI12, WJ11].

polyps [ZJZ†+11]. polytopes
[Gue13, IBB10, Wac11]. polytropic [Zho16].

Poncelet [CGM10], pools [GIMZ14].

POOT [HCL12b]. Popoviciu [Yan10b].

Population [VV14, ALLM14, AB16, Gal12, GS15a, Lz11b, MCL15, MW13, MW16, OAKR16, PP10, TNF11, Wri13, YKKS10].

populations [AF13, CN16b, PLKCC13, VDV13].

Pore [SCA14, YLL†+14]. Pore-scale [SCA14].

Pore-scale [SCA14].

poro [RDE†+17]. poro-elasticity [RDE†+17].

poroelasticity [KVV14, SR17c, SS13].

porosity [XY16]. porosity-permeability [XY16].

portfolio [BKM11, BKK11, cFpClC13, Jum10, LS11c].

portfolios [Che11b]. posed [CH11a, CDY11, LP10, Liu14, MZES12, ZT16a].

posedness [AKV11, AS10c, CCR16, FAHZ17, LL16c, Pu12, QY17, Via15, WD16].

positioning [LL12c].

Positive [BDS10, CHS11, Fer11, HL11b, HGWI11, JWX14, Kon16, LSI17a, Li10e, LS11a, LY11c, MM10a, PC11b, Sui12, YY11b, Yan11c, Yan11d, Yan12b, YL10b, Zha10, ZZ11a, BS12a, BC12, BB12, BR13, CG10a, ČT12, CM13b, CP16c, DW15, Goo11b, HY10, HLWX11, HYP11, HM15, HH10b, JK11c, KD10, KB15, Kim11, KM11, LLZ10, LC10, LYZ11, LF11c, LZ12a, LY14, LZ11e, LZ11d, LWKK10, LKU11, LTL16a, LTL16b, LS10d, MX10, MW17, Mah11, MS11a, SY13, Sta11, WSG10, WZH10, WWB13, WLM13, WS17, WS10b, Wu16, XLD11a, XLD11b, Yan10d, ZSH11, ZL10a, ZCH12, ZT16b, YZ15c].

positive-definite [WLM13]. Positivity [CLM14, YDW15, CP15c, MS11b].

Positivity-preserving [CLM14].


posterior [FdOdSS17]. posteriori [AV14, Bac14a, BPC17, BV17, BS15c, CCKP15, DY14, GRBT16, GGS16, GS14, Hou15, Kim14, KT15, KJ15, MRR18, PS18, PL17, RDE†+17, RCRV14, RA11b, WZ18, YZ11].


Poussin [Kig10]. Power [CSCM13, HMM12, VBWI10a, VBWI10b, Ala10, AM14a, BZZ†+10, CCJ10, CCJ11, mCfX10, Ciz12, D'A18a, GIMZ14, HM10, KSMT11, LH10, LL12d, PTL13, QQGL13, SMBY10, TS11b, VPR11, YLH12, YZ10a].

power-law [AM14a, SMBY10, TS11b, VPR11]. powers [Mahn11, dS15]. PPHSS [HWXC16].

Practical [RWZ13, YÇG12, HKS14, LZL†+18, LA11, fNS11, PMM17, YW11a, ZPS†+12].

Practice [KKK12]. practices [SXB†+12].

Pre [ZD15, XS10]. Pre-asymptotic [ZD15].

pre-matroids [XS10].

Powers [Mah11, dS15]. Precise [FLDZ12, MH11, YLS12, ST12].

Precise [FLDZ12, MH11, YLS12, ST12].

Preconditioned [YLC16, CMR17, CWDL17, CL17b, FZ14, FWZ16, KLK15, KM14, WZ17b, XY17, ZYW15].

Preconditioner [CWWY15, DGR18, Duf12, GSR14, LST16b, LJJ17, LHL†+14b, MY13, Raf12, RTB14, WVB13]. preconditioners [BD16, BF16, BK15, CHK†+18, DdSF13, DHMU16, HH11, Hbut17, HMY18, HK17,
KCL14b, LZ11c, LZ15a, SBJ15, SS16b, ZLS13, ZYW17. **Preconditioning** [LZ16c, PSS18, AEF15, CNP14, KK13a, Pul16, RC17a, Tan18, Tom13, ZT13, ZZ15a].

**predation** [KALAS11]. **Predator** [ZY13, ADS14, BP13, CSW11a, Che16, DGT18, GOY10, LG10, Li13, Li14, LW15, LWN15, LWD15, Li17a, LX17, LY11c, Liu16b, LDL10, LPY16, MW16, PQB16, SZ14, SFM15, WL15, ZZZ16, Xu14, YY10a, YL13, YXL14, YDW15, Zen11, ZZ11a, ZHW14, ZZ16a]. **Predator-induced** [ZY13].

**predator-prey** [DGT18, LX17].

**predators** [CP16a, MY16]. **Predicting** [CHT11, MSH10, CGJ14, KSM12].

**Prediction** [HBS10, yS10, BEAA11, Che11e, MLSLM15, VJM15, XJLX10, XCM12, YMSL11, ZNWG11, ZLY12].

**predictions** [HCL12b].

**predictive** [BKDM13, BL12, CN13, HMM12, MBT13].

**predictor** [AGPCC10, WFL11b, ZC11c].

**preemptive** [LA11].

**Preface** [Ano14, CK13, CBM10, DGL18, GR12, LN10, Zel13, Zho10].

**preinvex** [LN10].

**Preliminary** [CZ11b].

**premixed** [AM13b].

**premixing** [AM13b].

**preordered** [JMLF11].

**Preparing** [ODAZ15].

**preprocessing** [ZWJ11].

**proximity** [C¸A10a].

**presentation** [OSS10].

**Primal** [FLdS14, BQ17, DG13b, Hof18, KLP10, RTT17].

**primary** [ABK10].

**principal** [LZH16, LR17a, ZM13].

**principle** [AKT12, BBR10a, EK16, Gal10, Kim17, Liu17, MF11, Mah14,¨UM16, XH11b, ZM17a, ZW11d, ZM17b].

**principles** [KK15, ZLWL11].

**printers** [SLCC12].

**Priority** [CL12c, CZ10, LA11].

**Priority-based** [CL12c].

**prismatic** [BMAR18, CWHW17].

**Privacy** [WK13, YXP13, GVJ13].

**privacy-friendly** [GVJ13].

**Privacy-preserving** [WK13, YXP13].

**private** [BA16, Hpd11, Wan10a, Wcz13].

**Probability** [Coo10, CKN11, HW11, LL13, MD10, PS21b, WW11b, WL12a, WLT13a, ZC11a].

**probe** [WY11a].

**probe** [WY11a].

**problem** [Aba10b, ABB17, AW11, AK12, AA10b, AHO16, AAD17, AT18, AS15a, ÁBÁPM11, ADS14, AV14, AA10c, BZ10, B, Bai11b, B, BNR10, BDS17, BCK11, BKT14, BMT17, BDF16, BMS13, Bog10, Bog11, BRR16, BV17, BZT16, BPKM10, CL17a, CCRS17, CGHY11, CCY10, CLITA11, CLH13, CLCF14, CZF10, CyL11, CPT15, Cho17, CS11b, CM14, CG15, CN16a, CX18, CGJ14, DL10, DGR18, DRK11, De10, 81.
DCG +12, DFGG13, DMPV10, DDM +18, DH16, DZ17, DLQ16, DH10c, ESN10, EG10, EKZ17, EKE18, FES17, FLdS14, FPB17, FBL11, FRSC16, FH17, Fur13, FIM18, Gao11, GHC15a, GR13a, GHMN16, Hes14, HSJ15, HSWZ11, HSZ15, HK15, HCZ16, HNZ18, Ibr16, JRZK11, JPS14, JWx +13, KAG11, KLP17, Kar17, KP10a, KN11, KV10, KTA12, KTD17, KS12a, Klq10, KLP10, KCL14b, KA13. problem [KSS13, KFTT13, Koj10, KKL13, KM13, LeT10, LPK15, LX16, LLZ10, LLW10, LLY18, LJ10a, LZ11d, LBH12, Lin10b, LJJ17, LC10d, LCZ11, LLL12, LLY13, LDL +15a, LDL +15b, Liu16a, Liu16d, Liu17, LDHH13, LLX16, MA17, Mar12, MM13, MMOJ14, MGB +11, Moh14, MMNR10, MLGY16, MRR18, Nes10, NSY13, ODR10, ORR16, Özu15, PCO16, PAE +12, Pir11, Pit12, PA12, QZ16, RSM17, RES10, RS15, RDE +17, RBTD14, RCV14, RFP11, RGV17, Sa10, Sca11, SH12a, Sji12, SKPW14, ySW10, SLW14, SWL15, SBM10, SMBY10, Sle13, SS16c, SW11, SKM11, SZ11, SZ12b, SSL14, TLR17, eT10, TASI11, TB10, Tia17, Tod15, Tro13, TKBM17, VDB13, WZ10, Wan11, tWqLzGkP11, WG11, WL12b, WLW15, WZ18, WH15, WH14, WZF12, WZ11b, WZY13, WCW13, WW14b, XD17. problem [XL15, XZR16, Xu11a, YK18, YF10, Yan11d, YGR11, Yun13, ZSH11, Zha10, ZH14, ZHJ14, ZZ15b, ZT15, ZKWW17, ZHC17, ZJ17, Zha17a, ZL10b, ZT16b, dBD17].

Problems [Agr10, BCHS18, AA11, AN11a, ANP11, AA10a, Akm15, AH11a, AJRW12, AAH +18, AIIZ10, AEO15, AD16, AER12, AYH17, AK11, An14, AVZ15, jASzZ12, AG10b, AKA11, ABK +13, Bac14a, BS12a, BL10, Ban13, BS14a, BS15b, BS15a, BJS15, BDGS13, Bic11, BR16, BGR14, Bol16, BSN13, BT14, BLyS18, BKPi11, CHS11, CB11a, CB11b, CB11c, CKSL +14, CM16a, CM17, CAY12, ÇT12, Cha11a, CHBTD14, CCD10, Che11d, CM11c, Che12b, CHLY15, CKLL10, CM16c, CAP10, CNP14, Cia12, CJ15, CJPB10, CN11, DMP18, DGB10b, Dai14, DWY15, DN10, Def10a, Def10b, DM12b, DGK10, DBEE11, DB12, DBH +14, DMM16, EFK15, EO15, EDC14, EGG16, ED12, EF14, FZ16, FGD +17, FM18, Fer11, FM12b, FR16, FGHZ17, GP11, qGpWhL11, GSZ14, GMI12, Goo10, GKM11, GR13b, GS15b, GN14, GW12c, Hak14, HSD10]. problems [HHY13, HLWX11, HMY15, HYP11, HXX +16, HZL17, HCF16, HL11b, HRMS10, HT13, HZ11, HVO17, HT16a, Hou15, HLY17a, HLSN15, HRHP17, HC14, HWXC16, HM17d, HK17, IQR16, Ima17, Jai14, Jan10, JM16, JZ11, JK12, KA10a, KK15, KLK15, Kaw15, Kha10, KFYW11, KL12b, Kim11, KW14a, KW14b, KV14b, KRV16, KAS11b, Ku15, KS12b, LP10, LLW11, LG17, LC11a, LN98, Li10c, Li10b, LCW10, Li10a, LBZL11, LW11a, LW11b, LS11a, LY13, LCK13, LY15, LH16, LM17, LZ11e, LZ15a, LZ16b, LGL12, LZ17, Lin10a, LBvB +16, LCLL16, LMR10, LHL11a, LHF11, LXP11, LHL11b, LS12a, LS12b, Li12, LRBA15, LDY11, Luc10, LLW15, MM10a, MT10, MM16, MT12, MV11, MN10a, MR15, MS12b, NDP17, NMR15, NXX14, NCC13, OP14, PGQ16, PN10, PC11b, PH13, PW10, PD17, Pir11, PT11, Pov12a, QCLC17, RSWZ10, RFK16]. problems [RF12, RHC15, RR11, RGDsRLAJ10, RA11b, SK11a, SSB11, SRLG13, SR17b, SVY16, She11, She12, SB115, SS16b, Smo17, SW11, Sta11, SST12, Su12, SZW11, SS13, SI17, TM12, TA11, TC10, Tur10, Vac18, VB10a, VAB12, WWW11a, WS11a, WWWW11b, WWA11, WZWX11, WSL11, WZFL12a, WZFL12b, WmN13, WC15, WHS17, WTM17, WCCS15, WLGL10, WQNF12, XFL16, WX14, XZC12, XDL11a, XDL11b,
XC16, YY14, Yan10d, YY10b, Yan11c, Yan15, YH15, YLK10, ZY10, YC10b, YNLK10, YCLY15, Yan12, YX11c, YDL11, YSB15, ZT16a, YWZY17, ZJ10b, ZBF11, ZLL11, ZLLF12, ZL14b, ZYW16, YY10b, Zha14, Zha15b, ZL16, yZhH12, ZY10b, ZGZ13, ZZ14, ZG16, ZZ17, ZV17, lZxLhY12, ZLGL11, sHC11, uRK11].

procedure [AD15, BKMT14, CD14, HYL10, JPCY13, Mai16, SSS11b, WW11c, YLDL11].

procedures [Tom11].

Proceedings [BCHS18].

Process [SLCC12, ALI11b, CsH10, CPG10, CSSW12, CL12b, Chu11b, DK14, GCG12, HHS10, KY11a, KY11b, KT11b, LL12a, Mai10, MP11c, NJV13, XL11, XLF12, YLL14].

processes [ASB12, AD12, AGD10, CGS12, EF14, FLDZ12, GDM13, JSGP16, MDVM17, PdlF10, Tim13, XWN11, ZL14b, ZYW16].

processing [AA10b, AA10c, DSK14, DZ17, IC12, OKTR11, PMM17, TY11, WSS10, WJ11, WCZ13, WPH11].

processor [KORR10].

produced [RNB11].

producing [YLZ17].

Product [YZGW10, AAR11, CHM10, CQRW11, ET12, GTG11, ID11, MV12, VC12, WW10c, XD17, YKR11, ZHJD13].


production [CCW10, Chu11b, DRK10, DRK11, DK14, DKG14, MAPS10, VB10a].

products [CL12a, Gh14, San11, VCM11].

Prof. [DFG18].

professional [KSM12].

profile [MNJ13, Mom11, ZLG10].

profiles [TNT12]. program [BCF14, WBA18, ZHQ12].

programmable [HHY11].

Programming [HH15, Ant10, CQ13, DBH14, GKS10, HDS11, HTGSH13, Koj10, LW10, OSZP13, RFP11, RF12, SKK12, THZ11, WZW10, WLGL10, ZLL12].

progress [PZ11a].

projected [Mai16].

Projection [KEHB18, VMP15, Zha17a, BS16b, CGHY11, CD16, FSB17, HD14a, HZM11, JMHF13, KN12, LY15, Lin14, LL15, MML11, MW14, PLKC16, QZ16, QHW11, SK11a, WY15, qXH11, XY14].

Projection-based [KEHB18].

projection-proximal [qXH11].

projections [ASA16].

projective [JW11, PC12, SH11].

projects [AAB13, BT10, DNS15].

projectors [BKK11].

prolate [Hu15].

promising [BGPP11].

proof [BCF14, DC10, ZY17b].

Proofs [YLL15].

propagated [ABDKD12].

propagating [WZ13, KSG11, PLMS14].

Propagating [LMP13, AM13b, BP11a, CBB15, EO15, GSK18, GGL13, Ilkh11, KB10b, LR17b, MNP15, MR15, PD17, Ray17, WZWH13, XZQ16, ZZW15].

proprietor [Wan13a].

properties [AZ15, AS10a, ASME11a, AX11, ADGG13, BM11b, BL17, BSCB15, BB10a, CNV14, Che11a, DK12, EAA10, GW15a, HLY12a, HA11, Ilr12, JTC10a, Jia11, KHU12, MB10a, Ma10a, Mah10b, Mah11, MC10a, NODA11, PKK12, Par17a, QZ11, SK10a, SL16c, SQ12, TO11, WNS10a, WC10a, WZXL11, WY12, WSH12, XMWH10, ZJ12, ZGD14].

property [AAR11, AIB10, GRS12, LW11c, Med12, MA12, TKH10, THY10, XDL12, YLB16, Yil10].

property-based [LW11c].

property-oriented [Med12].

proportional [CB10, LW17].

Proposing [KK12].

propositions [ABFGZ11].

prospect [DD13].

protection [JCD13].

protein [NJV13].

PROTEUS [FIV17].

protocol [CHY12, CJ15, G5M11, HPC12, MKA10, NCL13, QC1212, SPLHCB14, VB14, CJ15].

protocols [KHIB12, LYM12, O12].

proton [SCA14].

prototypes [NEB14].

provable [LW17].

Provably [FS10, WMS13, CPL11].

proximal

[Hua10b, Ver08, Ver12, qXH11, XY14].

proximal-point [XY14].

proximity
proxy [GH12a, LWHY10].


PSP-splines [LT15a]. PSS [FWZ16, LZ15a]. PSPS [LT15a].

circular [KC11, KKLJ11].


circular-key [Lee11b, WH10]. pull [NGG12, RMA10]. pull-in [NGG12, RMA10]. Pullback [PP14, YL14, ZZ16c]. pulsating [ASFM15].

Pulse [MBH11, KB10b, LS11b]. pulsed [WHLC11, YMDZ10]. pulses [BL12, Dan12].


puts [ZC11c]. pyramid [CW15b, TKH10].

QFD [WC11b]. QoS [DFS11, WL11a].

 Quadratic [BP18]. Quadratic

[SZW11, WH10, APRM11, BDK+11, CD10, Cie11, Dar11, Dej11, DBH+14, DP15, EGG16, HTGSH13, ILP+11, KC11, Kes10, Lee11b, MTTM11, Sal11, WTM17, Yon11, ZZ10a].

Quadrature [AulIK11, BC15, Bis14, CR13, JW15, LH16, LSZ11, MD15, PCS13, RSM17, SNH10, SD15a, WV15, XG10, YW11b, ZMM18, ZW11a]. quadratures [SSSB11].

quadric [Dia17]. quadrilaterals [Li15].

Quadruple [KL12a]. Qualitative [BBDS11, MW16, ACT11, FdOP17, MP10a].

quality [DKR11, LLX+10]. quantification [BCPS15, WY15].

Quantitative [AM10c, BM10b, DB10, FdOP17, Wu10]. quantities [AK16, QSS12].

quantity [Chu11b, KGJ11]. quantum [Baa13, FGL10, Iom18, LJJ17, MT12, TTC14].

quarantine [SG11a]. Quartic [BM13b, DL11, Ahm10, GKL11, GMI12, HKT11, SCV10, ST16].

Quasi [NCC13, SL16c, WMW13, Abb10, AM15, ABCR10, ADK10, BGIN13, BNTT14, Bor11, Çak11b, CS10c, CS11d, CT10a, FIW13, GWZ11, GW15a, HLCY12, KKS10, KA10b, KKLJ11, LT13, LX16, LHY11, MYZ12, Ma10, MS15, NH13, NZ14, NJV13, PT11, QHW11, QL10, SID15, SS11, ST16, She11, SH10, SW11, SW16b, SJHC14, WX10, We17, Zha11d, vdW14].

quasi- [QHW11].

Quasi-Chebyshev [WMW13]. quasi-contractive [Zha11d].

quasi-convex [AK11].

quasi-distribution [SID15].

quasi-equilibrium [PT11, SW11].

quasi-geostrophic [FIW13].

quasi-Hausdorff [SSR11].

quasi-interpolant [GW15a, ST16].

quasi-interpolants [BGIN13].

quasi-interpolation [GW11, WX10, We17].

quasi-linear [KKLJ11, MS15, vdW14].

quasi-minimal [AM15, SJHC14].

quasi-Newton [LHY11].

quasi-Newtonian [LX16].

quasi-nonexpansive [CS10c, CS11d, KKS10, KA10b, Ma10, She11].

Quasi-optimal [NCC13, BNTT14, SW16b].

quasi-pseudo-contractive [SH10].

quasi-pseudo-monotone [CT10a].

quasi-sliding [HLCY12].

quasi-static [LT13, NH13].

quasi-stationary [NJV13].

quasi-uniform [Abb10].

quasi-variational [ABCR10, NZ14].

quasi-variational-like [QL10].

quasicontraction [AH11b].
quasicontractions [KPR10].
quasiequilibria [AKV11].
quasiequilibrium [yZH12].
quasigeostrophic [MS17].
quasilinear [CCX13, CF16b, CTC17, CT17b, Cov13, DB11, HX14, Kon16, LY14, LL14b, MY10, SC16, Wan15, Wan16b, WZ15, XLT17, YX11a, ZW16a, ZW16b, ZCY11, dSSV17].
quasilinearization [WG11, DMD10].
quasioptimization [AKV11].
quasisecant [LW13].
quasivariational [CLF10].
quaternion [SWC11, WZ10, ZMLZ16].
quaternionic [LJJ17].
qubit [OVV +16].
quenching [CPP10].
queries [HpD11].
query [IC12, LKK12, YXP +13].
query-by-region [LKK12].
questions [ZFC11].
queueing [BA11, CTD10, HH10a, PdlF10].
quickest [Lin10a].
Quintic [Moh15, SKM11, AZ10].
R [DBH +14].
R&D [BKK11].
Radial [DBH +14].
Rabinowitz [ZZ15b].
Radau [MV10].
RADAU [MV10].
Radial [Cov13, HT12a, HT16b, Su14, SL16b, Ber16, BL14, Boy10, BM13b, CM13b, DHQ11, DO11, DAM14, DM15, GL16, HT13, KKT13, KR12, Kon16, KY11, LDW11, MG15, PT15, RK12, RFK16, SYY13, TMDTTC16, ZTT16b, ZC16].
radiial-stiffened [MG15].
radiation [KZ16, LHZ +11, LZZ11a, MCB10, NJ16, Pal13].
radiative [GH16, KB10a].
radii [BK13].
radio [CJP12, CJP15, KP10b].
radio-frequency [CJP12, CJP15].
radiographs [LWW12].
radius [AA10a, LL12c, NNAS11c, THGG14, ZYS10].
radius-dependent [THGG14].
Radon [Amb12, AM13c, GZ14, XD10].
rainbow [LLL1].
Ramanujan [KK10c].
Random [CJCV10, MX15, VBCJ10, AHOP18, BEA11, BNTT14, CCJ10, CCJV11, CCNT16, CPT15, CJRR11, CRSS11, CM10c, DRK11, DWZ16, FLDZ12, GGL13, JKM12, LLH14, LG17, LRCG16, MNT15, Niel0, Ry15b, SM17, Sm11, TKBM17, WL17a, WY11b, XLK11, YLS12].
Randomized [ASA16, FSH10].
randomly [CBB15].
range [MS12a].
rank [BK14, CS14b, EHL +14, KL12b, MHL11, WZ10, Zha15a].
ranks [KL12b, MHL11].
Rankine [ZZHF12].
Rational [AMS1a, KSKK11, Li10a, Sae11, SSS +11a, WYY11, WYK10, ZH11, ZLY12].
ranks [Als10].
Raphson [SG10a, SL16c].
rapid [LY12, MSTB17].
refraction [LY11].
rate [AF13, AR17, CCR17, CL12, CL12c, CXZ15a, CCCW10, DRK10, DD10, GGR13, GD16, KKL11, LBW11, LXY11, LW11d, XGH17a, XGH17b].
rates [AM12c, BHH14, BC17, HJ14, JPK17, LZ12c, Par15].
ratings [WC11].
ratio [AF13, AR17, CCR17, CL12, CL12c, CXZ15a, CCCW10, DRK10, DD10, GGR13, GD16, KKL11, LBW11, LXY11, LW11d, XGH17a, XGH17b].
ratios [AM12c, BHH14, BC17, HJ14, JPK17, LZ12c, Par15].
ratio-dependent [Li17a, SJ14, ZZ11a].
Rational [AMS1a, KSKK11, Li10a, Sae11, SSS +11a, WYY11, WYK10, ZH11, ZLY12].
Rationality [CEJV16].
Ray [CJ15].
Rayleigh [AHV10, LK13, RGR17].
RBF [AU17, BHJ14, FLP13, JSGP16, LJJY16].
RFBs [DM16].
RBIE [OP14].
RC [LKL +15].
RC4 [CM13a].
re [CD12, GH2a, RPTD10].
re-assembling [RPTD10].
re-encryption [GH12a].
re-identification [CD12].
re-acting [BKR10, RSV11].
Reaction [LN98, Li10c, WYF17, AD15, AK15, AKL18, AO18, AAA12, AB16, AV14, CBBE16, CL17a, CG14, CYM13, CMM14, DMP18, DHGF17, EKE18, FM18, FMSV17, GD10a, GAo15, Gao17, GM14c, GML17b, HNK13, HTGH13, HY13, HHH1C18, HM17a, KW14a, KW14b, LCM14, LZC13, LHL15, LDL +15a, LZ15b, LDL +15b,
MGTH16, MY16, MBS17, MPY16, Ōzu15, She16, SOJC10, Tam16, TF17, WCB13, WW11c, XLI15, XZ11, YP10, YDW15, YSB15, ZW16, ZZW16, ZZ16c, ZZ17.

reaction-advection-diffusion [Tam16].

reaction-cross-diffusion [FMSV17].

Reaction-diffusion [WFY17].

reactions [CS13, Kei13].

reactive [BMS13, MC11, MCR11, VPR11].

reactor [CM13b, CL16a].

reactors [IL13].

reactors/bioreactors [IL13].

reader [WNC12].

Real [ACAS11, BK14, CWW15, DSK+14, GS12, Kup11, Li12b, MS11a, PC11a, PZ11a, RMS12, TL10b, TD10a].

real-time [DSK+14, PC11a, RMS12].

Realistic [LWHL12, BV10, HB12a].

Realization [KRM+10, KSF14, Wei14].

realizations [GD12].

real-time [KK12, ZPYY12].

reasoning [BMS12].

reassemble [PAE+12].

rebates [LZ16].

recall [KS10b].

recently [FKC12].

recipes [Res16].

recipients [KLY16].

reciprocal [Ipe12, QZ11].

recognition [CCL+12, PC11a, TNT12, VKJ13, WPH11].

recommendation [HCHH12].

reconstructed [GZR+13].

reconstructing [HN18].

Reconstruction

[HLY17b, ZSZ18, CZY13, CX16, CCM14, GZ14, KLi14, LLG+11, LZZJY16, dCMdsGT4+C+16, RDE+17].

record [MC11a, MP12].

recovering [RAD13].

Recuperation

[SG16a, WLW16, WLW17, WW10c, ZWX13].

rectangular [DRZ10].

 Aryyy12, CY14b, DGH17, HCT12, HMWZ16, KTA12, Mis14, Nes10, WCH13, ZWX13, ZWX13, ZPGW16].

recurrence [Dua11, JYL16, RT10, WL10L10, XCI1b].

Recursive [KPS10a, KPS10b, LXYT11, ECY11, FRSC16, Ham10, HSBL11, KPP13, LTX10, LL12d].

recursively [EMR10].

recycling [DKG14, MKG13].

Red [KK14b].

Reduced [CWHW17, Che15b, DGH17, DNZ+13, IQR16, NMR15, PGQ16, Zha15a, Akm15, BWZ16, BGH14, DFP+13, Gup11, KLL10, LS17b, MPY16, MDW13].

Reduced-order [Akm15, BWZ16, DFP+13].

Reduced-rank [Zha15a].

Reduced-rank [Zha15a].

Reduction [MNPD15, DEFP11].

reductions [NHIN16, WY16].

redundant [MM12].

reference [DVMS13, Her14, OSA13].

refinable [LT15a].

refined [BG15, FMPR15, GSZ14, JK18, Kru12, RS14a, Wm1N13].

refiners [MC12, MP12].

reflected [Ma16].

reflection [Ban13, BY11].

reflector [LHZ+11].

reflection [GM14c].

regime [CEJV16, DNS16, ECJ16, Lee14, QCG15, ZM16b, ZBL12].

regime-switching [DNS16, Lee14, ZBL12].

region [AA10a, Ber16, DNZ+13, LKK12, LW11c, LHL11a, LHL11b, ZM14, ZLL12].

Regional [LL13].

regions [ACD+11, Kup11].

registration [Bar17, JZ15, LGHR16, LXZ13, PZJ+16, ZCY16].

regression [Bra13, FL11b, JWX+13, KOPS13, LTL+12, PATA11, QZY11, SW10].

Regular [CPP15, MW11, SJN10a, ZZT11].

Regularity [CYL17, FZ17, GFZ16, JJC11, JLL18, LL12b, Yao10, Ye15, AT17, CM15, CCNT16, CL15, Cia16, CJK17, CDN14, FAHZ17, FSZ17, GLR13, GGR15, MAH18, XZ17, Ye16, Ye17b, YWT18, ZZ16b, ZaY17].

regularization [BCD+16, BKMT17, CCR16, GKS17, Gos10, HCL12a, KM15, KTD17, KLRW12, LP10, LHL14a, PB13, TKBMT17, TKHL18, WL12b, Waz11b, XY14, YF10, yYsZYYL13].

regularized [BGF15, Boy16, CM11c,
FKF13, FL11b, KBA11, LZ16b, LZ17, NZ14, Ros12, SBJ15, WQRZ14.

regularized-stabilized [FKF13].

regularizers [Liu15b]. regularly
[CHK11, KMT10]. reinforced
[Kia16, LHM11, RYK13, Sza15].

reinforcement [FIH13]. reinitialization
[KWS16, TS16]. Reissner
[CCN14]. relapse [ZLY17]. related
[AKS10, ANR11, BCSCB+15, BFG11,
Che11a, DPZI3, DRS11, KT11a, KYR15,
LS11d, MS11a, MN11c, NNAS11a, Noo11,
ODR10, QH11, RSB14, RGVR17, SGQ12,
VT11, WO10, YA11]. Relating
[Med12, NODA11]. relation
[BL10, CM18, Gal10a, HVA10, JYL16, YG11].

relational [GWL11]. Relations
[TF11, AH10c, BS10a, BL11, BCSCB+15,
JMST11, LFJ12, PKK12, RRC11, RES10,
RT10, RGdRSLAJ10, SKST10, SYL10,
XY16, YG11]. Relationship
[BCF10, DT11]. relationships [AX11].

Relative [BKT12, BZK12, LY10a]. relatively
[CGHY11, LjH10, Nil11, ZLL11].

Relativistic [Gal10b, Gal10c, QY13]. relativity
[Gal10a, Gal10d, Gal11b, Gal11c, Gal11d].

Relaxation [SZ11, ABL15, BOT14, FVVS16, GT15,
GT16, KM10, KGM11, LZZC12, LSC17,
MG15, RSS10, SKTC15, ZSW15, Zha13].

relaxation/retardation [RSS10]. relaxed
[Hua10b, SS17, Ver08, Ver12, YLK10].

reliability [CCDL10, DLT12, HH10a,
KLTS11, Lin10a, LLY15, NS11]. reliable
[DFM15, EG16, KTD17]. RELS
[WCD10]. reluctance [MK18]. relying
[BP18, Gos10]. remaining [MISH10].

remark [BS18, Hua10b]. Remarks
[Eba14, LC10b]. Remediation [ID16].

remoteness [AH10c]. removable [SJS+11].
removal [DCY15, LX15b]. Removing
[HKK13]. renal [KLY16]. rendering
[LWHL12]. renewing [VCM11]. repair
[VCM11]. repairable [Tod12].
replacement [VCM11].
replacement-repair [VCM11].
representation [BAO+12, Dej11,
MWWL11, RMS10, XKH10].

Representations
[Ana11b, jASzZ12, DPM15, Was13].
represented [LcJ10]. Reprint [GT16].
reproducing [ARq18, DA18b, WSCL11].
reproduction [AF13]. repulsion
[Wan16b, ZMH16]. request [KK13b].
request-based-revealing [KK13b].
requirements [KX12]. rescheduling
[HLC11]. rescheduling [OPDC12]. rescue
[GW12b]. research [Sen12]. reservoirs
[FLWJ11]. Residual [BG14, GCDG17,
Wei17, BPCR17, HLT17, MZES12, Naz13,
OC14, RH15, Sni11, SJHC14].

residual-based [BPCR17, RH15]. resilient
[CUK12]. resist [Lin14]. resolution
[CAC14, DB10, LHR16, LZX13, TZX11,
THGG14, WZ16, dBD17]. resolvent
[BK11a]. resolvents [AD12]. resolving
[Boy16]. resonance
[Bai11b, ILP+11, LLL12, ZBF11].

resonances [ACE17, Hei10a]. Resonant
[GZZ16, ZM17a, KST10, WZ11b, ZM17b].

resonators [Hei10a]. Resource [BPK10,
ALML14, qGpWhL11, OPDC12, RR11].

resource-leveling [qGpWhL11]. respect
[ARB10, MP11c, WLFH14]. respiratory
[IMD11]. response [Bae10, BCC14, BKR10,
CP16a, DDL13, IMD11, KLY16, LLL13,
LG10, Li13, Li14, LWD15, LKL+15, LY11c,
MPMT15, RS13, RSP18, XYL+11, YX16,
XYWL14, ZL14a, ZLC11b]. responses
[SMI14]. restart [KL12b]. restarted [JW10].

Restoration [LHH15, BLS17, LHR16,
LZ17, LHL14a, Liu16e, ZTL16a]. restoring
[HM10, LX10a, UCK16]. restrained
[CLM11]. restraint [HL11c]. restricted
[Chu10, SWC11]. restrictions
[LG12, ZL11]. restrictively [WZ17b].
result [EGSHR10, FH16, FIW17, LYZ17, NODA11, Yu17]. resulting [Fia15]. results
[AKS10, AEO15, AR10d, AKRT14, AnS11, APS12, Bai11a, BK11a, Cha11a, Che12c, CIA16, CM10c, DG10a, DQ10, DHMU16, DRS11, GRS12, HSBL11, JL11a, Jia12, KR11, KSJ12, Kyr15, LD13a, LC12a, LH10a, LL10b, LL12e, Li14, Luc10, MP11b, MP16, MSA12, MV11, Mos10, NUI12, PB11, RA11a, Sh10, eT10, TB10, Tim14, VRD11, WAZ11a, WS10b, WLL12, XDH16, Yak11, ZBF11, ZW11b, ZZ18, dSAC11].

retarded [KMT10, WC10b, Yüz12c].

retinal [MAN15]. RETRACTED
[KYR11b, SK10b]. Retraction
[Pen11, SK12]. retractions [PB12]. retrieval
[AM11, CTD10, GD111, WY11b]. Retrieval
[CJP12, CJP15, LKK12, XLIFWL12, PDHL12, SBA10]. reutilization [PPC13].

revealing [KK13b]. reverse
[ży11b, ZZ15a].

reversing [BM12a, TC16]. reviews [LY11]. revisited [PL10a, SL13]. Revisiting
[KKG10, WW10c]. reward
[ZZXY12]. rework [CCCW10, Ch11b].

reynolds [DKM17, ST14]. rib [LWWY12]. Riccati
[BS15, Er16, Gen10, KAJ11, LBW11, PIAH10, SH11, Yüz12b]. Riccati-type
[Ers16]. Richardson
[DZ16, DLZ17, FH10, FHZ13, ZDF14, ZGD14]. Ricker
[BR13b]. Riemann
[Abs11, HKK16, LEN10, LS12c, Liu12, TLR17].

Riesz
[DSZ12, El10, LLFT17]. right
[CKN11, KM12, Mok11, NN11a, Raf12]. right-looking [Raf12]. rigid
[DVM12, MGN16, PTH16, YGR11]. rigid-body [YGR11]. Ring
[WMZW11, EHO12, PBS12, SKdA11, Tso13, Yaz11, YAS11]. ring-deficient
[EH012]. rings
[AKT10, AS11d, DZK10, DZY11, Ö12].

Riordan
[Wan10b]. ripple [MK18]. rising
[ST15]. Risk
[ZZXY12, WJ11a].

Risk-reward
[ZZXY12]. risks [CWW15].

Ritz
[AV10, JW10, R13, RS14a]. RLW
[AO13, KBA11, Li16b]. RN [ZJ17].

tactical [GV13]. roaming [SCKH10].

Robin
[DA18b, Din13, DB12, Liu13]. robot
[KBGC12, Kuo16, LH12b, YC12]. robotic
[TT12]. robots [CCC12a, YLC12]. Robust
[BV11, BR12b, FM18, FR16, FH17, Hua11, JZ12, Kun12, LTZ11, LCL13, LCY12, Lin10b, LLZ12, LCC13, MMR12, Raf12, RTB14, Tom13, VM010, WS12, AHO16, BGF15, BS14b, CNSV17, CHBT14, CMS10, Hu15, HYL10, KJA10, KL13, LZ11a, LC12a, LZY12, LW10, MSA12, PC17, SZD10, WZY13]. rock
[BV10]. Rohe
[Do10]. rogue
[WTZY17]. Role
[Grn13, BP13, KMG11, WHLC11]. roof
[PBS12, ZD12]. room
[JMDA13]. Root
[PZ11b, Gen16, Ikh11, Me12, MP12, PZ11a, ZHB11]. Root-finding
[PZ11b, Gen16, PZ11a]. root-refiners
[McN12, MP12]. roots
[BG10a, B016, GS12, KG11, LC10, PP10, ZM14]. Rose
[CZM11]. Rosenau
[AO13, C118, Li16b]. Rosenberg
[CJMS10]. Rosenbrock
[LO16]. Rossby
[ZZXY12]. Rössler
[BBDS11, MZG11]. rotary
[Ch12c].

rotational [ZZ15a]. rotating
[CNH17, CBB15, MSH10, MMA12, ZLZG11].

rotation
[Mah14, NNAS11b, NNAS11c, Wan16b]. rotational
[ADGL14, YCW14]. rotationally
[HM15]. Rothe
[KQ11]. rotor
[MH11]. rotor-bearing
[MH11].

rouge
[CTSX16]. rough
[CP10, Gao12, LXL12, LSA16, MZQ11, PB13, SH12b, WC10a, ZW11c]. roughness
[CD12, LYN11, ZF10a]. Roumen
[Sen12]. Round
[Ikh11, LJ11, LLSS13]. Round-off
Ikh11]. rounds [KLL10]. router
[SSESG12]. routing
[KHIB12, MKA+10, SRS11]. row [Ji14].
RTk [Ben17]. rule [LZH16, LR17a, LSL11, QZY11, SWC11, WD12]. rule-based
[WD12]. rule-of-thumb [QZY11]. rules
[AulK11, KOPS13, PCS13, Pmp15, Som13, SAR18, WV15, XG10]. run
[CM12b, FER15]. run-time [CM12b].
Runge
[Boy10, FHZ13, KMS10, KAS11b, MVKK14, MBJ16, SLL17, TFS11, Tsi11, ZGD14]. runs
[MP11b, MP16]. rupture [LZ10].
Ruscheweyh
[Lup11, NA11]. S
[KKAM11, Pan17, HSMG12]. S-boxes
[HSMG12]. S-H [KKAM11]. SaaS
[KLH+12]. Saddle [Ant10, BJQS18, Bac14c, BQ15, BQ17, BLyS18, CM16a, CMR17, Che15a, FZ14, FWZ16, HH11, HWXC16, LM17, LZ15a, LZ16b, SR17b, SB15, SS16b, Yun13, ZL16, ZZ14, ZYW17]. saddle-point [ZYW17]. safe [KAK+12]. Saint [ZTR11].
Saint-Venant [ZTR11]. Salagean
[Lup11, NA11]. Saint-Venant
[SRR17a]. Salesman
[LYC12, tWqLzGkP11, ZGZ13]. salesmen
[YL11, HW11]. Sample-weighted
[YL11]. sampled [LYC12, THY+10]. sampled-data [LYC12, THY+10].
Sampling [GV11b, HN18, Ch12a, Li12b]. sandwich [ASMEE11b]. Sasa [SR17a].
satellite [UKAL10]. satisfying
[MW13, Tsi11]. saturated [QGF+10, MCR11, REHA11, SSS16, UABK16, Yan12a]. saturated-unsaturated
[SSS16]. saturation
[CNS17, XMW10, Zho13]. Sayed [DR12].
SBFEM [LLL16]. Scalable
[Kan15, ALLQ13]. scalar [Fer12, Pal12]. scalarization [AHF10]. scale
[AFGL10, BJS15, CCY10, Ch14, CMT12, DGOZ13, FGHZ14, FLH10, FL11a, GW12b, LC12a, LHY11, LY13, Liu16a, MS17, OPDC12, SCA14, SM14, TAPA+17, THY+10, WLYX13, WL17b, XBN16, YWW+12, Zha14, Zha15b, ZLC+11a].
scaled [DM15, Šmi11]. scales
[Ana10, Ana11b, BG10c, Can11d, ČT12, DKG10, Dos10, FL10, GGB12, HY10, HEP10, HZ11, Hon10, LCW10, Li10d, Li11a, LXP11, MP11a, MZB10, PW11, Rah11a, Rah11b, Sar10, TD10b, WSG10, WZ11a, XX11a, Yas12, Zen11, ZFZ10a, ZFZ10b, ZHJ11, ZGW11, ZQ11b]. scaling
[LS10a, Mac12b, XM15]. Scattered
[ZL13, HH10b]. scatterers [HM15].
Scattering [HCT12, BT14, CHS18, Col18, CDS15, HM15, Hei10a, HMZ18, LZ18, LSZ16, NJ16, Par17a, SBB+18]. Schauder [Yil10]. Scheduling
[WS10, AK12, AA10b, ÁBA1M11, AA10c, DM12a, FLWJ11, KX12, Lee11c, LLW11, LCC12, LH+12, MMR10, MMR11, RT11, RR11, Wan08, WW10a, WW11a, WW11b, YY10c, YH11a, YX11c].
Scheme [CM11a, YMDZ10, AZ17, AGPCC10, AKA11, BN14a, BSL11, Bra10, CB11c, CFB11, CBBE16, CG13, CTZ17, CV14, CPL11, CCM14, Def10a, Def10b, DM15, DM10, DGT18, DZ17, DL10, DL11, EO14, FSH10, FM11, Fis18, GMS15, GS15b, GDM13, GA10, HD14b, HLL+15, HD16, HLSN16, HKW15, IC12, KKT13, KO11a, KS10a, KK13b, KA10b, KSMT11, KSS13, KS15b, Lee11a, LJ11, LF11b, LLML15, Li16b, LW17, LWHY10, LC10c, LCLL16, LH12b, LZB15, Mah14, MDBC16, MMH11, MM18, PC016, PC17, QZ16, RZ16, RS15, RRO17, SNMA12, ST15, Saj12, Sha12b, She12, SWL16, SLW14, SR10a. zSD10, SSL14, WZXL11, WMZW11, WW14a, WV14, WV16, WZM+16, WH16, WLL+18, WSCW16, XGH17b, YZM16, YWK+10, YT13, YK17, ZYWZ17, ZPYW12, ZZL+18, ZC11c]. schemes
[AD16, AM12c, AY12, AA13, ADGG13,
DMPV10, HLC11, HCL11, KBDC12, KLP10, LS11c, LHL14a, MLY11, PTL13, WZ17a].

selector [QZY11].

Self [BGCCGRSP16, Bur13, FOX11, FSCG11, HP10, JWX +13, KLMV12, Yu11b, pZ10, Zha17b, Zha17a, ZLY +13]. Self-adaptive [BGCCGRSP16, FOX11, Zha17a, ZLY +13].


selfadjoint [AD10a, AD11a, Dra11a, Dra11b]. selfish [CQLX11].

Semantic [JTCC11, Ogi12, BL11]. semantics [WYY11]. Semi [CH17, DYH11, LM17, LXL14, PMPTV15, TC16, ZZ14, BG15, CM16a, CWHW17, CLC16, De 10, DFMI5, DBH +14, EO15, GGGR13, HKJ14, HHY13, JKB11, LL14a, Lec15, Lec17, LRH13, MWWL11, SRGL13, TA11, UKI11, WLYX13, XZ10, ZSZ17, ZL16].

Semi-analytical [MPPTV15, LL14a, Lec17, TA11, UKI11].

Semi-convergence [LM17, ZZ14, CM16a, ZSZ17, ZL16].

Semi-discrete [CH17, HHY13].


Semi-structured [LXL14, CWHW17, GGGR13, SRGL13].

semi-supervised [MWWL11, WLYX13].

semiconductor [HDS11, HHS +10, MDW13].

semicontinuity [AKV11, CLF10, SSL11, WL17a].

semidefinite [DP15]. semidiscrete [NSY13].

semigroup [Buo11, CLCF14, Pir11, SKdA11].

Semigroups [SJN10b, Ali11a, BR12c, JMLF11, SDM10, SK10a, SJN10a, Yan11a].

semihypergroups [AMD10, JMLF11].

semilinear [Bra16, CL17a, CZN12, CC17, JPK17, KB15, L15a, Oua12, S11a, SS16c, T1a17, XZC12, XDH16, IZxLhY12]. semilocal [CAH11].


Sensitivity [ADY12, WCB13, WLHZ14, DGOZ13, LGL +14, ODAZ15, WLT15a, WPL16].

sensor [CQLX11, CL12c, CMS10, Chu12a, HB12a, HCL12b, JCZ16, PHPK12, SLXC11, ST12, WCB13, YXP +13, YDK +12, gZnZpZbD12, dLPBTW13]. Sensorless [LC12b]. sensors [LX12b]. sentiments [FPW +11]. separable [LL17, XILX10].

separated [Dol11]. separating [PXT10].

separation [IK12, LD11a, TAPA +17, YXX11].

SephadexTM [LCA +17]. sequence [AES11, ÁBÁPM11, BD16, CM12a, GC12, ECY11, FKDN15, FBB10, Ham10, Haz11, KB10c, Lec11c, MN10c, MN11c, MKPS11, NNL13, Sön11, TC11, TD10a, YT12].

sequence-dependent [ÁBÁPM11].

sequences [Bor11, Çak11b, Çan11a, ÇHK11, Çan11b, CM10c, DG10a, DGOZ13, Hak14, KS11, LTX10, LFJ11, LSJ12, MP11b, MP16, Mor10c, Mor10d, MME10, XIC11].

LLX$^{+10}$, MKA$^{+10}$, TYY$^{+12}$, YC12].

services [KC12], servicing [VC12]. servo [BMJ10]. set
[AvdW13, BS10a, BBR10a, BDF16, BR12c, CMS10, CChL14, CP10, CAC14, DLQ16, FHH13, GXZ10, GX11, HRMS10, HRMS12, Hon10, JPS10, JLP10a, JY11, KR11, KWS16, LK10, LC10b, LCC12, PKK12, Pop13, ST15, SPT17, TS16, WD10, WG11, YLY$^{+10}$, YG11, ZW11c, vdW14].

set-up [LCC12], set-valued
[AvdW13, CMS10, HRMS10, HRMS12, JPS10, KR11, LKS10, WD10, vdW14]. sets
[AKT10, ATZ11, ASN11, ACD$^{+11}$, BS11a, BL11, BK10, CCBSRFM11, CT10a, DDD10, Do11, FLLF10, Gal11a, GV11b, GN11, HDT11, HLY12a, JTC$^{+10b}$, JTC$^{+10a}$, Jia11, JTCC11, JMST11, KST10, LMW10, LZH12, LX12, LBW13, LZY13, MSQ$^{+11}$, MS10a, MZQ11, MN17, Pop14, SA11a, gShYL10, TK11, Tia11, WYG12, Wan13a, GXZ10, XZC12, XMWH10, YLJ12, ZJ10a, ZZT11]. Setting
[LYLX11], settling [CV14, DFM15]. setup
[´AB´APM11, Lee11c]. seventh
[RG18]. Several
[HR15, LXK11, MJ10, MRR11, RSS10, WLW16]. severity
[HSBL11]. SFDD
[JS12a]. Shadow [XLZW11]. shadows
[JK11c]. Shafer
[KBD12c]. shaft
[Che12c]. shallow
[LLG10, MDBC16, PLMS14, RRO17, WBN18, WFL11b, YLG10, ZQ14b, ZDZY17]. shallow-water
[MDBC16]. Shan
[KM10]. Shannon
[BPM12]. Shape
[APT11, DRZ10, CPT15, DO11, DNS18, FDKN15, GW15a, LK14, Luh12, Pop14, SR10b, Wu11b, YLLN16]. shaped
[CNR10, She16]. shapes
[FKDN15]. share
[LY11a, LSM11, ZPYW12]. shared
[WKP$^{+14}$]. sharing
[CZ10, OO10, OO12, ZY10a, ZX11, ZPYW12]. Sharp
[Cia16, GH12b, XL10, Ciz12, KT15, LG12, Liu10]. sharpening
[MA16]. sharply
[MSTB17]. shear
[BKR10, FZBF10, HHS$^{+17}$, HZLM10, HWY14, LGC$^{+17}$, MLSLM15, Sea15, VGC$^{+15}$, Wan14, WD16].

shear-dependent
[BKR10, HHS$^{+17}$, MLSLM15]. sheet
[Das12, KFWY11, RRP16, Sah11].

sheet-driven
[Sah11]. sheets
[CF16, RY10, WL17b]. shell
[DRS11, Hak14, LGC$^{+17}$, PBS12]. shell-like
[DRS11]. shells
[GR15, V´CV11]. Shepard
[CDD12]. shield
[YL12a]. shift
[CML6a, CM10, SR17b, SS16b].

shift-splitting
[CML6a, CM17, SR17b, SS16b]. shifted
[GHM$^{+14}$, LHL$^{+14b}$, WmN13, ZT16a]. shock
[Ban13, BMS13, KE16, XZL$^{+11}$]. shooting
[SM14]. shop
[AK12, BM12a]. Short
[FLWJ11, ABB17, BYM13, CPL11, HCL12b, VMC$^{+14}$, WC10a, XH11b, ZPYW12]. Short-term
[FLWJ11, HCL12b]. Shortest
[FLWJ11, HCL12b]. Shortest
[Gao11, YDK$^{+12}$, TMMASG10]. shrinkage
[WC11a]. shrinking
[CGHY11, Das12, FSCG11, KFWY11, KN12]. shrinking/stretching
[KFWY11]. SHSS
[ZM16a]. shunt
[Ala10]. Sibanda
[Pan17]. side
[KM12, KLL10]. side-channel
[KLL10]. sided
[FZL$^{+18}$, MY13, SJS11, ZD12]. sidedly
[CST14]. sides
[CDG15, NM11a]. Sign
[LC10d, Bao16, CTC17, CTG17, CT17a, CT17b, DL14, HY10, LL11, LY14, LC16, Su12]. sign-changing
[Bao16, CTC17, CTG17, CT17a, CT17b, DL14, HY10, LL11, LY14, LC16]. signal
[BPM12, ZHJD13, ZWX13]. Signaling
[SLXC11, KPG13, XBHN16]. signals
[CM10a, DB10, HCT12]. signature
[CPL11, FSH10, LZG10, Tso13, WMZW11]. signatures
[WMSH11]. signcryption
[HP10, LHHZ12, LWHY10]. Signorini
[AD16, LY15, Zha17a]. signs
[KK12]. silicon
[SKH12]. similar
[KLM12]. Similarities
[OAY11]. Similarity
Simple [KK16, BL11, FPW$,^{+11}$, KKK$^{14}$, KKK$^{15}$, KK$^{17}$, Lam$^{12}$, VP$^{11}$, WK$^{13}$, XZL$^{+11}$].

simplest [HMWZ$^{16}$, JKK$^{12}$, YS$^{16a}$].

simple [CUK$^{12}$, KKJ$^{15}$, AA$^{15}$, AAP$^{12}$, Che$^{11c}$, Che$^{14}$, Gur$^{13}$, HD$^{14b}$, HL$^{11c}$, LK$^{15}$, LMW$^{10}$, Moh$^{14}$, XY$^{15}$, Zha$^{15b}$, Zhe$^{11}$].

simplex [WZ$^{10}$]. simplices [KK$^{14b}$].

simplicial [Tod$^{13}$]. simplified [GFZ$^{16}$, YF$^{10}$].

Simplifying [XA$^{13}$, Tsi$^{11}$]. Simply [KBS$^{11}$, ZWL$^{11}$].

Simpson [SSO$^{10}$]. SIMTHESys [IBG$^{12}$]. simulate [DFJS$^{10}$, RR$^{14}$].

Simulated [dCM$^{+16}$, Che$^{12a}$, VB$^{10a}$, ZLY$^{13}$].

Simulating [AML$^{+14}$, BDPM$^{12}$, LR$^{17b}$, YN$^{+14}$].

Simulation [ARESH$^{18}$, AM$^{10b}$, BHK$^{16}$, BR$^{13a}$, DM$^{10}$, HLSN$^{15}$, JMDA$^{13}$, PC$^{14}$, QW$^{11}$, ST$^{14}$, ZR$^{16}$, AM$^{13b}$, BKL$^{14}$, BR$^{16}$, CZY$^{11}$, CLB$^{14}$, CGS$^{12}$, CJPB$^{10}$, DRT$^{+15}$, DGL$^{12}$, DM$^{16}$, DSK$^{+14}$, DSL$^{11}$, FER$^{15}$, GQ$^{10}$, GLW$^{13}$, GZ$^{13}$, GW$^{12b}$, GSY$^{10}$, GIMZ$^{14}$, HHS$^{+17}$, HTL$^{10}$, HLL$^{+15}$, HKW$^{15}$, Ima$^{17}$, JK$^{12}$, KORR$^{10}$, LK$^{13}$, LZZC$^{12}$, LCLL$^{16}$, LYN$^{11}$, LD$^{10}$, MN$^{+13}$, MJ$^{14}$, MNPD$^{15}$, MD$^{15}$, MDW$^{13}$, NKM$^{16}$, NNL$^{13}$, RCG$^{15}$, SSM$^{+17}$, SK$^{14a}$, Sag$^{10}$, SRDD$^{17}$, SG$^{11b}$, SKTD$^{13}$, SKFG$^{11}$, TTT$^{10}$, TY$^{13}$, UMLF$^{13}$, WWH$^{12}$, YSW$^{16}$, YZ$^{15}$, YGH$^{11}$, YLL$^{+14}$, YCW$^{+14}$, ZY$^{15b}$, ZZC$^{13a}$, ZZC$^{13b}$].

Simulations [AR$^{17}$, AVV$^{18}$, ADD$^{+15}$, BGP$^{13}$, CYP$^{16}$, CM$^{15}$, DFM$^{15}$, GGA$^{18}$, GGGR$^{17}$, HH$^{17}$, HMSC$^{10}$, ILP$^{14}$, JK$^{10}$, JK$^{11a}$, JG$^{13}$, KHKW$^{10}$, KVR$^{11}$, Kup$^{10}$, Kup$^{14}$, LDW$^{11}$, LLML$^{10}$, LHM$^{11}$, MUB$^{+16}$, MLG$^{17}$, PTH$^{+16}$, RKD$^{18}$, SL$^{16a}$, SSK$^{13}$, SZC$^{+18}$, TRO$^{3}$, WWL$^{13}$, WL$^{13b}$, WBN$^{18}$, WS$^{16}$]. simulator [LWHL$^{12}$]. Simultaneous [HLJ$^{14}$, Ikh$^{11}$, MO$^{14}$, XC$^{11a}$].

simultaneously [Ned$^{12}$, WQRZ$^{14}$, ZL$^{12b}$]. Sinc [MN$^{11a}$]. Sinc-collocation [MN$^{11a}$].

sine [KTD$^{17}$, LZWC$^{16}$, WL$^{17a}$, ZWG$^{11}$]. sine-Gordon [KTD$^{17}$, LZWC$^{16}$, WL$^{17a}$].

Single [Wan$^{08}$, WW$^{10a}$, WW$^{11a}$, WWW$^{11b}$, YH$^{11a}$, BRFH$^{16}$, BO$^{10}$, BSN$^{13}$, CNH$^{17}$, Gal$^{12}$, JL$^{12}$, KCG$^{11}$, Lee$^{11c}$, LWL$^{11}$, LLY$^{11}$, LXY$^{11}$, MMR$^{10}$, MRR$^{11}$, PP$^{10}$, SYO$^{12}$, TY$^{13}$, WCH$^{12}$, WS$^{16}$, WL$^{17b}$, XWY$^{17}$, YY$^{10c}$, YX$^{11c}$, ZQ$^{14b}$].

single-buyer [BO$^{10}$, KGC$^{11}$]. single-eyed [CNH$^{17}$]. single-layered [WL$^{17b}$]. Single-machine [Wan$^{08}$, YH$^{11a}$, Lee$^{11c}$, LLW$^{11}$, YYY$^{10c}$, YXX$^{11c}$].

single-pass [WHC$^{12}$]. single-phase [WS$^{16}$, ZQ$^{14b}$]. single-stage [JL$^{12}$].

single-step [XWY$^{17}$]. single-vendor [BO$^{10}$]. singletons [AD$^{11c}$]. Singular [BCF$^{10}$, LCP$^{16}$, WCC$^{15}$, AR$^{10a}$, ABJ$^{11}$, AM$^{10c}$, AD$^{10b}$, BS$^{12a}$, Boy$^{16}$, CHS$^{11}$, CM$^{16a}$, CCX$^{13}$, CCC$^{16}$, CR$^{13}$, CG$^{15}$, Elb$^{15}$, FID$^{14}$, FZ$^{14}$, FS$^{12}$, GM$^{12}$, HLW$^{11}$, HS$^{11a}$, HK$^{12}$, HN$^{11}$, HX$^{14}$, HW$^{16}$, Ibr$^{11}$, JAI$^{14}$, KA$^{10a}$, KN$^{11}$, KS$^{12b}$, LW$^{11a}$, LFC$^{16}$, LS$^{16}$, LM$^{17}$, LZ$^{15a}$, MS$^{12b}$, NB$^{17}$, Obs$^{10}$, QCG$^{15}$, SR$^{17b}$, SS$^{16b}$, Sta$^{11}$, Su$^{12}$, Wei$^{10a}$, XLD$^{11a}$, XLD$^{11b}$, YCL$^{15}$, Y$^{15}$, ZS$^{17}$, ZJ$^{10b}$, Zha$^{10}$, ZLC$^{+14}$, ZL$^{16}$, ZZ$^{14}$, ZCY$^{11}$, dS$^{17}$].

singularities [Cho$^{17}$, FR$^{11}$, KL$^{16}$, PPC$^{13}$, RS$^{10}$, WS$^{17}$]. Singularity [YMM$^{12}$, CK$^{15}$, DBS$^{12}$, NB$^{17}$].

singularly [AHO$^{16}$, BZT$^{16}$, CG$^{14}$, CJ$^{15}$, CX$^{18}$, FM$^{18}$, FR$^{16}$, FH$^{17}$, KAG$^{11}$, KSM$^{11}$, KK$^{14c}$, LN$^{98}$, Li$^{10c}$, MN$^{10a}$, RS$^{12b}$, Tur$^{10}$, WSC$^{11}$, WZY$^{13}$].

sink [FYY$^{11}$, LZWC$^{16}$, LS$^{16}$, SH$^{11}$, Wei$^{10b}$].

sinh-cosh-Gordon [FYY$^{11}$, SH$^{11}$].

sinh-Gordon [LZWC$^{16}$, Wei$^{10b}$]. sink [EA$^{10}$].

sinusoidal [HHM$^{12}$]. SIP [CCK$^{12}$]. SIPG [BCG$^{17}$]. SIR.

[AI$^{11}$, Gur$^{13}$, MOJO$^{14}$, Sun$^{10}$, ZK$^{16}$].

SIRH [ZL$^{17}$].

SIRS [XMW$^{10}$].

SIS [LRV$^{13}$, XL$^{15}$].

SIT [RIW$^{12}$].

Six [Bo$^{10}$, BJLZ$^{12}$, YMM$^{12}$]. six-DOF.
MDRRV11, MGY11, MO14, MN10a, Moh14, NT17, Ortu17, ORR16, Pan11]. solution [PMM17, Pae+12, PJ17, Pop13, Pop14, RKP12, RY11, RNB11, RBB12, Ran15, RCM11, RC17b, SD10b, SD11a, Sat11, SY12, SSH15, SBS12, SA16, SKPW14, SMBY10, uAA15, SWS11, SKM11, SK14a, Moh14, NT17, Oru17, ORR16, Pan11]. Solution [PMM17, PAE+12, PJ17, Pop13, Pop14, RKP12, RY11, RNB11, RBB12, Ran15, RCM11, RC17b, SD10b, SD11a, Sat11, SY12, SSH15, SBS12, SA16, SKPW14, SMBY10, uAA15, SWS11, SKM11, SK14a, Moh14, NT17, Oru17, ORR16, Pan11].

Solutions [PMM17, PAE+12, PJ17, Pop13, Pop14, RKP12, RY11, RNB11, RBB12, Ran15, RCM11, RC17b, SD10b, SD11a, Sat11, SY12, SSH15, SBS12, SA16, SKPW14, SMBY10, uAA15, SWS11, SKM11, SK14a, Moh14, NT17, Oru17, ORR16, Pan11].

Solutions [PMM17, PAE+12, PJ17, Pop13, Pop14, RKP12, RY11, RNB11, RBB12, Ran15, RCM11, RC17b, SD10b, SD11a, Sat11, SY12, SSH15, SBS12, SA16, SKPW14, SMBY10, uAA15, SWS11, SKM11, SK14a, Moh14, NT17, Oru17, ORR16, Pan11].
YSW16, YLC16, YW14, ZS16]. solvers
[ABK+13, BJQS18, BG10a, DGR18, JRB15, LCN10, LYC15, PPC15, SST12, THGG14, WK+14, ZGL14]. Solving
[BBBM16, CCJV11, CRRS11, DGB10b, DT16, GDM13, HLY12b, Lep11b, LLLW10, LH12a, LLLH11a, LLH11b, PT15, QAA+16, SNH10, SNMA12, SBM10, XL15, AD15, AIA13, AO10a, AR10a, ATUC15, AJY13, AER12, BM11a, BS11b, BDS15, BGPP11, BE11, BG11, BXXZ11, BX14, BP18, Bra10, BMP15, BPF13, CH11a, CY14a, CAY12, CW10b, CDY11, CM11b, CWDL17, CM17, DZW16, DM12a, DL10, DCL17, DM15, DA18b, DBS12, DZ16, DH10c, Eba11, ECJ16, ESBR10, Els10, EKE18, FT10, FB17, FH11, Fia15, GGLP15, Gen10, GHR10, GHC+15b, GM11, GGO16, HZL17, HA16a, HSWZ11, HHG14, HM14, HWXC16, HT16b, IB11, JKK11, JGSS10, JYF+11, JA11, JNBK13, JKS12, JJ13, JJ15, JW+13, JYLL16, KAG11, KKAM11, KAJ11, KL12b, KMRN12, LC11a, LHY11, LJJK10, LLY10, LH16, LBJ10, LBW11, LHL12b]. solving
[LLLC14, Liu15a, LWZ16, LW13, LDY11, MN11a, MTKM11, MKR12, MBHV10, MZES12, MMH11, Moh15, MSG11, Mor13, MBJ16, NUNAS11, OP14, PC17, Pap15, PIAH10, PLR15, PW10, RS15, Ros12, SD10a, SK11a, SYG11, SSSB11, SV16, SG14, SS17, SWL16, TM17, TNP17, TA11, TS16, TC10, TTC14, UK11b, VAB12, WD10, WKG10, WSL11, WKS13, WWB13, WZ17b, WHS17, WTM17, WH11b, WFL11b, cW11, qXH11, XY15, XH11b, XYS10, XY11b, YCI10b, YNLK10, Yao16, YP10, Yus09, Yiz11, Yiz12a, Zha11a, ZY17a, ZY11b, ZH15b, ZQ14a]. SOMA
[SZDO10]. Some [ANP11, AS10a, AX11, AS11c, BCB11, BD11c, ÇT11a, ÇHK11, Cha11b, Che11a, Chu11c, DG10a, DC12, EAA10, ET12, FM12a, Gao17, GHT+15, GRS12, Haz11, HA11, Jic10, KR11, KK15, KB10c, KKK15, KTK17, KHUO12, LD13a, LLW11, LY10b, Li10d, LCN10, Li11a, LC11b, LSJ12, LG12, LL10b, LSZ11, LZJ12, LS11d, Luc10, MZJ11, NWWAS11, NODA11, PKK12, RA11a, RI12, RGdSRLAJ10, Sön11, SQG12, TC11, TC12, TO11, VRD11, Wan10a, WS10a, WAZ11a, WSH12, XW10, Yak11, YL10a, YNLK10, XY11c, YWL17, ZW11b, ZJ12, Abbi11, AM12a, Avd13, Arq18, BJS15, BL17, BBD10, CJ15, CM10c, DGZ13, DE10, DYX11, Din10, Dra11b, EBENE10, EBENF10, EGGS+12, Gav12, GFZ16, HH16, JZ13, Jum10, Kes10, KA11, Kir10b, LWBW13, LZ11c, LTX10, LFJ11, MP10a, MB11, MDVM17, MV11, MB10a, MN10b, Mor10d]. some [MN10c, MN11c, MKPS11, Noo10, NA11, NUH12, Pop11, Pop14, QH11, Rah11b, RCR11, RGGTV10, RGHZ15, SG11b, TN11, Von11, WC10a, WS11b, XC11b, YS17, ZWMD16]. Soret
[ABV11]. Soret-induced [ABV11]. sorting
[DHQ11, PN16]. Sound [ANN10, HTL10, IK12, Par17a, Par17b, TTT10]. sound-hard [Par17a, Par17b]. Source [CFZ10, AM13a, ABL15, ANN10, CV14, CLJ11, EA10, FL13b, FIM18, GD11, HKJ14, HC16, HP13, HMP+15, HHM12, IK12, LY11b, Liu17, MA17, PC17, RCRV14, SBM10, SS16c, SG16a, TKHL18, WQRZ14, WW14b, YF10, YXX11, ZKW15, ZW16a, ZY15c]. sources [CM18, FT15, NPR10, PXT10, SRG16, Wu16, Yu11b, ZZ10b]. Space
[EEBM10, FID14, KV17a, KV17b, AES11, AZ15, Arq18, BAC14a, BB10a, BP13, BZ18, Bis14, BH14, Buo11, CWW15, Cy14, DVM13, fDz12, DL12, DH16, FLZ+18, FNW18, Fur13, GLR13, GAV18, GH14, GM14b, GD12, GABC16, HD14b, HLY17b, Jun10, KK13a, KSA15a, Li12b, LLFT17, LHL12b, LZW13, MBS17, MP11c, MS15, MY13, NH113, NH15, NCC13, Ols10, PS16, Pov12b, RMS10, RJ16, SD11a, Sha12b, SI17, TD10a, TT12, UMY11, WQRZ14, XA13, XLK11, YZ15, YDW15, Zha11d, ZLL17, ZLZ10, ZY17d].
space-dependent [HLY17b, WQRZ14].
space-fractional
[FZL$^{+}$18, MY13, SI17, ZLZ10].
space-momentum [KS15a].
space-time
[DH16, FNW18, GABC16, LWZ16, Sha12b, YDW15, ZLL17].
space-time-fractional
[Pov12b].
spacecraft
[DLWW12, KW12, LLZ12].
spaces
[AAbb10, AKT12, AE12a, AD10a, AD11a, AIB10, AR10d, AD11c, AHF10, AHI1b, AvdW13, AnS11, ASV11, APS12, BKT11, BMH12, Ben17, BM12b, CsH10, CB11b, CDG15, CDG16, CGY11, ÇA10a, CANK11, CZN11, CSW11b, CS11d, CS11b, CS11c, CM10b, CSN11, ČSCD11, Deb12, DC12, Dra10, Dra11a, Dra11b, DGIH17, FL14, FLDZ12, FRZ15, FBB10, Gao12, Ge10, GKK11, HLWX11, HSI11, Haz11, HCF16, HS11b, HA11, IN10, KPR10, KR11, Kar10a, KK10a, KK11b, KC11, KKS10, KA10b, Kh10, KYYR11a, KYYR11b, KA11, KN12, KB10c, KT11b, KLMV12, Lad16, Lee11a, LS10b, LJHO10, Li17b, LC11b, LZ12b, LLX11, MP10b, Mai10, Min11, MN10c, MME10, MN11c, MKPS11, MA12, NS11, Nil11, PRR10, PT11, PCM12, QL10, Qiu12, QY17, RK10, RA11a, RI12, RGD3RLAJ10, SP10, SCV10, SK11a].
spaces
[SGY11, SLK12, Sal10, SN11, Sha10, SS11c, SH10, SCK11, SW11, Sön11, SCC12b, Via15, WD10, YBC11, Yao10, Yi110, ZLL11, vdW14].
spacewise [RAD13].
spacewise-coefficients [RAD13].
spaceing [GGGR17].
Spalart [PLR15].
spam [CDFP12].
spanning [MW11].
SParC [ADD$^{+}$15].
spark [JS22b].
Sparse [BF16, ASA16, ADD$^{+}$15, CX16, Git14, KM14, KSS13, LCLL16, SW16b, TJQS13, THG14, ZS16, ZWX13, ZGL14].
sparse-view [CX16].
sparcity [LZ11c, PSS18].
Spatial [FL13b, GV11a, AB16, CLTA11, JHW15, LY11b, ZH15a].
spatially
[CRG16, GMS18, GLL14, LHL14a, WCCS15].
spatially-varying [CRG16].
spatio [VJM15].
spatio-temporal [VJM15].
Spatiotemporal
[SZ14, Zho13, GM14c, YG17].
speaker [Hon12].
Special
[CBM10, LHL13, PHM10, SPCS13, VB10a, VB10b, YW1+11b, ZMLZ16, ADK10, DG13a, Din10, Gall11b, Kir10a, Kir10b, LHZG11, Lu11, MJ10, QY13, RRGT10, SKST10, TN11, Zho16].
Species
[YZAX10, BFF$^{+}$11, Che16, FRA16, Gall12, KL16a, Li16a, MW17, PP10, PQB$^{+}$16, PQBK17, TZZG10, VPR11, ZL10a].
Specific
[Bra13, Ebr11], specifications [CFRS10].
Specifying [ZMG10].
Spectral
[AS15a, CLC16, CSS10, KDU15, PGQ16, UMLF13, YCHW18, AR10a, AB10b, APRM11, AT18, BG14, Boy16, DNS15, DB10, DB11b, DNS18, DZ16, DMI16, FID14, GHCI15a, GB16, YG11, GSY10, GML17b, HG16, HA16a, HS13, HS15, HC14, HK17, Ipe12, KB10a, LL14a, Lee17, LCA$^{+}$17, LL12e, LZ15b, PFDG17, SD15a, SBE10, SD11b, SK14b, THG14, ZYS10, ZY11, ZZX16, ZC17].
Spectral-element [UMLF13, ZC17].
spectral-Galerkin
[AB10b, DB12].
Spectrally
[AHF16, SMF17, BL14].
Spectrally-accurate [SMF17].
Spectrum
[BCF10, AES11, CCL$^{+}$12, FBB10, LSM10, LL10b].
speech [YZ12, ZJZ$^{+}$11].
speed
[Ebr11, LMP13, LC12b, RR14].
SPH
[FL13a, GHT$^{+}$15, HM16, LFV$^{+}$16, TLR17].
sphere
[HR14, LRCG16, Mic17, PT15, RSP18, SKFG11].
spheres
[GT15, GT16, PL17].
spherical
[BJLZ12, BOY12, CDM10, GVSP12, GH16, JNJ$^{+}$11, PL17].
spheroid [LDHH13].
spheroids [MKS13].
Spike [DHQ11].
spill
[WHD14].
Spin [AHP$^{+}$14].
Spin-polarized
[AHP$^{+}$14].
spiral [HSC17].
Spline
[Gha17, GW15a, GMI11, GMI12, JK18, LXL14, MP10b, MD15, MM18, Moh15, Pet15, SHH16, SKM11, SYW11, WZH18].
Spline-based [Gha17]. splines
[CQRW11, HH15, LD13b, LT15a, MRS15, PZJ+16, PL17, ST16, Sou11, TWLY10].
Split [WH16, CAY12, CX16, DMZ10].
Split-step [WH16, DMZ10]. Splitting [WH16, CAY12, CX16, DMZ10].
Splitting [AO18, KVV14, SLL17, AM10a, BCF13, CM16a, CMR17, Del13, EO14, Gal12, GS15a, GTG11, HM16, HJ13, KM14, LM17, MKHC11, MPY16, Oan13, PW10, Saj12, SR17b, SS16b, SS14b, SL16, WLD13, WWB13, WLM13, WHW11, ZT13, ZT16a, ZYW15, ZS16, ZYW17, ZQ14b].
splitting-differentiation [GS15a].
splittings [Lad16, Mis14]. SPN [LLSS13].
spurious [ACE17, BCD+16, MNPD15]. SQP [ZLL12].
SQP-filter [ZLL12]. Square [CZN11, CCJ10, CCKV11, CCKY12, CJCV10, FGL10, HSK11, RMB+14, TNP17, XH11a, ZHB11]. Square-mean [CZN11]. square-wave-driven [CCKY12]. Squares [BDGG14, GCDG17, KDU15, RC11, BQ15, BQ17, BJQS18, BG14, BC17, CCKP15, DM16, Dia17, GB16, HS13, Hess14, HSJ15, HM17c, HK17, LC10a, LR14, LGG12, LL16b, LZ17, LJ17, LY11d, Lin14, MLGY16, PFDG17, PAT11, TJQS13, WLT13b, YD12, ZLZ11, ZMLZ16, ZYL17a, ZL13].
squeeze [CJ12]. squeezing [IIHI10, IHu10, MMA12]. squirrel [DGGBTRF12]. Srivastava [KSJ12].
Stability [AR09, AR10b, BDB12, CW15a, Chu10, Das15, FF14, GKK11, Hon10, HTV13, JC12, KC11, LCP10, Li7a, MG16, RMM11, Saj12, Sea14, SYW11, WLY12, WZ11a, YG17, ZLC11b, ZZ15, ZZ17, AM15, AED114, Bail11a, BV11, BIs14, BY11, BK13, BK12b, CBKR10, Cie11, CFF15, DMZ10, DYQM14, FDB13, FLZ14a, GV11a, GL16, HY13, HM17a, Hu11, HT16b, JZ12, KP13, KG14, KLP17, KJA10, KG11, LC12a, LPA15, LW11, LW15, LWD15, LL16b, LCC13, LPY16, MSA12, MTV13, MW14, MZ11, Pal12, PCMI12, RSV11, Rhe10, SP10, SCV10, SMF10, She16, SI10, Sm10, VB10b, WGW10, WW11a, WZF12a, WLL12, WCW13, XMW10, XH11a, YÇG12, YY10a, YX16, YW11a, YLL16, ZHW14, yZh12, ZGD14].
Stabilization [LCQL17, Lin12, BL12, BHH16, CKSL+14, CB16, CW17, KEHB18, OSZ13, SZDO10, ZTR11].
Stabilized [MVKK14, MPY16, TS16, BS16b, FKFi13, Fls14, FGH17, HZM11, LLM15, RC18, WC15, YZ15, ZHJ14].
stabilizing [HK10, Nes10]. Stable [Dub13, FLP13, ZSZG11, Av16, Ahm12, AM12, BR12d, DGT13, FHZ10, GS15b, HP17, HA16b, HK15, KKT13, LLJK10, MM18, NCC13, RKF16, SS14a, SCC12a, Wei12b, ZLC14]. stage [Amo15, BP13, CCL+12, CH11, HHH11, JL12, LL12c, MLY11, SFM15, Xu14, YG17, YD12, ZH11].
Stancu [Büy10, Gal11a, Mah10b]. Stand [RIW12].
standard [MM11, MHS11, RMM11, TLR17, XGH17b]. standing [DL14]. star [CR10].
starlike [RS12a, Sok11, SWW11, YL10a].
Starlikeness [Mos10, SK11d]. Start [YZ10a]. Start-up [YZ10a]. State [BKR11, TMSO12, AdAS11, CTC17, CT17a, CMS10, DNS16, DLT12, FGH17, Gao15, GD12, HC14, KLTS11, KAK12, Kup10, Kup11, Lan12, LSCG16, LL11, LL13, LWN15, LCYC12, LTL16a, LTL16b, MCL+13, MN11b, Pen11, PB11, QHT16, RMS10, RFP11, RF12, TM013, VCM11, VV14, WZ15, XLT17, YY11a, YT17, ZHJ14, ZT15, ZZX16, ZBL12, dSAC11].
state-dependent [AdAS11, DNS16, Pen11, dSAC11].
state-space [DLT12]. states [AF13, CL16a, Das15, MCL15, PTL13, ZTZ16a]. Static
[ZH12, CCCW16, KLTS11, LT13, NH13, PÅAAP+15, TAS11]. station
[Mok11]. Stationary [WL15, CW15a, Cho17, CN16a, Ers16, FIW13, FMSV17, HKP17, HZ11, JFC14, Liu16b, NCC13, NJ13, SK14b, WH14, ZHY14, ZT15].
Statistical [AD10b, BA11, DK12, KD11, MHH11, CCJV11, Che11e, DD10, Fio14, JL16, KD10, VDV13, yXpYxZT11].
statistics [BEAA11]. stator
[LC12b].
Steady
[DKM17, LWN15, SL12, ZZZ13a, BMS13, CL16a, Das15, HLSN15, Ima17, Mom11, PD11, YY11a, YT13, YTZ17, ZHJ14].
Steady-state
[LWN15, YY11a, YTZ17, ZHJ14].
steel
[CPP10].
steep
[YL16].
Stefan
[HSZ15, UABK16].
Steffensen
[SV11].
Steffensen-type
[SV11].
Steklov
[MRR18, RA11b].
Stem
[Ben12].
Stencil
[CCHG17].
Stencil-based
[CCHG17].
stencils
[FLP13].
stenosed
[Sr10b].
stenosis
[SR10b, SRV10].
stenoted
[WSC16].
Step
[MBJ16, ATUC15, ABCR10, AM12c, CUYM13, DZ17, DMZ10, Don10b, FLH10, FL11a, GK11a, GK11b, GT14, KRCJ11, KRY11a, KRY11b, KSMN11, LCK17, Mai16, MS15, Mor13, OBAAD10, WH16, XWY17].
Stephenson
[HT12b].
Stephenson-I
[HT12b].
stepping
[SZ17, SZC+18].
steps
[WZWH13].
sterile
[ADL12, DD13].
Stewartson
[HLL17, KSG11, THF17].
Stietenjes
[BR12a, LS12c, SK11c].
stiff
[ABL15, AJ13, KAG11, SSB11].
stiffened
[MG15, PBS12].
stiffness
[BGC17, MM13, PH13].
stimulus
[PLKC12].
Stirling
[Mor10a].
Stochastic
[BNTT14, BCPS15, GHL18, JHW18, KKK12, LHW11, Lin11, MP11c, aZW17, BM12a, BS10b, BH10, BH14, BY11, BR13b, BKP11, BK12b, CFN11, CZN11, CXZ15a, CMM12, CCCW10, DRK11, DWZ16, DMZ10, EBNF10, EHL+14, FES17, Gao17, Git14, HDS11, HA18, JS11, KPR13, KMRN12, KSM12, LD11a, LW17, LX12b, LH10a, LSD10, LHH11a, LHH11b, LW12a, LW12b, LW11d, MKR12, MV12, MS12a, MB10b, Pal12, PDM11, PUL16, SSA12, SP12, VB10b, WS12, WL17a, WHH12, XZ10, XH11a, ZWMD16, Z11a, ZC11c]. Stock
[CDXZ15a, LWJ10, DRK10, FES17, LX10b, San11, Sin16, WTC+12].
stock-dependent
[DRK10].
Stokes
[AT17, BT15, BS16b, Bis14, BC17, BP13, CLTA11, Cho17, CH17, DNZ+13, DZ17, DLQ16, Ers16, FZ17, FH11, Fis18, FRZ15, GGLP15, GRBT16, GB16, HKP17, HS13, Hes14, HSJ15, HZ11, IL13, JZK11, JPS14, JH16, YTYL16, KLP10, Kim14, KCL14b, KL12, LC10a, LL12b, LL12b, L16c, MM16, MLGY16, NMR15, PGG16, PLK16, QZM17b, RBTD14, RTV17, SY12, Sha14, SZ17, SHH16, TDM13, WC15, WPL16, Wan16a, WH14, YT13, YTZ17, Z12, ZP18a, ZP18b].
Stokes/Darcy
[JH16].
stop
[DVY14].
storage
[CWH17, JFS14, KPS10a, KPS10b].
strain
[NHH13, NH15, RC18].
strains
[ED12, HAE14, TCM15, YWH14].
Strang
[Del13, EO14].
strategies
[Ala10, BDPM12, Boy10, BK16, CCHG17, CM13a, FBL11, Ögu13, PM13, SJS+11].
strategy
[CCHG17, CSSW12, CL17b, DPBL16, DWZ13, D+18, GYRD12, HD14a, HCL12b, JS12b, LDS10, LTC+13, LW11c, Rdl12, RTB14, RC17a, SL16, Tan18, Tod13, VC12].
stratification
[GIM14].
Stratified
[Abb10, Sea15].
stream
[LWC13, OV+16, QGGL13, YTZ17].
streamfunction
[FIW13, YT13].
streamfunction-velocity
[YT13].
streams
[FCK12, MHH11, WC13, ZCS13].
Strength
[SLM12, SJS+10, ZFC11].
strengthened
[LKL+15, Pul16].
Stress
LTT13, RDE+17, DB15, FZBF10, HWY14, JPCY13, KL16b, LS16, VGC+15, Yoo17
stress-based [DB15, JPCY13, Yoo17]


Structural [FLZ14a, CFdM+18, FL14, Tom11, XC16].

Structure [SAU11, AvdW13, BK10, HZ10, HM15, JSEM13, JJ13, JL17b, KEHB18, LX16, LMS13, LL10, LZGZ11, LXL12, LLSS13, LYY12, Mac12a, MDVM17, MUB+16, Rhe10, RHC15, SLK12, SPM15, TK11, WLYX13, Xu14, XDL12, YG17, YZGW10, YLJ12, YLL+14, Yoo17, Yu11a, ZPYW12]. structure-adjustable [LLD10]. structure-preserving [MDVM17]. structure-preserving-doubling [HM15].

Structured [BK13, ADY12, AF13, AVV18, Aki17, ALMLM14, BP13, BX14, BFS15, CWHW17, CN16b, EHO+12, GMS18, GGGR13, GGO16, HG16, HCL12b, JK10, JZ12, LXL14, LJJ17, LCC3, SRGL13, ZK16, Zen11]. structures [ASN11, BI12, BK12b, GHT+15, JKK10, JL11, LZ18, LS16, LGC+17, LKL+15, YC10a, YLS12]. students [WNC12, WTC+12]. studies [AMI12a, BV10, DGOZ13, PTP14, PATA11, SL16a]. Study [BMI3a, CZL17, Far11, KRCJ11, KM13, WAG+14, AB10a, AO10b, AW11, AM14a, ABSV18, AGK15, CCR16, CGK14, CJRR11, CS13, DAI16, DNR13, FdoP17, GGM+13, GSZ11, HZLM10, JRB15, KRP12, KAK+12, KSMN11, LBZL11, LNP+12, LL10, LG13, LTJ+16, MC11, MB17, Od10, OTISY16, Par17b, RS12b, SSS16, SPT17, SM10, ST16, uAH10, TMDTTC16, WSC16, WZKY12, XWN11, YB13, YWW+12, ZMG10, ZCSG13, ZZ+14b, ZYZ+17, ZD12].


DH11a, DH10b, Dra10, EO14, FHS18, Gem16, GKS10, GJ10, HMY15, HKK+16, HDT11, HMWZ16, KL12b, KSS13, MHL11, Noo10, Pap15, TL10b, TM12, WmN13, WHW11, WV15, XW17, XY17, XC16, ZCW15, ZM16a, ZSH11, dCM12.

symmetrical [TLR17]. symmetries [XC17]. Symmetry [WY16, Zed10, Zha17b, Ade17, HLT17, Kim10, MDRRV11, Ray17, RRP16, SR17a, Sin16, SSK13, WF17].
symmetry-preserving [MDRRV11]. symplectic [DGT18, Dos12, HXS15, ZC16]. SYN [JS12a].
synchronization [AAA12, LZ14b]. synergetic [HLTL17, Kim10, MDRRV11, Ray17, RRP16, SR17a, Sin16, SSK13, WF17].
synchronous [HLCY12, ZL14b].
synergetic [MDRRV11].
tessellation [FJWW16]. tessellations [WJWW12, XY16].
tessellations [WJWW12, XY16].
tests [BGH14, CCN14, CHBTD14, DGH17, HK15, NCC13, XLZW11, YW11a].
testbed [KHIB12]. tested [AM15]. testing [CCDL10]. tests [BK13, HAESLB14, HLB14, WHG11].
tetragamma [Che11a]. tetrahedra [MW14]. tetrahedral [CG13].
text [Hon12, MLY11]. text-independent [Hon12].
texts [GA10]. TFBSs [fLcJ10].
TFLHOWA [LS10c]. th [HLWX11, HL11a, HL10, Yan11d]. th-order [HLWX11, Yan11d]. Thai [TNT12, WNC12].
their [BMRA10, Chu10, DSA10, FF14, GKL11a, HLY12a, HSMG12, JTC+10a, Jia11, KK10c, MP10b, MTV13, MS11b, RA12, Sal10, Sal11, SK10a, Tia11, THH12, WYG12, Wan13a, XLSL11, XY16, XMWH10, Xue13, YA11]. them [TTG16]. themes [Boy16].
theorem [C¸an11b, Çan11c, ÇHK11, Cha11b, C¸SW11b, C¸S10c, ÇS10d, ÇET11, ET12, GDZ11, HLS11, HRMS12, KPR10, Kar10a, KT11a, KKL12a, KK10b, KT11b, Lec11a, LJHO10, LFJ11, LC11b, LSJ12, LZ12b, LT11, MZLF10, NS11, NP12, PRR10, Pop11, RI12, She11, SCK11, XL10, YBC11, ZRC11, ZC10, ZQ11b, ZLL11, SHC11]. Theoretical [AM12a, C¸Ci15, C¸GP18, HLY16, PMMI17, Sag10, XLF12, YWL+11a, ZWL11, ZC11b].
theorems [AE12a, AIB10, ASME11b, BD11a, BD11b, BG10a, BS10, C¸G10a, C¸G10a, CHB11, C¸G11a, C¸G15, Co18, CDM10, CFB11, GF16, GMS15, GH10, JZ11, JLP10a, JK11c, KBDC12, KKL16, LCW12, Li11a, LLH10, LJJ17, LS10d, MT11, PC11a, PW11, SKPW14, SS13, WZF12b, WZF16, WZWS11, WWH12, Yao10, gZnZpZbD12, ZYZ+16, ZW11c].
theory-based [LLH10]. Thermal [HLT12, LLML10, OAKR16, RYK13, AML+14, BSK11, BK15, BH16, CNH17, CJ18, DZW+15, DSY14, GIMZ14, HEl10b, HNPS13, JMDA13, JFS14, KFWY11, LWC13, MS10c, Pal13, Pov12b, VMO10, WWLL13]. thermal-acoustic [BK15].
thermo-hyperelastic [WY15]. thermo-hyperelasticity [WY15]. thermo-magneto-electro-elastic [BCSB+15, SCBCB+13, SCBCB+17]. thermo-viscoelasticity [NH15].
themochronology [GHMN16]. Thermodynamic [BB18, Ebr11]. thermodynamics [CCF13, Grm13].
thermoelastic [CBB15, FM17, Her14, Kim17, OSA13, RNQ13, RNQ16, SEM13]. thermoelasticity [CCW16, ED12, KV14, KM13, ZKR+12].
Third [CSN11, AÇT11, BG10a, FKK10, GK11a, GGE12, KCRC11, KS12b, Li10e, LWKK10, LKX11, MC11, Par11a, YY10b].
third-grade [MC11].
third-order
third-step [GK11a]. Thomas [CLH13]. thread [SKG11a].

Three [GQF10a, Lma17, JL11b, Kup14, LS16, MMA12, Sea16, AN12, AujA17, BGP13, DA16, DLS14, DHMU16, GGR15, GSPK15, GDM13, He16, HP17, HVO17, HWyL11, JK12, KL16a, KNT12, KSMN11, LP12, LK13, LDL11, Li16a, LZ11e, LZ11d, LSC17, LDHH13, MW17, MS15, PQB+16, PQBK17, Pas14, SK14a, SMF17, SMB13, TB10, TY13, Tom11, UMY11, UKH11, WPL16, WHS17, WX14, YMM12, YK18, YLZ17, YCLY15, ZJ10b, ZBF11, ZZX14a, ZSW15, ZHC17, ZHW+11].

Three-dimensional [GQF10, Kup14, LS16, MMA12, Sea16, AujA17, BGP13, DA16, GGR15, KNT12, LK13, LSC17, LDHH13, SK14a, SMF17, UMY11, WPL16, WHS17, YLZ17, YCLY15, ZZX+14a, ZSW15]. three-level [He16, MM18]. three-phase [GDM13, TY13]. three-point [AN12, LZ11d, TB10, ZJ10b, ZBF11].

three-species [KL16a, Li16a, MW17, PQB+16]. three-step [KSMN11]. three-wave [LDL11]. Threshold [XDH16, Lin10a, Lin11, LR13, OO10, RIW12, WZ17a, ZZ16a, ZFY12].


Time [CLT+13, CMT12, SBvdV13, SP12, ZCH14, ZFLM18, AAR11, ARESH18, AKL18, Ana10, Ana11b, AHP18, AHJM18, AR17, Arq18, AA10e, BJQ18, Bag17, BKR11, BS16a, BO10, BM12a, BS16b, BQS16, Bis10, BSKM13, BG0c, BBO10, BOT14, Can11d, CFSR10, CT12, CXZ15b, CLC16, CHT11, CTM+13, CGK14, CM14, CM12b, DH17, DVMS13, DSK+14, DZ18, DFM15, DGT18, fDxZ11, DGK10, DLS14, Dos10, DH16, Dra11a, DHGF17, EAAS18, FID14, FSRB15, FRSW11, FZBF10, FL10, FNW18, FIM18, GD10a, Gal11e, GP11, GMP18, GGB12, GM14b, GGT14, GABC16, Guo12, HY10, HK10, HP13, HEP10, HA16b, HZ11, Hon10, HA18, HGW11, HLI14, IK12, JKN10, JL1B12, JC12, JLF17, Jum10, KKT13, KLP17, KKAM11, KYA15, KK14c, KM10, KGM11, Lee11c, LC12a, LR14, LPK15, LCW10, Li10d]. time [LDW11, Li11a, LHW11, LZZC12, LLML15, LCK17, LLY18, LSC17, LCYC12, Lin10a, Lin11, LW10, LXP11, LH12b, LHL12b, LDL+15a, LX15a, LDL+15b, LWZ16, Liu17, LUL16, Luc10, Luk11, LZ12c, MP11a, MDVM17, Mar12, MT11, MSA12, MZB10, MWWL11, MLZ+16, MV17, MLG17, MM18, MB16, MAH18, Mur08, NHH13, NH15, yN11, NWZ11, Oan13, PC11a, PW11, PS16, PQB+16, PD17, PCM12, Pov12a, Pov12b, QXG13, QZ16, RSWZ10, Rah11a, Rah11b, RG18, RSI14, RMS12, SD15a, SEY12, STC18, Sar10, SR16, SZ17, Sha12b, She16, SLZ+17, SLM18, SG16b, SS16c, SG16a, SZC+18, SI10, yS10, SKTC15, SRG16, TF17, TZ13, Tia17, Tro13, TKHL18, TD10b, UML13, WSL10, WSG10, WSS10, WHS11, WWW11a, WWW11b, WJ11, WZ11a, WL12b, WYN12, WS12, WV14, WHTZ16, WLL+18, WZY12, WLGL10, WL17b, XZZ16, XWH16, XDL12, YY14, YY15, YF10, YY10c].

time-decay [JLF17]. time-delay [BKDM13, LCYC12]. time-dependent [Bis10, CM14, FSRB15, FZBF10, HP13, HLI14, KYA15, LR14, LLML15, Oan13, QZ16, SD15a, SL18, SG16b, Tro13,
WWW11a, WWW11b, WHTZ16, YF10].

Time-domain [SP12]. time-efficient [CGK14]. Time-fractional
[ZCH14, ZFLM18, ARESH18, Arq18,
CXZ15b, DH17, GMP18, JLTB12, KKAM11,
LLY18, LDL+15a, LDL+15b, Liu17, Luc10,
MV17, MAH18, Pov12a, RG18, SEY12,
SS16c, TKHL18, WL12b, WZKY12, YY14,
YY15, YCHW18, ZLA17, ZP18a, ZP18b].
time-harmonic [DLS14, PD17, ZLS13].
Time-integration [SBvdV13].
time-invariant [Guo12, JC12].
time-scales [C¸T12].
time-space [PS16].
time-step [GGT14].
time-stepping [SZC+18].
time-variant [IK12, WSL10].
time-varying [BO10, BBO10, DVMS13, DHGF17, HGW11,
KLP17, LZ12c, SI10, WYN12, WS12].
times [AA10b, ´AB´APM11, AA10c, BB10a, LCC12,
RSS10].
Timoshenko [BMAR18, LMR14, TAA14, VLFS12].
Timoshenko-like [BMAR18].
Tinkerbell [dSCM12]. tip [WY11a]. tissue [IS12].
tissues [Mag10]. TLA [ZMG10].
Toda [SR17a]. Toeplitz
[BDS15, JKS12, JSEM13, JJ12, JYL16,
JL17b, JL17a, LZ17, WNW16, WNW17].
Tokamak [NKM16, NKM15]. tolerable
[Pop13]. tolerance [PA15]. tolerant
[CCM10, ZPS+12]. Tomography
[KY10, dCMdGSTdC+16, BOY12, CX16,
DRT+15, GZR+13, GKS17, LLG+11]. tool
[BBR10b, JPP12, WCB13]. toolbox
[RAW+16, FRAK15]. tools
[ADD+15, KTD17]. top
[HPD11, LLGW10, PQB+16, WY11].
top-WYY11]. top-down [LLSW10]. topic
[xLIFwWL12]. topography [MBD16].

Topological
[HM12, LXL12, TK11, AvdW13, BK10,
DB15, DXY11, HA11, Kha10, LS10b, Min11,
PDHL12, SN11, SW11]. topologies
[LEP11a]. Topology
[DLQ16, HWY14, LJY15, Tod12, ABSV18,
ÇKE11, JPCY13, LWR16, LGL+14, PH13,
PM10, SSM12, Yoo17, gZuZpZbD12].
torque [MK18]. torus [JQSS12]. Total
[CLM11, AA10c, GKS17, LYLX11, LX15b,
Liu16e, RZL11, YY10c]. Towered [YT11].
Toxicity [Li11b]. toxin
[DKG14, YLZ17, ZL14a].
toxin-determined [ZL14a]. trace
[CW15b, HKS14, KSS13, MW14].
TraceMIN [KSS13]. track [JSPG16].
tracker [BZZ+10, THY+10]. Tracking
[LL12c, HDHL11, HCL12b, MZB10, PC14,
VMO10, YLH12, YLC12, ZHQQ12].
trade [Chu11c, Chu12b, SRS11]. trade-off
[SRS11]. trading [WTC+12]. traditional
[WHS17]. traffic [BDPM12, BKK12,
DNP15, LKLP12, Sali16, SKTD13, WL12a].
trajectory [HW11].
transcritical [PLMS14]. Transdermal
[FDOP17].
transfer
[BB15, EA10, GD10b, HLS15, Im17,
KB10a, LZZ11a, MC10a, MS10c, NPR10,
OP14, Pal13, POC16, PvdM13, PB11, Sah11,
SL12, UKA15, ZYT+16, ZWG11].
transfers [HSMY12]. transform [ArEM10, APRM11,
Alo11, Amb12, AMI3c, BG10c, BM13b,
DB10, GZ14, Gup11, Hol11, ILP+11, KK11a,
KRCJ11, KW11, LZZ12, MZC17, NDT11,
OBAAD10, Ost11, Rah11a, Sat11, TS11a].
transformation
[AB10a, BMY13, CZ15, DD10, LS16, Liu11a,
LSX13, MR17, SI17, WY11a, WF17, Wei10b].
Transformations
[Din10, LWL11, EAAE10, EAA10, Gal10c,
Gall10d, KK17, Lam12]. transforms
[KLMV12, RS12a]. Transient
[BDGBM12, MC10b, BDGS13, BGRV15,
BJPT16, DLS14, Ima17, MC10a, WCH13].
transients [TMSO12]. transit [ZNG11].
Transition [Liu16b, LZ12c]. Transitive
[BS11a]. translation [NJV13].
Translational [JKZ11, NWZ11].
translational/rotational [NWZ11].
two-aircraft [YGH1]. **two-by-two** [ZZ15]. **two-component** [DB10, YYY1]. **two-dimensional** [BMRA10, RG18, AM13a, AJRWS12, Ali15, BPF13, CLB14, CCCW16, Def10b, DM15, DVS15, DMD+18, Dos12, Fra15, FLZ14a, Fio14, lGzS15, GH14, GL16, GML17b, HSZ15, HA10, KG14, KKL14a, KKL14b, LCM14, Lep11b, LZH16, LR17a, LWZ16, MP10a, MP11a, MPZ11, PD11, Saj12, SZL+17, uA1A15, SZZ+18, TS11a, VC12, WW16, WY16, XZ11, YGS17, YK17, ZCSG13, ZDLC14, ZTC14, ZC16, ZR16, ZL10a, ZY11, ZLA17, ZLC+11a, ZSD10, ZBL12, ZQ14b]. **two-** [YYC11].

Two-aircraft [YGH1]. **two-by-two** [ZZ15]. **two-component** [DB10, YYY1]. **two-dimensional** [BMRA10, RG18, AM13a, AJRWS12, Ali15, BPF13, CLB14, CCCW16, Def10b, DM15, DVS15, DMD+18, Dos12, Fra15, FLZ14a, Fio14, lGzS15, GH14, GL16, GML17b, HSZ15, HA10, KG14, KKL14a, KKL14b, LCM14, Lep11b, LZH16, LR17a, LWZ16, MP10a, MP11a, MPZ11, PD11, Saj12, SZL+17, uA1A15, SZZ+18, TS11a, VC12, WW16, WY16, XZ11, YGS17, YK17, ZCSG13, ZDLC14, ZTC14, ZC16, ZR16, ZL10a, ZY11, ZLA17, ZLC+11a, ZSD10, ZBL12, ZQ14b]. **two-** [YYC11].

Two-aircraft [YGH1]. **two-by-two** [ZZ15]. **two-component** [DB10, YYY1]. **two-dimensional** [BMRA10, RG18, AM13a, AJRWS12, Ali15, BPF13, CLB14, CCCW16, Def10b, DM15, DVS15, DMD+18, Dos12, Fra15, FLZ14a, Fio14, lGzS15, GH14, GL16, GML17b, HSZ15, HA10, KG14, KKL14a, KKL14b, LCM14, Lep11b, LZH16, LR17a, LWZ16, MP10a, MP11a, MPZ11, PD11, Saj12, SZL+17, uA1A15, SZZ+18, TS11a, VC12, WW16, WY16, XZ11, YGS17, YK17, ZCSG13, ZDLC14, ZTC14, ZC16, ZR16, ZL10a, ZY11, ZLA17, ZLC+11a, ZSD10, ZBL12, ZQ14b]. **two-** [YYC11].

Two-grid [HCZ16, WC17, BN14a, HD16, JJ16, LRH13, LDL+15b, WFZ12]. **two-handed** [LNK12]. **two-layered** [SRV10]. **Two-level** [LZS13, AZV15, Chu12b, FIW13, LDL12b, MS15]. **Two-machine** [AA10c, AA10b]. **two-** [BG11]. **two-mode** [BZLZ12]. **two-parameter** [FIM18]. **two-party** [HP12]. **two-patch** [KVJB15, KV17b]. **Two-phase** [CP15a, ABK+13, BZS16, BV17, Col14, SS16, SPT17, Sul16, TR14, TDM13, Wan14, ZR16, ZLC+11a, ZQ14b]. **two-point** [AER12, Bic11, Tur10]. **two-prey** [ADS14]. **two-relaxation-time** [KGM11]. **two-scale** [TAPA+17]. **Two-sided** [SJPS11, FZL+18, MY13]. **two-sidedly** [CST14]. **two-solidary** [LD11b]. **Two-stage** [YD12, CHT11, MLY11]. **two-state** [ZBL12]. **two-step** [CYM13, FLH10]. **two-terminal** [NS11]. **two-tiered** [YXP+13]. **two-variable** [GK11a]. **two-way** [Koj10]. **Type** [LN98, SSR11, AR10a, AD10a, AD11a, AO10b, AP10, ADK10, AAA12, Ana11b, AR17, AGPCC10, AN11, Bae10, BKT11, BK12a, BV11, Ban13, BM11b, BCK11, Bx10, BD11c, BF11, BML11, BHIJ4, CMG11, CGY10b, CQRW11, CTG17, CZ15, CZ17, CS12, CT10a, CD16, CJCV10, Cov13, DN10, Dar11, DA18b, DK12, DD+18, Dra11a, Dra11b, DFS14, Ers16, EKE18, FKF13, FLH10, FL11a, FMI12a, Furl3, Gao17, Gav12, GKK11, GHM+14, HmZ11, HCF16, HSBL11, HN10, JJC11, JPS10, JH10, KP13, KPR13, KC11, Kha10, KRY15, KJ11, KM11, Lee11a, LSC16, Li10c, LLW10, LD11b, LZY13, LL16a, LX17, LSZ11, LRV13, LTSW16, LMZ17, LYZ17, LPP15, Lu11, LS11d, Li14, LPY16, MI16, MN17, Mor10d, NZ14, NP12, Nil11, NUH12, OAK11, PCS13, PS12a, Par15, Par17a, PRR10, QXG13, QHT16, QZM17b].
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